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0.1 Executive Summary
The OpenAIS reference architecture defines a framework that allows system designers
to create vendor-specific, but still compatible lighting control systems. That is: OpenAIS
devices and software services can rely on a common base that allows integration of
software and hardware from different vendors into a single system. The basic principles
and choices for the OpenAIS reference architecture are:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

IPv6-based communication with UDP as the transport layer. IPv6 multicast and
6LoWPAN compression will be supported.
Support any (future) physical medium that is IPv6 capable. Typical larger systems
will have a LAN backbone with IP routers or Border Routers to integrate different
local IoT networks (using e.g. BT, BLE, 6LoWPAN, Wi-Fi, PLC, VLC, PoE, etc.).
All communication uses the well-standardized CoAP protocol, defined by the IETF
especially for use in the domain of constrained embedded devices. CoAP
implements the REST communication paradigm that powers today’s web services.
OpenAIS uses the LWM2M framework in addition to OpenAIS Group
Communication. The choice of LWM2M was driven by the availability of the LWM2M
specification and stack. Future systems may, if needed, use other IoT frameworks
and still stay interoperable through OpenAIS Group Communication (OGC).
The protocols and stacks used are open (IoT) industry standards, with some
additions made to implement secure group communication.
Security and privacy of data communication are achieved by using a combination of
transport layer (DTLS) and application layer (OSCORE) based encryption.
Secure OpenAIS Group Communication enables the operative lighting use cases,
supports local control and event handling and ensures interoperability across
vendors. Setup of groups is secured through commissioning.
An operational concept strictly based on a two-step process workflow:
(physical effect) - Sensor  Control (algorithmic) function  Actuator - (physical
effect). Each of these steps uses group communication: Sensors send their events
to a controls group, and each control function sends to their group of actuators.
Legacy systems are incorporated using (application-layer) gateways that talk
“OpenAIS” on the IPv6 interface. The level of legacy integration is up to the
designers of the gateways and not limited by OpenAIS.
OpenAIS provides out-of-the-box functionality, which delivers (non-secured) basic
operation to ease installation and installation-testing for luminaires, switches,
presence detectors and light sensors.
Mobile devices like tablets and phones provide user control of an OpenAIS system
with fine-grained access control and authentication. User access may include
functions like selection of control algorithms/modes, as well as direct on-demand
(lighting) group control. This is achieved without the need to commission the mobile
device as a part of an OpenAIS system. Access control (AA/AAA) can be executed
on a building server or in the cloud using standard IT solutions.
Cloud services benefit from a data collector service that provides group
communicated data and helps by collecting, processing and temporarily storing the
data and allows packing, extended authentication and encryption before sending
data to the cloud.
Control functions are designed as service and not bound to specific locations. Simple
ones may be deployed onto sensor or luminaire hardware, and operationally
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superseded by stacking with more versatile ones. This allows for soft adaptations
throughout the life cycle of the system.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Goal
OpenAIS project envisions to “Create an open ecosystem to enable a wider community
to deliver the smartness of light. Allow easy adaptability to cater for the diversity of
people and demands.” [OpenAIS_D1.1]. By exploiting the smartness of lighting, the
OpenAIS system aims at enabling efficient use of buildings of 2020 and beyond with
increased comfort and well-being of the users and with significantly reduced operational
costs. The key to achieve this goal is to establish the “Internet of Lights” by converging
the technologies of Internet of Things (IoT) and Solid State Lighting (e.g. LEDs).
This deliverable provides the reference architecture of OpenAIS - an open serviceoriented IP-based lighting architecture. Connecting luminaires to the Internet with IP
(Internet Protocol) to all nodes enables flexibility and interoperability and it facilitates a
service-oriented architecture. A transition from the existing often closed and proprietary
systems to open systems will stimulate investments and enable innovations. OpenAIS
aims to match the robustness, reliability and real-time performance of today’s dedicated
lighting systems in an Internet-connected luminaires world, and to provide high
performance lighting functionality to the future world of IoT systems.
The architecture provided by OpenAIS is a reference architecture, i.e. a template for
specifying concrete system architectures. This reference architecture is designed to
support a wide range of deployment scenarios and use cases and to fit the requirements
of future office buildings. Emphasis is to provide an architecture that is extensible to
future technologies yet secure. Interoperability with Building Automation Systems (BAS)
and other building systems, support for cloud storage and big data analytics, and
integration of legacy technologies using gateways are among its core features.
Moreover, by enabling a multi-vendor system with vendor differentiation and vendor
competition without dropping compatibility, and by its flexible approach to support future
connectivity technologies, OpenAIS is set to be future proof.

1.2 Scope
The primary scope of this document is to explain the OpenAIS reference architecture. It
does not just define a system but defines a template for designing a family of systems.
The system can be vendor-specific or fully multi-vendor-based where customers can
choose components from different vendors. The vendor differentiation thus becomes the
key business control point. Moreover, this reference architecture allows reuse of
standard IT systems and provides extensibility and openness in adopting future
developments and technologies, and hence can serve over a longer period of time,
typically 20–30 years, as is expected from lighting systems.
What will be covered in this document are the following:
•
•
•
•

The logical model of interaction and signal flow.
The communication requirements (transport, protocols and security).
The commissioning basics (out-of-the box operation, configuration workflows
and the related requirements).
The extensibility basics (how systems stay flexible and how changes and
extensions can be performed throughout the life cycle).
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•
•

The interaction basics to Building Automation Systems and other smart building
services.
The Interface and Object Model basics (API and object structures) are provided
as an appendix (Appendix A). However, the full technical Object Model
specification is provided in a different document [OpenAIS_D2.4].

These are accompanied by some high-level examples to make the intentions more
graspable. However, out of scope for this document are:
•
•
•
•
•

The justification of the architectural choices made (some arguments are provided
to clarify certain issues, but no full justification is given).
The system design itself (this is up to the vendors).
The limitations for actual installations (these will be system limitations).
Other Building Automation Systems and services.
Lighting controls algorithms and user interfaces.

The main focus of OpenAIS is on lighting for indoor offices. Other (non-lighting) aspects
of smart buildings such as Building Automation Systems, Building Information Modelling
(BIM) and Network Management Systems are not part of the architecture. However, the
means for enabling these services in an OpenAIS system and interfaces for data sharing
with external systems are defined.
Some of the OpenAIS principles may also serve non-lighting systems well (especially
blind and shade services that are structurally and functionally close to lighting), e.g. by
easily adapting the object structure, but this was considered out of scope. Integration of
existing legacy systems is supported through application layer gateways.
The architecture allows flexible control functionality by supporting both distributed and
centralized lighting control algorithms. The inner functional details and parameters of the
algorithms are not part of the reference architecture, as they are part of a system design
and one of the major quality aspects for vendor differentiation.
The details of objects, interfaces, tools (e.g. commissioning) and services are not fully
specified in the OpenAIS architecture for the purpose of allowing vendor differentiation:
there will be vendor-specific capabilities in these devices and tools. However, the Object
Model data provided in Appendix A of this document specifies a bit more than the
common parts that would be strictly needed for interoperability, just to ensure all major
aspects are covered in the reference architecture.
Not covered in this document are elements out of scope of the OpenAIS reference
architecture such as lighting device design, sensor technologies, CPU selection, OS
selection, and firmware development details, although we provide some
recommendations where we think they help with comprehension of the architecture or
the correct application of the architecture in system designs.
The architecture supports both wired and wireless connectivity solutions, as the physical
transportation layer used is not fixed by the reference architecture. Instead the minimum
requirements for connectivity technologies are specified. We expect that a Field Network
that uses a specific PHY technology is coupled to a common (LAN) Backbone Network
through a PHY-specific router, Border Router or Access Point.
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Disclaimer: This document provides the revised (v2.0) final version of the “Reference
Architecture of OpenAIS”. It puts together all the architectural decisions taken and
provides the reference architecture to create OpenAIS compatible systems. It includes
the experience gained in designing and building the OpenAIS pilot system. However,
revisions may still be necessary in the future due to ongoing standards enhancements
especially regarding application-level security for group communication. Furthermore,
the ongoing development of new stacks and frameworks in the IoT world needs
continued attention, because a framework that fits our requirements better may become
available in the future and may replace (partially) the LWM2M framework. The OpenAIS
Group Communication (OGC) is designed in a way that it can ensure interoperability
also when other IoT frameworks are introduced in OpenAIS devices.

1.3 Glossary
A glossary of acronyms and the definition of key terms used in this document are given
in Chapter 8. The icons used to represent OpenAIS system components are listed in
Section 8.4.

1.4 Organisation of the Document
The rest of the document is organised as follows: Chapter 2 summarizes the system
requirements that are used as the base of the OpenAIS Architecture and the process
we followed to arrive at the final candidate architecture. The key features of the
candidates, their strength and limitations, and features of the tool used for comparison
are described in this chapter. Chapter 3 presents an extensive overview of the proposed
reference architecture. It details the main architectural concepts, decomposition of the
system and four different architecture views. Chapter 4 elaborates on system design
requirements and recommendations based on the reference architecture. It adds some
examples and illustrations to help comprehend specific architectural issues and to give
a more practical insight in the way this reference architecture works and was
implemented by OpenAIS in a pilot system. Chapter 5 focuses on architectural analysis,
especially on the risk assessment aspect. It describes the methods used for the
assessment and the outcome of the two workshops that were conducted. Chapter 6
concludes the report. Chapters 7 and 8 provides references and a glossary, respectively.
Appendix A provides the structure of the objects, resources and interfaces as defined
by the OpenAIS Data Model. This appendix is a human readable version of the main
parts of deliverable D2.4, the Object Model Prototype [OpenAIS_D2.4].
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2 ARCHITECTURE SELECTION
This chapter summarizes the system and user requirements that are used as the base
of the OpenAIS Architecture and the process we followed to arrive at the final
architecture candidate. The key features of the candidates, their strengths and
limitations, and features of the tool used for comparison are described in this chapter.
Additionally, a comparison of the shortlist candidate architectures with a baseline
architecture is provided.

2.1 Key Drivers
The OpenAIS Architecture follows a simple goal: To provide an excellent and secure
lighting controls framework that fits into and that uses open methods from the IoT world.
The key drivers/requirements of OpenAIS are:

• Use Internet Protocol (IPv6) transport to the final node (end device).
o Avoids translating gateways for secure future applications on end

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

devices.
 New functionality in end devices today requires update of
intermediate gateways, which hampers function innovation.
 Support of devices of multiple vendors in a single network
segment is today not possible, as these require dedicated
gateways.
 Often, end-to-end security is not possible with vendor-specific
gateways and non-IP communication technology.
o Allows reuse of mainstream communication technologies (hardware and
software), reducing R&D effort and interoperability issues.
 Removes need for development of dedicated gateways, use only
off-the-shelf IP routers.
 Make use of IP stacks and hardware are widely available, even
for resource-constrained end nodes.
Allow third-party contribution throughout all aspects of the system. (Device
interoperability, standardized open APIs, software plugins.)
Enable interoperability with other Building Automation Systems (HVAC, blinds
etc.)
Make the commissioning process as simple and straightforward as possible,
using as little (technical and educational) preconditions as possible.
Allow for wired and wireless and seamlessly mixed wired/wireless installations.
Stay close to existing IT / IoT frameworks, to allow the use of already existing
tools.
Open up lighting controls to cloud-based services but maintain fast local
reactions of lighting to local and manual interactions.
Support all common centralized, decentralized and distributed lighting control
methods.
Allow lighting nodes to act as infrastructure for low-power (wireless) IoT devices
that are installed close to the lighting nodes.
Allow lighting equipment to be part of an overall data management framework
for a building.
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2.2 Main Requirements
This section presents the main requirements towards the system architecture. In this
section, the term system refers to the entire lighting system including luminaires,
network(s), tools, processes and controls.
2.2.1

User requirements

The user requirements that are used as the foundation of the OpenAIS Architecture have
been collected by OpenAIS WP1 and are presented in detail in the OpenAIS WP1
deliverables, in particular [OpenAIS_D1.2]. This section summarises the major user
requirements towards the system architecture, to help readers to understand this
document. Any requirements with no major impact on the architecture are not shown
here. The different wording compared to the WP1 deliverables is on purpose, to support
our current architectural focus best. The requirements are content-wise not affected by
this rewording.
2.2.1.1 The system should perform well
•
•

•

•
•

Performance should be independent of connectivity choices: 6LoWPAN, Wi-Fi, LAN,
PoE, PLC (DLAN), BT (LE), etc., and should be performing well also with future IPv6
connectivity solutions and technologies.
The system should perform well in mixed installations, where different networks
and/or network technologies are connected to act as a single system.
o Switching or dimming lights in a room/floor/facade by users should yield
reliable, well-synchronized visible action in a reasonably short time. Both the
waiting time before visible action and the “run-on-time” after stop of a
dimming action need to be short and consistent.
The size of the system should scale nicely from single-room to campus-wide
installations. Note: scalability up to multi-campus / multi-site systems is required in
the sense that a single authorized entity (e.g. a company headquarters) can control
lighting status and parameters to multiple sites remotely over IPv6 networks.
The operational security, the data privacy and the system integrity should be
provided as an internal trait of the system and work independently from siteprotecting firewalls.
The system should support group-/room-/floor-/facade-/stairwell-/building- wide
control interactions. Overlapping and conflicting groupings need to be managed and
supported by the system.

2.2.1.2 The system should keep initial cost low
•
•
•
•
•

There should be no expensive minimal requirements towards devices or networks.
Available, and becoming available standard technologies and software stacks
should be sufficient for the realization of the system with only minimal additions.
It should allow for (substantial) aftermarket enhancements and support a services
business, without the need for device replacement to add these enhancements.
It should allow for control algorithms placed in the cloud as a cheap alternative to
on-site servers, where needed.
The upgrade of the system to higher performance should be possible by third parties
that did not perform the first installation or commissioning.
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2.2.1.3 The system should be easy to install, commission and operate
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Every major step of the installation and commissioning process should allow for a
simple (self-) check if the performed step worked well and should guide people
though the remaining steps.
Organizational (pre-programming, pre-labelling) and technical (indoor positioning,
guided search) localization, i.e. identification of the location of the device in the
building, should be well supported and future possibilities for localization should not
be excluded by the system architecture.
The system architecture workflows should support integration into a Building
Information Model (BIM).
The system APIs that enable the installation and commissioning process should be
standardized, to allow competition on the easiness of this process.
Users should be easily able to use their mobile devices such as smartphones and
tablets as extended lighting control points.
In case of device or commissioning failures, the system should be able to continue
operation with only limited operational damage.
User preferences should be allowed to move along with the user.

2.2.1.4 The system should add value to the building
•
•
•
•
•

The system should be re-usable as infrastructure to upcoming IoT communication
needs.
Emergency lighting and other closely related lighting technologies should integrate
easily into the system, reducing the number of separate systems.
The system should seamlessly integrate into the overall Building Automation
System, easing maintenance and building optimization processes.
The system should allow for full cloud service integration to support “smart building”
and “smart city” technologies of the future.
The system should ensure compatibility between different vendors covering devices,
software and tools.

2.2.1.5 The system should support innovation and lifetime adaptation
•

•

•

•

The system should provide sufficient flexibility for specific (not standardized)
extensions and allow for the implementation and deployment of (vendor-specific)
specialized or innovation-driven applications, whilst maintaining interoperability with
standardized components.
The system as a whole needs to allow (firmware) update of selected devices and
upgrade of (parts of) deployed hardware. Any new versions of hardware or software
must have seamless backward compatibility with previous versions. The software
parts that are covered by the OpenAIS reference architecture (e.g. including
communication/protocol security) should be upgradable, although the architecture
does not mandate upgradability for every single device. Vendor-specific choices
such as LED driver algorithms or sensor/control algorithms need not be upgradable.
The system should allow for functional adaptations or upgrade during the lifetime
without needing changes in deployed hardware. Certain adaptations or upgrades
may have to be performed by on-site personnel; the ability to perform remote
adaptations and upgrades is recommended.
An OpenAIS system should provide value and be maintainable for a long period of
time of 15-30 years.
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2.2.2

Technically translated user requirements

Some of the user requirements need a more technical wording to be useful as a base
for architectural decisions. E.g. “should react fast” as a user wording needs a translation
into the more precise “within 0.4 sec” to serve as a technical requirement. Below list
provides this translation of all user requirements into technical requirements:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The total delay from the sensor action “presence detected” to actuator action “lights
on” needs to stay substantially below 0.4 seconds. Note: the value 0.4 was picked
by OpenAIS architects based on their experience in the lighting industry. This value
is low enough such that a delay does not cause a user to initiate a specific correction
action such as waving a hand to trigger the presence sensor.
The total delay from sensor action (button pressed / released) to (advanced) reaction
of light points needs to stay below 0.4 seconds.
The difference between the first and the last light point in a group to stop dimming
when the dimming action is stopped (button released) needs to stay below 0.1
seconds; and the resulting difference in final light intensity change needs to be less
than 5%.
The residual timing difference at the actuators for actions that are requested to start
or finish at a specific time (e.g. automated scenes) needs to stay below 0.1 second.
After a power-off followed by power-on, the system should be operational within 5
seconds.
The basic function of switching lights based on buttons and presence sensors needs
to be independent from the status of the internet connection on the site.
Sensor data timestamps need to be accurate to 1 second.
System operation needs to stay well-defined and operational at all times, also when
individual devices fail.
Communication needs to be well encrypted to avoid eavesdropping or unwanted
message injection by third parties. The encryption level needs to be AES-128
equivalent or higher.
All actors (devices, objects, superior control or temporary users) need to be
authenticated before any action can be performed by these actors.
Data protection: the people-presence status of rooms shall not be “sniffable” by
means of network traffic pattern analysis.
Additional sensor or status analysis through local tools or cloud connections needs
to be available as additional functions, without impacting the basic lighting controls
performance.
Allow for cost-effective device design i.e. use of constrained computing performance
at all sensors and actuators.
Provide integration means for “sleepy” battery-powered or environmental-powered
wireless sensors.
All parts of the system should remain exchangeable one by one against new
versions during the system’s lifetime.
An OpenAIS system architecture can live for more than 10 years, and more than 20
years for compatible upgrades.
Parts and software components from different vendors should operate seamlessly
in the same system.
Vendor- or application-specific software versions or system extensions should be
possible during the system’s lifetime, while replacing as little as possible of the
already-deployed hardware.
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2.3 Architecture Candidates
Before detailing the selected OpenAIS architecture, a shortlist of three architecture
candidates was created. To arrive at three, first a larger set of candidates was collected
by looking from multiple viewpoints to potential and desirable system architectures –
based on the outcomes of the OpenAIS state of the art analysis done in the first half of
2015. This section outlines the process followed and the three candidates that resulted.
More details can be found in OpenAIS deliverable D2.1 [OpenAIS_D2.1].
2.3.1

Process

The shortlist architecture candidates were generated by looking from three different
high-level viewpoints:
•

•

•

2.3.2

Architectures based on new IoT Technology – the re-use of existing IoT
technology and application-level frameworks can be a good starting point of
defining OpenAIS architecture in order to bring lighting systems directly into the
IoT domain. Any aspects that are missing from existing IoT technology will need
to be added by OpenAIS.
Architectures based on Existing Lighting/Building Ecosystems – in other words,
the “Heritage” Architectures. Because lighting and building control systems are
today dominated by a number of strong ecosystems (like BACnet, KNX, DALI) it
would be beneficial for market adoption to extend these existing ecosystems into
full IP-to-the-luminaire solutions, using the existing standards as much as
possible.
Architectures based on Strategic Business Goals – these are based on strategic
business directions for the lighting and building control industries. This means
that the starting point of designing a new architecture is to select a single
business goal and optimize the architecture for this single business goal. The
goals selected were:
o Low cost
o Data-centric, or ready for the big data era
o Existing IT systems/technology compatible
Architecture candidates

This section lists the final three architecture candidates that were selected by the
OpenAIS WP2 for further specification and comparison. The three candidates are:
1. IoT-centric Architecture
2. IT-compatible Architecture
3. BACnet/IP Architecture
The comparison between the candidates is discussed in Section 2.4.3.
2.3.2.1 IoT-centric architecture
The IoT-centric architecture is based on today’s IoT standards, using a RESTful
communication model to the final node over the Internet Protocol (IP) which is also the
basis for the World Wide Web. The application-layer frameworks of OMA Lightweight
M2M (LWM2M) and IPSO Smart Object Profiles are used. Wireless connectivity to
luminaires will typically use a low-cost IoT-specific technology with 6LoWPAN, while
wired connectivity uses Ethernet typically. Any future communication technology that
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allows for IPv6 connections may be used with IoT centric architecture once it becomes
standardized and available.
The expectation for this architecture is that lighting will be just one of the many devices
connected to the Internet in offices of the future and therefore will have to adhere to
standards and not follow a separate, lighting-specific path of evolution. The IoT
developments are volatile at the moment and it will take some time before overall
winners and leading standards emerge. Therefore, this architecture must have the
flexibility to incorporate technology changes over time.
The IoT-centric architecture also contains elements of the identified “low-cost”
architecture, since low-cost microcontrollers can be used and low-cost, constrained IP
networking technology is enabled.
Main characteristics of the architecture are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A platform solution in which not all technology is completely fixed, allowing
evolution over time.
Protocols used are mostly IP protocols optimized for use in low-resource devices
(such as CoAP, DTLS, 6LoWPAN, MPL, CBOR, etc.).
Fully IPv6 based solution (IPv6 to the end node). 6LoWPAN is used where
needed to support IPv6 over low-bandwidth network links.
Support of both wired and wireless solutions, with definition of minimum
requirements for connectivity technology.
Integration of legacy (e.g. DALI and other) installations through gateways.
Allowing arbitrary allocation of control functions, supporting both distributed and
centralized control models, as well as mixtures.
Three classes of embedded devices are distinguished: low-resource, mediumresource and full-resource. Only the full-resource devices are relatively powerful
embedded Linux-class platforms.
Support for stand-alone networks (i.e. isolated; not connected to an IP backbone
network).
Embedded security (node access and communication) is well supported.

2.3.2.2 IT-compatible architecture
The IT-compatible architecture is fully based on today’s IT equipment and best practices.
A RESTful communication model is used through the HTTP/TCP protocols running over
the well-known Internet Protocol (IP). Wireless connectivity uses Wi-Fi, while wired
connectivity is over Ethernet LAN. Wi-Fi access points are abundantly placed to enable
many luminaires and sensors to connect to the IT network.
The expectation is that Lighting will be “just” one of the many devices connected to the
IT network in offices of the future and therefore will have to adhere to IT standards and
not follow a separate lighting-specific path. This means that computing power in lighting
devices will have to grow significantly to the level needed to support standard IT
interconnectivity and protocols.
Administration and some installation/configuration actions are performed by the IT
department of a building or a campus. Where such department or expertise is not
available, setup and maintenance software on a powerful gateway/controller type device
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(which may be a temporary placed device) should provide a seamless out-of-the-box
installation experience.
Main characteristics of the architecture are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

A platform solution in which not all technology is completely fixed, allowing
evolution over time.
Protocols used are the same as in today’s IT networks, i.e. not optimized for lowcost/low-bandwidth networks; such as HTTP, HTTPS, TCP, TLS, DNS, DNSSD, SNMP, NetConf, MLD, JSON/XML, etc.
Fully IPv6 based high-bandwidth solution (IPv6 to the end node). 6LoWPAN
compression is not needed.
Support of both wired and wireless solutions, with definition of minimum
requirements for a connectivity technology.
Optimized for data collection and the expected large increase of data collection
in the future.
Preferred connectivity technologies are Ethernet LAN/PoE and Wi-Fi. However
arbitrary connectivity standards can be used, as long as they comply with the
minimum requirements: in the future new standards like sub-GHz 802.11ah may
be feasible in some regions of the world.
Integration of old (e.g. DALI and other) installations through gateways.
Allowing arbitrary allocation of control functions, supporting both distributed and
centralized control models, as well as mixtures.
Specific IT configuration knowledge encoded in commissioning tools, to enable
smaller organisations with less IT expertise to install or maintain a lighting
system.
Two classes of IP-enabled embedded devices are distinguished: standardresource and full-resource. Both are relatively powerful embedded-Linux class
devices.

2.3.2.3 BACnet/IP architecture
The BACnet/IP architecture is based on the BACnet protocol as it is defined today to run
over UDP/IP. It is widely used today for building controls, and when it comes to heating,
cooling and ventilation more than 60% of the market today are operated using the
BACnet model.
The BACnet system is supported by many vendors in the building management industry,
which also offers the administration and commissioning services for the devices and the
full network solution by their specialized service-force. There is a variety of independent
and also vendor-specific tools available that help to perform BACnet administration.
Although there are BACnet to DALI Gateways available from some vendors, BACnet is
not widely used for lighting controls as of today, and especially not when it comes to
more sophisticated dimming controls, as the BACnet structures can get complicated if
more sophisticated or more granular dimming control is required. The necessary
combined knowledge on both “advanced lighting” and “advanced BACnet” is usually not
available on-site. We could not find any evidence of luminaires with integrated BACnet
Lighting nodes, although there is no real technology barrier besides the relatively high
cost per light point.
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BACnet is today a very restrictive standard. To ensure compatibility and reliability the
standard has no flexibility embedded when it comes to additional information or variance
in additional object methods. BACnet is designed to be used in closed network
environments. There are no reasonable authentication or authorization methods
implemented, even though there is a standard on paper for BACnet security.
Wireless connectivity for BACnet/IP will be enabled over Wi-Fi or another high/medium
speed technology. Wired connectivity uses Ethernet. Luminaires will incorporate those
parts of the BACnet protocols needed to operate all lighting and sensor functions.
Extension of the BACnet models will be needed to allow for an easy and seamless
installation and commissioning experience using automated tools.
Main characteristics of BACnet are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Widely used for large buildings
Lighting is integrated via gateways
A restrictive object and interaction model
A full, but closed (heritage) ecosystem
No object security
No authorization and access management
No RESTful communication architecture
IPv4 only, special port and protocol used.
Light point group action is not bandwidth optimized
No cloud interfaces available
Over-specified and too expensive for small lighting systems

2.4 Architecture Decision Matrix
Architecture Decision Matrix is a tool we created to guide us to an appropriate final
architecture proposal while making complex architectural decisions. The details of the
tool are given in OpenAIS deliverable D2.2 [OpenAIS_D2.2]. This tool is based on the
user requirements and helps us to judge the performance of a system against various
aspects of those requirements. To achieve this, the (relatively abstract) user
requirements are broken down to technical criteria and these criteria are split into
measurable sub-criteria, which finally allowed scoring on all the dimensions of these
requirements in a reasonable way. These results have been made available graphically
using a spider diagram, which allows judging all dimensions at a glance. This section
outlines this process and gives the reasoning for the decisions taken based on the
process.
2.4.1

Decision making process

The decision-making process we adopted starts with identifying every critical aspect of
the system. An aspect of a system does not directly imply a decision criterion since it
needs further processing. A more complex task was to get the criteria measurable.
For creating a comparable decision criterion from a system aspect, the criterion must be
well defined in the context of the system and it must be broken down into subcomponents. This process requires domain specific expert opinions. After this step, the
sub-components can be accepted as sub-criteria of an actual criterion. Subsequently,
sub-criteria of a criterion might have different priority levels. An expert opinion is
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necessary to decide whether there is a priority difference between them or not. If there
is a priority difference, the expert must give different weights to each sub-criterion.
For example, in a decision-making process a typical user requirement (criterion) like
“ease of handling for the electrical contractor” typically creates a “guessing” rather than
a measurement. But when it is split into three sub-criteria, namely “ambiguity of
connections to be made / antenna positioning”, “availability of connecting materials”, and
“ease and clarity of connection testing” and weighed against each other, the three subcriteria can now be measured using a clear metric which makes the criterion more
measurable. Of course, this process is not “complete” and it also relies on “expert
opinions”, but tests have shown that the results are useful and reproducible.
Each sub-criterion is rated using its own metric. The weighted sum of scores of subcriteria reflects the score of actual criteria. These scores are then being used for
comparing architectures. A “final number” based on the weighted sum of scores of
criteria to compare different architectures would make the process easier, but we
decided not to implement this, as there is no weighting for criteria that tells us how the
diverse aspects (e.g. from “ease of installation” to “power efficiency”) should be related.
The aim was therefore to judge if the architectures have essential weaknesses or not,
and also how they could possibly be enhanced through OpenAIS. This can be done by
watching the magnitude for the various aspects on a spider diagram much better than
by looking at a “total” value.
2.4.2

Decision Matrix

Deriving the decision-making criteria is an important step. Extracting the decisionmaking criteria from the user requirements requires a delicate work and a strong
communication between different teams. In OpenAIS, WP1 and WP2 worked together
to ensure that every requirement and use case have an equivalent decision-making
criterion.
This section shows the design assessment criteria and the measurable sub-criteria that
have been used to score the “fitness” of the architecture candidates. Following are the
decision-making criteria and corresponding sub-criteria:
•

•

•

•

•

Ease of handling (maintenance, installation) for Electricians
o Unambiguous connectors (no choices) / antenna position (no choices)
o Easily available cabling and connectors material
o Simple “connection works” check (yes/no, nothing in between)
Ease of handling (maintenance, installation) for IT
o Ease of configuration (during the installation)
o Ease of maintenance
o Firmware and configuration updates management
Ease of handling (maintenance, installation) for providers(lighting)
o Ease of localization of devices
o Ease of grouping / addressing devices
o Ease of trouble shooting (triage, error diagnostics)
Interoperability with Building Automation Systems
o Sensor, output and data transparency
o Ease of configuration
o Energy Management
Use of open standards
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Use of open standards to realize IP connectivity (incl. L1, L2, L3) in field
network
o Use of open standard application-level IoT framework (L4 - L7) in
luminaires
o Use of open data models for luminaires/sensors/controllers
Reuse from IT domain
o Uses service integration technologies familiar to IT group staffs (to avoid
special training needs to commission or maintain a lighting system)
o Uses network infrastructure already provided by IT groups
o Uses existing support, service monitoring and asset management
processes of IT groups
Upgradability to this architecture from existing architectures
o Functional groups span new and old system seamlessly
o Integrated commissioning methods and tools
o Integration efforts
Compliance with functional requirements
o Availability of required functionality (according to Kano model)
o Tools to enable required functionality
o Interfaces / access points to the system to enable required functionality
Security
o The system retains the interconnection and interoperation benefits of IP
and is easy to access for legitimate installers, developers and end users
o The security concept embodies "defence in depth"
o The security model provides for typical commercial building sector roles
and responsibilities, and changes of role holders
Power efficiency
o Standby power consumption
o Operational power distribution efficiency
o Efficiency of controls for effective energy reduction
Business control points (vendor differentiation)
o A vendor can deliver and use device functionality up and above the
standard features
o A vendor can deploy additional system functionality to all networked
devices
o A vendor can detect and use additional functionality supplied by a foreign
device
Manufacturing, Installation and Commissioning cost (per luminaire)
o Device Cost of “Connected” Converter (€) [measured @ LED 20W @
purchase level by the luminaire company)]
o Installation & connection cost (h) [measured @ 4m connection to next
device in false ceiling.]
o Commissioning and fault-finding cost (h)
Extensibility
o Integration of new connectivity technology
o Integration of new sensor (ubiquitous video) or actuator(blinds)
o Change of IoT standards (e.g. CoAP replaced or new discovery
mechanism)
R&D effort
o R&D cost for first system development
o R&D cost for component development in new architecture
o Transition cost of the organization (training, hiring)
Scalability
o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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•

•

•

2.4.3

o Total costs for adding devices and / or functionality
o Continuous functionality / UI independent of size
o Performance independent of size
Reliability (Error resilience)
o Availability
o Recoverability
o Degradability
Performance (response time, synchrony)
o Time to Light (TTL)
o Synchrony when switching / dimming a group of devices
o Start-up time until the system is in regular state (up and running) again
after power loss
Emergency lighting integration capability
o Integration level
o Monitoring level
o Functionality
Comparison of candidate architectures

The three architecture candidates presented in Section 2.3.2 have been scored using
this catalogue of aspects and criteria and are compared in the spider diagrams as shown
in Figure 1. The main focus was to understand which architectures have essential
difficulties in supporting certain aspects of the requirements, and if their frameworks
allow for adaptations that result in a reasonable coverage of the more critical parts. Both
the IT-compatible and the BACnet/IP have been found to be less promising than the IoTcentric architecture. Hence the IoT-centric architecture has been selected as the final
candidate architecture; but this architecture also needs some essential extensions and
adaptations to make it fit. The IoT-centric architecture given in Section 2.6.3.1 provides
a good and reasonable coverage of the user requirements. Some additional details are
given in Section 2.5.
2.4.3.1 IT-compatible architecture
•
•
•
•
•

IT- Architecture is optimized for high throughput and good bandwidth using larger
data packets. It is not optimized for low-cost/low-bandwidth/fast access for small
packets. Protocols used are the same as in today’s IT networks
Architecture is based mainly on IPv4 and TCP connection. (IPv6 is coming up,
and UDP is possible, but less supported in classic IT environment.)
With IPv4 there are only limited / no ways for multicast available.
Classic IT commissioning workflows and methods are less advisable for lighting
commissioning.
Architecture forces to use relatively powerful embedded-Linux class devices.

Therefore, this architecture got substantially low scores on the following criteria:
•
•
•

Manufacturing, Installation and Commissioning cost (per luminaire)
Power efficiency
Ease of handling (maintenance, installation) for Electricians and lighting
providers
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2.4.3.2 BACnet/IP architecture
•
•
•
•

BACnet/IP to the node is not used in lighting controls today. BACnet/IP is used
to control DALI gateways, supporting relatively simple requirements.
Architecture is weak on supporting sophisticated dimming control functions,
especially with manual dimming of groups.
Architecture is restrictive rather than flexible.
Architecture lacks security aspects.

Therefore, this architecture got substantially low score on the following criteria, with little
to no outlook that this can be changed through efforts in the OpenAIS team:
•
•
•
•

Compliance with functional requirements
Business control points (vendor differentiation)
Extensibility
Security

Figure 1: Comparison of all candidate architectures

2.5 Final Candidate
The goal of OpenAIS is to achieve an architecture that can live for more than 10 years,
and for more than 20 years for compatible upgrades. Therefore, the major future
concerns are the flexibility to adopt new technologies in an interoperable way, and
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substantial freedom for system designers within a given framework of architectural
compatibility. Interoperability with Building Automation Systems and other building
systems, seamless integration of heritage systems, ease of handling, cost effectiveness,
openness and vendor differentiation are the important aspects for the near future.
The IoT-centric Architecture emerged as the best candidate following the comparison
using the decision matrix. Strong aspects of the IoT-centric architecture that made it the
best candidate are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ease of handling
Interoperability with Building Automation Systems
Manufacturing, Installation and Commissioning cost (per luminaire)
Compliance with functional requirements
Scalability
Security
Extensibility
Openness

Of course, there have been a few issues adopting an existing IoT framework, especially
to ensure local functionality, resilience, performance across different network topologies,
security for multicasting etc. All these could be addressed, though in several design
aspects we had to deviate from the usual IoT cloud-centric solutions. Some of them even
led to standardization proposals going into the IETF. After covering all such issues, no
substantially weak aspects are left for the selected architecture, although some
concerns regarding development efforts and costs remain. With all these changes, the
final candidate architecture now covers the important aspects towards the goal of
designing an architecture that can last for many years.
2.5.1

Comparison of final candidate architecture and baseline architecture

The need to push some aspects of IoT further to achieve a reasonable fit to the
requirements, and the residual work to pin down some more technical-practical aspects
in the wide field of IoT, lead us to continue using the decision matrix as a tool that
supports the decision-making process. Alternatives, and collateral changes and their
influence could be checked using the decision matrix.
To understand how the final candidate performs against a most recent “heritage”
system, the team chose the fully featured Zumtobel “LITECOM” system, that has been
successfully introduced in 2014 [LITECOM]. The score of LITECOM is used as a
comparison baseline to understand the performance abilities of the proposed
architecture.
Please note that “comparing Architecture against a given system” is not well defined.
The reference Architecture, as outlined here will allow for both simple and sophisticated
implementations; the simple ones usually perform well on the cost side, and the
sophisticated ones on the feature side. One of the benefits of the OpenAIS architecture
is the capability to allow for both, and have them compatible in the same system. It also
allows (with only little limitations) a (partial) upgrade to a more sophisticated version
during operation, and (with only little limitations) with continued use of the infrastructure.
The following tables show the scores for the OpenAIS Architecture and the Zumtobel
LITECOM system.
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Table 1: Scores of sub-criteria of OpenAIS final candidate and Zumtobel LITECOM
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Table 1 shows the scores of the sub-criteria of OpenAIS final candidate and Zumtobel
LITECOM. The corresponding scores of the criteria are given in Table 2.
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Table 2: Scores of criteria of OpenAIS final candidate and Zumtobel LITECOM

The spider diagram shown in Figure 2 provides the comparison between the baseline
architecture and the final candidate architecture.
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Figure 2: Spider diagram comparing Zumtobel LITECOM and the final candidate architecture

Compared to the baseline, strong aspects of the OpenAIS selected candidate
architecture are:
•
•
•
•

Use of open standards
Reuse from IT domain
Business control points
Security

Please note that the Zumtobel Litecom system (as most of the heritage systems do) is
using a non-IP field-layer communication system that is fully optimized for the task and
does not provide any “general purpose” functionality. The residual performance
drawbacks for the IP-based, IoT-centric system stay in an acceptable range. This
comparison shows that an IP/IoT-based system architecture has superior potential to
support “permissionless innovation”, which is its true benefit.

2.6 Final candidate, Object Model and LWM2M choices
2.6.1

Introduction

An IoT-technology based architecture has been chosen for OpenAIS. However, this
selection is based on today’s, quickly evolving and in many aspects immature IoT
standards. The first instantiations of such a system will have to be based on current
implementations and available technology. This situation implies that improved
mechanisms, standards and implementations are expected to emerge at a rapid pace
even within the timeframe of the OpenAIS project and certainly in the period of
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envisaged deployment (beyond 2020). Consequently, OpenAIS has at the one hand to
deal with immature or incomplete standards, which require the project to define
extensions to come to complete solutions, and at the other hand must be prepared to
integrate significant new standards and implementations over time. This effect is very
prominent in two of the main technology selections presented above in Chapter 2,
namely the application-layer data model (IPSO-based) and the IoT application
framework - where LWM2M has been selected. We will therefore discuss the choices
and approach around these two mechanisms in more detail in the following two
subsections.
2.6.2

Object Model and IPSO Smart Objects

When defining the OpenAIS architecture an extensive technology search was performed
which included available (standard) object models in the lighting domain, see
[OpenAIS_D2.1] for more details. Based on the choice for LWM2M as device
management framework, OpenAIS also evaluated IPSO Smart Objects. IPSO Smart
Objects (SO) is built on top of the Lightweight M2M (LWM2M) standard selected for the
OpenAIS architecture. “IPSO” stands for Internet Protocol for Smart Objects. The IPSO
Alliance published a document called IPSO Smart Objects Guidelines or IPSO Smart
Objects Starter Pack 1.0 [IPSO14]. However, this IPSO document only describes a
limited number of objects related to lighting: illuminance sensor, presence sensor and
light control. For the lighting domain, IPSO-SO is therefore more of a guideline and
example than a detailed, interoperable specification as it lacks most of the functionality
needed for a lighting control system. Its scope is restricted to server-to-device
configuration and management – configuring local communication such as bindings,
eventing, and group control are out of scope. As much more specification is needed to
make it complete, it has been decided to use the IPSO-”style” of specification and
element numbering, but still define a full set of objects for OpenAIS with its own
numbering scheme, disjunct from the already defined IPSO objects to avoid confusion.
However, we continue to use the basic IPSO objects, such as “device”, “security” and
alike, but OpenAIS will add objects where needed to cover the needs of professional
lighting.
2.6.3

OMA Lightweight M2M (LWM2M)

2.6.3.1 Overview
During the state-of-the-art research phase of OpenAIS, various existing and upcoming
IoT standards offering lightweight IP-based management and control were investigated.
One of these standards is Lightweight M2M [LWM2M] by the Open Mobile Alliance
(OMA), abbreviated ‘LWM2M’. The public Version 1.0 of the LWM2M standard has been
chosen as the basis for the OpenAIS architecture.
LWM2M is a framework for device management and service enablement that defines
the LWM2M protocol between a LWM2M Client (i.e. a resource-constrained M2M field
device) and a LWM2M Server (which is the configuring entity and typically not resourceconstrained). The protocol was developed for use over cellular M2M connections with
potentially very low bandwidth and a non-negligible communication cost per kilobyte, but
the standard is also applicable when used over any other IP-based network technology.
Note: the LWM2M naming of “Server” (backend) and “Client” (Field device) differs from
the usual interpretation where the initiating entity is called “client” and the
responding/queried entity called the “server”. In LWM2M, the LWM2M Server typically
initiates a communication for device configuration of the LWM2M Client. It also supports
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the LWM2M Client reporting events to the LWM2M Server, in which case the LWM2M
Client is the initiating party.
The protocol is optimized for constrained field devices, that is, devices with limited RAM,
limited flash memory, low-bandwidth connectivity and/or limited CPU resources.
LWM2M aims to minimize the size of data packets while still being generic and
extendable. LWM2M uses the Constrained Application Protocol CoAP (detailed in the
networking view in Section 3.5.3) as a transport mechanism. It also supports data
payloads in multiple data format standards: industry-standard JSON, compact TLV and
plain text/numbers.
A key advantage of LWM2M compared to other IoT initiatives is that it has a released
specification and implementations already on the market, including open source
implementations such as those by the Eclipse Foundation.
A key disadvantage of LWM2M is that not all functions required for the lighting and
building control market are supported in version 1.0 of LWM2M. It is expected though
that a future revision of LWM2M will address these needs. In the networking view
(Section 3.5) of the architecture description the additions/features needed on top of
LWM2M are specified in more detail. Here we will consider the major architecture
choices related to LWM2M.
2.6.3.2 Missing functions in LWM2M and architectural selection
The most prominent features identified by OpenAIS as missing in LWM2M 1.0, for use
in the lighting control domain, are the following:
1. Low-latency group communication: LWM2M as an IoT framework is very much
focussed at connecting field devices to the cloud. For many IoT applications like
e.g. vending machines this is a suitable set-up. However, lighting has the unique
property of intensive real-time local coordination and communication between
many nodes. Therefore, efficient and secured peer-to-peer (many-to-many) type
communication between the nodes in a system is a prerequisite, but not
supported by LWM2M today.
2. Operation without server: lighting functions must be available always, therefore
local communication and control must be available also when a central server or
a cloud connection is absent, be it temporarily or permanently. This again
requires an independent, local network-based communication amongst nodes,
independent from the presence of the LWM2M Server or another cloud-based
servers.
These gaps and many smaller extensions needed for lighting, raised the strategic
question how to approach these extensions in view of future (new and/or extended)
standards. OpenAIS basically considered two options:
1. Extend the LWM2M standard with the missing features and try to get these
extensions endorsed and included in LWM2M by OMA.
2. Build the extensions in such a way that they are sufficiently decoupled from
LWM2M, so that a new version of LWM2M can be added relatively simply while
retaining the extensions where needed. No standardization in OMA is needed.
Careful analysis revealed that adding the features within the current LWM2M framework
would require a major overhaul of the basic LWM2M. Also, there is currently no outlook
if and how these lighting requirements will land in the LWM2M standard. The IoT domain
is very new and the developments are still quite ad hoc, while no converging approach
is yet visible. Considering all these circumstances, the project has chosen to build the
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additional features as a clearly separate add-on to LWM2M. This brings the following
advantages:
•
•

Reduced complexity of implementation, especially where features needed do not
fit well into the current LWM2M structure. An LWM2M stack or server code can
be re-used as is.
It is more likely that new upcoming standards (or an updated LWM2M standard)
can be enabled for lighting controls easily, by adding our extensions again to
these new/updated standards.

Following this approach, group communication using multicast will be added to LWM2M
in an orthogonal way, allowing efficient n:m communication between nodes, even when
the connection to a central (LWM2M) server fails. Such loose coupling between LWM2M
and the group communication mechanism also allows OpenAIS to offer this mechanism,
that is essential to lighting implementations in any IoT-framework, to other parties for
inclusion in standards or their implementations. A hard coupling to LWM2M would
effectively have closed this path for all but LWM2M itself. In the next chapter in Section
3.5.2, the architecture of these extensions and other additional extensions will be
explained in more detail.
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3 REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE
This chapter provides an extensive overview of the proposed reference architecture for
indoor office lighting systems. It starts with a brief overview of system context and the
main architectural concepts that will be applied. This will be followed by a summary of
derived technical requirements to be taken into account in the architecture, the top-level
decomposition of the system and a detailed description of the various architecture views
(Sections 3.3-3.6).

3.1 Introduction
3.1.1

System context

An office lighting system operating in a complex building context is shown in Figure 3.
IT-infrastructure

Other building systems
Building Automation System

Ad hoc user devices

(Cloud) data storage
and analytics

Installation

Commissioning
Figure 3: The context of an office lighting system

In this figure we identify the following elements composing the context of the system
under discussion. In the centre of the picture we see an office lighting system in a large
office building with its various components like luminaires, sensors and connections
distributed over multiple rooms and multiple floors. This system interacts with many
actors in its environment which are listed below:
•
•
•

A Building Automation System that controls the behaviour and maintenance of
the entire building.
Other building systems like: blinds, HVAC, security, safety, elevators, power etc.
The IT-infrastructure of the building: Components of a connected lighting system
are integrated in the IT-infrastructure of the building. Parts of the software of the
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•

•
•
•
3.1.2

system may run on general-purpose hardware which is part of the ITinfrastructure.
Cloud storage and data analytics: Connected lighting systems produce a lot of
data which may be used for new types of services beyond lighting supporting
maintenance (e.g. cleaning schedules) and consultancy (e.g. for energy
reduction and optimisation of space utilization) and by the lighting supplier or
third parties.
Installation; different companies and personnel perform the actual installation of
the equipment.
Commissioning: Specialized personnel execute the final commissioning of a
lighting system.
Ad hoc user devices like mobile phones and tablets may be used to control the
lighting system.
Basic concepts

The OpenAIS architecture is based upon the concepts and frameworks of emerging IoT
standards as much as possible. The expectation underlying this choice is that lighting
devices will be “just” one type of the many devices connected to the internet in the offices
of the future and therefore will have to adhere to these standards and not follow a
separate or dedicated lighting path. The IoT-domain is still very much in development
and we expect that it will take some years before winning technologies and leading
standards will emerge.
The main characteristics of the OpenAIS reference architecture are:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

3.1.3

An architecture description that allows for flexibility and evolution over time that
may be used for a variety of interoperable system designs.
Allow flexible allocation of Control functions, supporting both distributed and
centralized control with optional multi-level hierarchy of control.
Fully IPv6-based solution (IP-to the end node).
RESTful communication paradigm as used in the web services domain,
implemented with the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) standard.
Integrates three forms of CoAP-based communication, taking the best of each:
o Lightweight M2M (LWM2M) for device management
o OpenAIS Group Communication (OGC) for low-latency local peer-topeer communication and control
o CoAP discovery for service and device discovery during commissioning.
Support of both wired and wireless solutions in a single system, with a definition
of minimum requirements for a connectivity technology. Preferred physical
connections are indicated, though we allow arbitrary connectivity standards to
be used, as long as they support IPv6 and comply with specified minimum
requirements.
Integration of old (e.g. DALI and other) installations is enabled through gateways.
Scalable architecture to support from small system setups towards campus-wide
systems. (And even multi-campus, when making use of the cloud-integration
functions.)
Architecture Views

The following views will be used in the description of the OpenAIS architecture:
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•

Logical (or functional) View: How the various functions of a Lighting system
are logically structured (decomposed), and how they can be extended (after
installation in an actual building). This view includes the functions for control, light
point actuators, for sensor data acquisition, data accumulation, reduction,
conversion and storage. It also describes the interfaces the functions expose to
each other and to other entities like management systems and applications.

•

Physical View: Decomposition of the system into physical entities like nodes
(luminaires, sensors), and connections (hardware interfaces). We do not discuss
the internal “node-architecture” but only describe how these nodes will
interconnect (physical and logical).

•

Networking View: Modelled according to the standard layered view from the
OSI-model. Networking and communication (techniques) are an important
aspect of the architecture.

•

Security View: How will the Lighting system be protected against illegal and
unwanted access and use? As the system will be fully networked and in most
cases a part of the intranet/internet it will be prone to the usual attacks from
“hackers”.

3.2 Derived Technical Requirements
Systems based on the OpenAIS reference architecture can fulfil all the user
requirements listed in the previous chapter and the references therein. However, the
requirements impose some specific technical needs that are to be covered by the
architecture. These needs are listed here as an introduction to the actual architecture
description. In this section we will discuss the following aspects:
•
•
•
•

3.2.1

Error- and recovery handling: Besides providing the desired user functionality,
some attention also needs to be paid to the handling of non-standard situations
and undesired events like communication errors and malfunctioning devices.
Clock synchronisation that allows for simultaneity of lighting actions is an
important “derived” requirement, needed to comply with a number of the
functional/user requirements.
Security: The security requirements of the system are specified in detail, based
on an analysis of the main threats.
Out-of-the-box functionality: Ease of installation and commissioning are main
system requirements which are partly “translated” in the requirements for socalled out-of-the-box behaviour.
Error and Recovery handling requirements

User and system requirements mostly deal with the standard or “happy flow” behaviour.
However, it is also needed to define the unusual or “unhappy flow” behaviour to ensure
proper recovery and handling of errors and resets. The main items to be addressed are:
•

“Missing resource” which can have many causes such as:
o Device software hangs or has crashed
o Network connection lost
o Hardware broken either in OpenAIS device or network infrastructure.
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•

o Device power loss
“Resetting of a resource”
o Device has recovered after a period of absence
o State and message queue(s) may have been fully or partially lost

The main requirements to be covered by error and recovery handling functions are:
•

•
•

•

3.2.2

“Safe” default behaviour: Whenever errors are detected (e.g. higher-level control
no longer available or sensors no longer available) the system should activate a
“safe” state. E.g. when the presence detectors malfunction, the area Control may
go to a 50% light level. Whenever an actuator notices its control is no longer
active it may revert to local sensor control or set some base-level intensity.
Please note that the actual “safe behaviour” may differ between applications, the
architecture requires only detectability and configurability.
Containment of errors: Errors in a device should not propagate or cause further
propagation of errors in the system. So, the system should be prepared for
“missing” or inconsistent devices and handle these cases.
Fall-back functionality: There should not be a single point of failure in a system.
Whenever for example building-level control fails, area/floor control should still
operate. Whenever an area control fails, local luminaire control should take over.
One of the main “containment” measures to achieve this property is allowing
hierarchical layering in control.
Recovery and “get back on the rails”: Whenever a device resets, any resulting
state inconsistencies (e.g. the light is OFF where it should be ON) should recover
within a few minutes.
Time-Synchronized operations requirements

Time is an essential element of operations in a lighting system. The most important
requirements concerning time/clock synchronization in the context of this architecture
document are:
•

Setting of output values for a group of luminaires in a synchronous way, e.g.
dimming, switching or scene setting for a group of luminaires in a room. It is
required that the asynchrony of these settings is < 100 ms, which is already well
noticeable. Normal multicast control will be able to achieve this.
If a node fails to pick the first request properly, it should be able to get
(smoothly) in sync by interpreting the repetitions of that request to
reconstruct the original time that the request was issued.
o For scene changes it is required to change smoothly across the entire
room into a new scene, and without visible interruption to continue to
smoothly change into another scene afterwards. The (possibly visible)
begin and end of the changeover should be smoothed in such a way that
it gets difficult for the user to exactly identify the start and stop of the
scene change. Doing so hides minor timing differences to the eye.
In many applications lighting changes should occur at a given time. Events like
these are usually scheduled, and they are often visible from the outside, requiring
low asynchrony throughout the building to create a decent effect. For such
scheduled events, clocks synchronized well within 100ms are needed to provide
a stable synchronous time signal over the entire installation. This may be
achieved with Real-Time Clocks (RTCs) on selected devices and/or clock time
synchronization protocols.
o

•
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•

•

•

3.2.3

Time stamping of logging/tracing events on multiple devices. Accurate
synchronization of the time(s) is needed to allow for debugging the system. For
debugging it is important to be able to reconstruct the exact sequence of events
and message passing from the collected logging information. Accuracy (of the
clock time synchronization) required for message flow analysis is in the
millisecond range. Finally it is up to the system design of the vendor to decide
what level of synchronization for debugging will be implemented.
Time stamping of data collected at Sensors. For off-line analysis, a good insight
in the timing of Sensor data is needed. As most of these data are not high
frequency the timing accuracy requirements are quite relaxed, mostly in the
seconds range.
Some advanced features, like e.g. tracking of persons, will require a higher level
of time clock synchronization than mentioned above for “Time stamping of data”,
to allow for analysis of combined sensor data. For these cases a synchronization
between the timestamps in the order of 100-600 milliseconds may be needed.
Security requirements

3.2.3.1 Security threats
The main security threats as identified for OpenAIS are described below:
•

•

•

Operational threats: Unauthorized operation of the lighting devices in a building
leading to potential harmful situations. An intruder could change the desired state
of the lighting rendering a room or area unusable or even dangerous. Examples
of such actions are: unauthorized switching-on or off the lights, creating changing
patterns or flickering, lighting up or switching-off an entire building at night.
Data privacy threats: unauthorized use of the operational data of the lights, e.g.
detailed timeline lighting profiles or presence patterns that give substantial
information about the activities in the lit area, especially if presence Sensors are
in place.
System integrity threats: unauthorized use of the resources of the lighting
control system e.g. for sending spam.

Such threats could materialize through a variety of attacks:
•
•
•

•

Over network connections into the building exploiting the networked character of
the system by “faking” a network command to the lighting, executed by applying
all known “hacking” approaches.
Eavesdropping or tapping of any communication within the system or between
the system and the back-end in the cloud.
Compromising or replacing devices and/or their software so that they are under
hackers’ control. This can be through network attacks (downloading malicious
code) as well as direct physical attacks, even so far as buying a luminaire to
compromise it.
Stealing security keys from service, facility management, installation and
commissioning personnel.

Note that there are quite a few attacks that are outside the scope of the OpenAIS
architecture. One can think of attacks on the data stored in the cloud, hacking or
breaking into the building management systems or into the general IT-infrastructure of
the office. These kinds of attacks are outside the scope of OpenAIS. The architecture
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will focus on network attacks and to a lesser extent on physical attacks on the devices,
either to directly control the devices or to run malicious software on it.
3.2.3.2 Access levels
Lighting systems require various levels of access with different rights. Normal operation
may and should be much more restricted than commissioning operations. We identify
the following modes of operation and their associated access levels from a security point
of view:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Level 0: Object detection. This level is used for out-of-the-box functionality,
device discovery and service detection.
Level 1: Reporting only. This level allows access to Sensor and other (relatively
uncritical) operational data and the device error status. The operation of the
system cannot be inﬂuenced using this Level.
Level 2: Standard use. This level allows access to all operational features of a
device, including access to operational parameters.
Level 3: Commissioning use / parameterization services. This level gives
access to parameters that commission the operation of the system but does not
allow the changing of any grouping or binding information.
Level 4: Commissioning use / localization and addressing services. This
level allows access to all services and parameters including grouping and
binding information.
Level 5: Device Owner. This level allows the change and update of the software
of the devices, and also allows the device owner to configure the
rights/permissions of LWM2M Security Objects.

The above access levels require the system to support role-based access.
3.2.3.3 Network security requirements
The following main requirements for the lighting network security are defined:
•
•

•

Role-based authorization for messages to OpenAIS devices.
Secure communication between devices and between groups of devices (more
precisely between the functions like Sensors, Control and Actuators). This
means in detail:
o Only authorized devices may receive and process messages.
o Only authorized devices may send messages (or more precisely only
messages from authorized devices will be processed).
o The integrity of messages received must be verified (and so be
verifiable).
o An eavesdropper must not be able to interpret an intercepted message.
o A message that has been modified by an eavesdropper must not be
processed.
o An intercepted message, if replayed, must not be processed (note that
we will not do anything about an intercepted and unmodified message
that is received only once).
Granularity of security settings per function (Sensors, Control and Actuators,
DataCollect).
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3.2.4

Out-Of-The-Box functionality

All OpenAIS devices are prepared to have some “out-of-the-box” (OOTB) functionality
that allows for a preliminary operation of the system before commissioning starts. This
out-of-the-box functionality is separated into two parts:
•
•

The single device functionality: the behaviour of a device without any network
connection available.
The networked functionality: The behaviour of the devices that automatically
joined an ad-hoc-network without any commissioning.

The basic goal of the out-of-the-box functionality is to check the device integrity and
connection quality of the devices, and to allow for some rudimental functionality before
commissioning happens. The out-of-the-box functionality does not replace the
commissioning effort; some type of commissioning will always be needed to secure the
IP communication of the system against external influences.
The out-of-the-box functionality is not secured and therefore valid for non-commissioned
systems only. It needs to be completely replaced by the chosen operational settings
during the commissioning of the system.
3.2.4.1 Out-Of-The-Box single device functionality
Every OpenAIS device shall have an out-of-the-box “disconnected” functionality that
allows the checking of the integrity of the device (self-test result) and the power status
of the device also without any network connection available.
Use cases
• The electrical contractor validates the acceptability of the “mount and connect”
task by an “ok and connected to power” signal. This supports the “installation
check” step, that is part of the system installation & commissioning workflow, and
may also be part of the commercial workflow (handover / sign off for the
installation contractor, if the site is organized like this).
• The site is lit for all the other on-site labour performed.
Required features
• Light outputs should switch the lights on when power is available and no internal
error occurs.
• Outputs that cannot visibly actuate their output after power up (e.g. motors of
blinds that are not allowed to move after power up until the blinds are fully
commissioned) should provide an optical feedback (Status LED) that show the
internal self-tests are okay.
• Sensors should provide optical feedback after power up and test ok, and when
actuated.
• Other system devices also show the status LED for optical feedback.
• Standalone mini-system (e.g. a luminaire with integrated Sensors and a local
embedded controller) Lights should go to ON /100% after power up and test ok
to allow for a visual check. Dimming and switching to OFF per available daylight
and presence information should commence after 20 seconds of full ON only.
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3.2.4.2 Out-Of-The-Box networked device functionality
Every OpenAIS device will have a pre-configured embedded network functionality that
operates at the moment it connects to the physical network. This functionality will be
completely disabled after commissioning.
Use cases
• The system devices can be checked for performance and network connection
quality.
• The site system delivers light whenever needed. Lights can be switched-on and
off, and PDs switch off the lights when the site is empty.
Required features
• All toggle switches toggle all the (not yet commissioned) lights on the same
network ON/OFF.
• All dimming switches change the dimming level of dimming luminaires, (if many
switches are part of the system always the last control action prevails, i.e. the
devices act using the principle “latest request served”), and reverts slowly to the
default value after a while.
• All additional control (e.g. colour control) change the respective additional setting
where available (again last request served), and reverts to the default after a
while.
• The scene buttons of a scene panel set the lights to specific dim levels when
activated (like the dimming switches), and the lights revert to the default after a
while.
• Any presence detector sensor switches lights to full on when new presence is
detected and lights have been OFF.
• All lights are slowly dimmed to OFF when the entire presence detector sensors
detect no presence any more (only valid after a presence was detected).
• Light Sensors will dim up/down the lights in a 50% step whenever a sudden
change in light Sensor level is detected. (50% up when sensor reading suddenly
changes to “low light”, and 50% down when the sensor reading suddenly
changes to high brightness; the thresholds for the “sudden change” are set in a
way that these changes do not occur in normal operation.
• Standalone mini-systems (e.g. a luminaire with sensors and a local embedded
controller) decompose to sensors and actuators that perform the tasks as shown
above.
• There is no mobile device remote control usage with the out-of-the-box
functionality, mobile control always needs commissioning.
Please note that some network connection may need some additional manual
interaction: Press a “connect button”, tag with NFC, or alike. It is expected that the
physical network connection will be straightforward and made easy, and that it can be
considered as part of the electrical contractor’s work. (Some physical media have
special workflows for connecting new devices to the network, but also these evolve over
time to more useful and easy handling.)
Please note that ad-hoc network connections may be insecure in the first place and need
to be secured during commissioning.
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3.2.5

Performance Requirements

In Section 2.2.1.1 the performance requirements for the OpenAIS architecture have
been stipulated. In this section some more, technical requirements for the architecture
are derived. Main performance determining parameters for a control system are known
to be the CPU performance of the field devices and especially the communication
infrastructure throughput and latency. Performance should be sufficient, “independent
of connectivity choices”. Therefore, we will concentrate on low band-width (wireless)
systems that will be the most challenging to fulfil the latency and performance
requirements, formulated as: “well synchronized visible action in reasonably short time.”
Combined with the requirement on scaling this leads to the following technical
requirements for the architecture:
•

•

•

•

A multicast group communication mechanism to efficiently and synchronously
control a whole area (up till hundreds) of light points in (especially) a wireless
environment. In a wireless network band-width can go below 100kbps and e.g.
a command packet length of e.g. 100 bytes is used. Only by using multicast so
many nodes can be addressed synchronously and with the required latency for
the most demanding use cases, like time to light (a few hundred ms) and “dim
as long as hold” (stop immediately after release). This way enough bandwidth
on the wireless radio remains to guarantee responsiveness to user requests
immediately required action like push button dimming.
As communication performance is considered critical for any lighting control
system, the architecture should be designed in a way that minimises the amount
of communication needed for the functionality, and additionally offers
mechanisms to tune the frequency (and with this the used bandwidth) of
communication of a given implementation.
Lighting systems have typically 4-10 times the number of nodes of other IoTdeployments, while the latency requirements are an order of magnitude stricter.
Any central resource or network bottleneck will therefore scale performance wise
with the size of the system. This means that network communication should be
contained within a subnetwork (area) and communication to central (cloud)
based storage/application should be tuneable to fit the capabilities of the lighting
network. Note that scaling of the cloud-based applications and IT-backbone is of
less a problem, this can be upgraded easily when needed.
The hardware devices selected for the OpenAIS architecture need to have
sufficient resources (CPU, memory) to allow the processing of commands
(receiving, security processing and invoking function) to be well below 50ms.

3.3 Logical View
The logical view describes the decomposition of the OpenAIS system into a number of
logical functions and their relations. For every logical function a detailed description is
provided. We will also describe the interfaces exposed by each of these functions, as
well as the dynamic behaviour and message flows in the system. An introduction to the
Object Model is given in Section 3.3.6, a model that details all elements of the functional
decomposition and their interfaces.
This view also describes the extension mechanisms built into the architecture (Section
3.3.7), allowing evolution over time and upgradability in installed systems. Several
generic mechanisms for error handling, recovery and graceful degradation will also be
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discussed (Section 3.3.10). Also we will discuss the out-of-the-box design (Section
3.3.9) in its logical decomposition that provides a set of functionalities that eases the life
of electrical contractors and commissioning personnel.
3.3.1

Decomposition

3.3.1.1 Function layering
In the logical view we present a functional decomposition of the system in a number of
“main functions”. In this decomposition section, we first divide the system in two “layers”
(or “clusters”) of functions of different character.
•

•

Application layer: This layer contains all functions that implement the actual
lighting functionality like making light (Actuators), sensing presence, light-level
etc. (Sensors), control of lighting systems (Controllers), data collection elements
(DataCollect) as well as the interfacing to legacy systems through Gateways.
Furthermore, this layer incorporates supporting functions for device/function
grouping and scene setting.
Infrastructure layer: This layer of functions takes care of the infrastructure of
the lighting system like Communication, Discovery, Configuration and (software)
Update.

The logical functional decomposition is shown in Figure 4.

Sensor

Control

Actuator

Scene

Group

DataCollect

Gateway

Application layer

Discovery

Configuration

Security

Update

Communication

Device

Infrastructure layer
Figure 4: High-level logical functional decomposition of the OpenAIS architecture

In the application layer we identify the following functions:
•
•

•

Control function(s) that implement the algorithms for automatic (lighting)
behaviours such as reacting on Sensor values or setting output values for
Actuators.
DataCollect function(s) that implement the (intermediate) collection and
processing of data from Sensors and from other data-generating functions, and
that forward these data to more permanent storage outside the scope of this
architecture – to somewhere in the cloud, or to a BAS.
Actuator function(s) for the actual generation of light.
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•
•

•

Sensor function(s) like presence detectors, light sensors etc.
Group function(s): a Control function often works on an arbitrary number of
actuators, and Sensor function(s) may distribute their data to multiple Control
functions. The Group function supports the implementation of this grouping
concept.
Scene function(s): a Scene is a set of Actuator settings across multiple devices,
that together form a specific effect or atmosphere as intended by the lighting
designer. E.g. in a presentation room when switching to "presentation scene" the
lights close to the screen will dim. The Scene function supports the
implementation of this concept.

These functions correspond to application Objects which are detailed in Section 3.3.2.
Note that from the next section (3.3.1.2) onwards, the term “Object” will be used to
denote a function according to this decomposition. This terminology conforms to its use
by OMA Lightweight M2M (to be introduced later in Section 3.5.2)
Note that in the application layer also a Gateway function is defined. This will be used
to integrate OpenAIS systems with existing lighting installations and legacy equipment.
The Gateway represents the legacy system within OpenAIS and hence is situated in the
application layer. Of course, the Gateway will also contain some (legacy) infrastructure,
but this is not depicted in the infrastructure layer as it is not in OpenAIS scope.
Beneath these application layer functions, we find the infrastructure layer functions that
support the following functionality:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discovery: Detecting the available application-layer functions (Actuators,
Sensors, Control and DataCollect, etc.) that exist in a system.
Communication: Supports a communication infrastructure between the various
functions in the system. This function is described in detail in the Networking
View (Section 3.5).
Update: Allows update of software on devices in the system.
Security: Supports authorization, authentication, confidentiality and security of
the communication as well as the integrity of the system against attacks.
Configuration: Supports setting the “static” parameters in the system, including
any control relations configured between devices. The parameters that are
configured are mostly defined by the application layer.
Device: the container for the properties of a physical device; it implements the
functions and parameters that relate to a single device like its IP-address, MAC
address, reset function, power states, energy usage, health status, etc.

The application layer implements the domain-specific (lighting-specific) functionality that
forms the main added value of a lighting system and will be the main area of
differentiation between vendors implementing OpenAIS devices or systems. The
infrastructure layer on the contrary will be implemented using standardized, commodity
technology as much as possible - as we will see in the physical view where we map
these logical concepts onto technologies.
The infrastructure layer functions are detailed in Section 3.3.3. Again, the term “Object”
will be used there to denote a function according to this decomposition.
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The OpenAIS architecture focuses primarily on the control and communication structure
for lighting systems. The definition of the architecture for the back-end, server(s) or cloud
architecture is outside the scope of OpenAIS architecture.
Note that although we describe a functional decomposition, we will extensively make
use of “object-oriented” terminology to describe the properties of these functions in the
remainder of this document.
3.3.1.2 Relations between functions (Objects) in the application layer
Next, we provide an overview of the interactions and relations between functions i.e.
Objects as defined in the above decomposition for the application layer functions. The
main control paradigm of the OpenAIS architecture is depicted in the class diagram of
Figure 5.

Figure 5: The basic Sensor, Control, Actuator (SCA) Object relations

Multiple (indicated with ‘n’ in the picture) Control Objects may be linked to multiple (n)
Sensor Objects and one Control Object again to multiple (n) Actuator Objects. Control
Objects react upon any changes in the states/data of their linked Sensors and (based
on the internal control algorithm) set their linked Actuators. This is the core of any lighting
control system.
In Figure 6 the relations between the Objects in the application layer are depicted in
more detail in a class diagram, extending Figure 5. The “C” circles in the diagram denote
“Class”: in object-oriented terminology this means that the depicted entities refer to types
of objects (classes), not individual object instances.
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Figure 6: Relations between Objects in the application layer

We find the DataCollect Object on top that can be related to (n) Sensors but also to the
Actuators and even to Control Objects, that all have interfaces in which they expose
data for collection including further storage and analysis. Likewise, the Control Object
can be related to arbitrary sets of Sensors and Actuators. Control Objects can also relate
to other Control Objects, a hierarchical stacking concept which will be elaborated later.
Finally, there are the Scene Objects and Group Objects that support the operation of the
other Objects in the application layer – enabling scene setting and group control.
3.3.1.3 Relations between functions (Objects) in the infrastructure layer
The relations between the infrastructure layer functions i.e. Objects are depicted in the
class diagram of Figure 7 below. Note that in this figure the generic term “Application” is
used to indicate any one of the Objects from the application layer like the Actuator,
Sensor or Control Objects. Note that the “Application” Objects are defined in another
layer (the application layer), yet have various relations to infrastructure layer Objects as
shown in the figure, implying that the layer separation is not very strict.
We see that the Device is being updated by both the Configuration (for parameter
settings) as well as the Update function (for software updates). Discovery, Update and
Configuration all make use of Communication where Communication uses Security. The
static parameters of the Application Objects are being updated by the Configuration
function while the Application Objects make use of Communication and Discovery.
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Figure 7: Relations between functions in the infrastructure layer. Relations should be read top to bottom.

3.3.2

Application layer

3.3.2.1 Control
The Control Objects in the system determine the settings of Actuators based on the
information from the Sensors, on user information, on state information from other
Control Objects, on time and on (event) history. Control Objects can receive Sensor
events on the actual values/states measured by the Sensor. A Control Object then sets
the Actuators by directly addressing the interfaces they offer for this purpose. Often
Control Objects implement combined control, e.g. controls based on occupancy, daylight
harvesting and/or direct user control. These controls may also be stacked, e.g. a daylight
harvesting control may be itself controlled by an occupancy control. So, in general a
Control Object itself may be controlled by another Control Object as explained below.
For the implementation of its functionality the Control Object may make use of the Group
Objects and/or Scene Objects.
Stacking of Control Objects and Self-Similarity
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The OpenAIS architecture allows for flexibility in allocation and distribution of Control
Objects. Basically, all structure and allocation models are supported: from a central
controller that is handling all lighting control, to a network with fully distributed control
residing in every single luminaire. The OpenAIS reference architecture must be suitable
for many companies and for a period of at least 10 years from 2020 onwards. Therefore,
it must be very flexible in allowing new developments. This inherent flexibility implies
that there are many possible and allowed solutions to a single (control) problem.
Therefore, the solutions and sequence diagrams presented later in Section 3.3 are
illustrative examples but are not mandatory elements for OpenAIS-compliant systems.
Based on this flexibility, complex constructs are conceivable using stacked and
overlapping control deployments. It might be attractive for engineers to dwell upon the
boundaries of what the architecture can achieve using these, but these are not preferred
in practice. The majority of functionality can be achieved with only a small number of
layers and a straightforward control relationship. In a few exceptional situations, complex
constructs will be needed. The examples presented in this section reflect the drive for
simplicity that also relates to the “ease of life” requirements, especially when it comes to
maintenance.
Stacked control concepts can offer e.g. the following example relations:
•
•
•

Override: An additional Control Object is added to a system (after installation)
with advanced behaviour that overrides the behaviour of default controllers that
e.g. were already located in and deployed with a luminaire.
Grouping control levels: A potential configuration uses one Control Object per
floor and another one per room, at one hierarchy level lower.
Fall-back: A Control Object is designed to jump into operation when another
Control Object is failing.

Control Objects may also themselves support control and data interfaces. In this way
Control Objects may be stacked in a hierarchical way using these interfaces. This
concept of a Control Object appearing to be like an Actuator, i.e. allowing it to be
controlled by a Control Object, is called self-similarity. In the next subsections we will
come across some examples of the use of the stacked control concept.
3.3.2.2 Sensor
Sensor Objects implement the control of and interfacing to the actual Sensors of the
system. This Object gathers and pre-processes data from the physical Sensor devices
and (can) forward the data to interested observers. It shields and compensates where
possible any specifics of the physical devices and offers an application-level interface to
its clients.
Examples of Sensor Objects are infrared presence detectors, daylight Sensors and
manual switches, but also temperature and other climate condition Sensors used in
lighting systems. Also, Sensors for other building management purposes may be linked
into the OpenAIS lighting network.
Sensors inherently can be monitored by multiple Control Object Instances, each of them
receiving identical information at the same rate depending on the configuration of the
Sensor Object. Other situations may require that different listeners have different
settings applied on the Sensor data processing, reporting frequencies etc. To cover this,
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multiple instances of a “Logical Sensor Object” may be configured that all relate to the
same physical Sensor. Each of these will receive the same basic Sensor data from the
physical Sensor but allows using different settings for reporting to different listeners.
3.3.2.3 Actuator
Actuator Objects execute the control and management of actual settings of devices like
LEDs (drivers/converters). It shields and implements where possible all specifics and
physical details of the devices from its clients and offers application level interfaces for
setting light level, colour, transition behaviour, focus control, direction control etc.
Actuator Objects implement the safe and regulatory-compliant control for the proper
functioning of the physical device e.g. maximum power/current control. The Actuator
Objects also offer data coming from the Actuators like actual energy consumption,
burning hours, actual state and malfunctions, to be used as monitoring data.
Examples for Actuators are of course LED light points, dimmable light points, colour light
points, tuneable white light points, etc.
Actuators will be controlled by one Control Object usually. However, for flexibility and
extensibility the architecture provides a multiple-control interface mechanism. The
actuator may receive commands from different Control Objects in parallel. There are
two modes for this:
1. Basic mode – supported by all Actuator implementations. Actuation requests will
be handled as if coming from a single Control; only the last command will be
served.
2. Multiple Logical Actuators mode – the Actuator uses multiple “Logical” Actuator
Object instances, each one bound to a single Control Object. These logical Object
instances share the same physical Actuator with all its physical properties (actual
actuation level/intensity, actual output color temperature, etc.), but remain different
in all the logical properties (last requested action, scene values, etc.).
a. The rule set that transfers the request from the (selected) logical Object instance
to the actual physical Actuator may be Actuator specific, a relatively simple but
powerful example would be an additional parameter "Priority" per logical Object
instance that controls which logical instance is prevailing.
b. The other logical instances would report a "priority-warning" together with the
actual setting and requested setting in their status reports back to the Control
Object.
c. If configurable priorities are used, a fall-back mechanism needs to be
implemented that allows for recovery if the higher-priority control is stuck or
breaks during higher-priority operation.
3.3.2.4 DataCollect
The DataCollect Object implements the collection, reduction, pre-processing, and
intermediate storage of data. It forwards these to more permanent storage outside the
scope of this architecture (somewhere in the cloud or BMS).
The Data Collector can be configured to store one or more data streams from any source
identified in the architecture. It can also combine data across multiple Sensors. It
contains storage of configurable size that can be in memory, flash or on disk (this is also
configurable). It may also contain algorithms for reduction and pre-processing of data. It
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also incorporates a forwarding function to forward accumulated data either on request
or schedule-based. The forwarding policy and destination of data can be configured.
The DataCollect Object on one hand interfaces with all the data generating Objects from
OpenAIS, predominantly the Sensors, but also Actuators (for status data, information on
light points) and even the Control Objects. On the other hand, the DataCollect Object
connects to a back-end which may be in the cloud, for more permanent storage. A
DataCollect Object may interface to numerous Sensors, Actuators and Control Objects
in this way.
Note that the DataCollect Object may be stacked also. So, a tree-like structure may be
created of DataCollect Objects. The actual layout is at the discretion of the system
designer in which elements as available storage (at a location in the network) and
communication band-width will play a role.
Placing multiple DataCollect Objects in a system will also provide a benefit of redundant
storage. This can be useful in case where for example a single upstream DataCollect
Object fails and data is lost: the lost data can be reconstructed again using the data
which may still be stored in downstream DataCollect Objects. A proper unique
identification for each data item must be used in such cases to avoid any “double
counting” effects.
3.3.2.5 Group
In lighting, many tasks are related to a set of Actuators or Sensors. E.g. when switching
Actuators, it is often a set of Actuators that is switched at the same time, which is usually
called a group. The same applies to Sensors: e.g. a central daylight Sensor will deliver
its measurements to many Control Objects, that technically also form a group. We are
speaking therefore technically of a Control Object controlling a group of Actuators, and
of a Sensor Object delivering its measurements to a group of Control Objects.
The Group Object identified in the decomposition implements all the functionality
supporting groups and grouping of Actuators, Control Objects and Sensors. Each Object
(Control, DataCollect, Sensor, and Actuator) which may be involved in grouping uses
the Group Object to retrieve group details. For each Group an application Object uses,
or is a member of, it will relate to an instance of a Group Object that is specific for this
group. Main parameter of the Group Object is the Application Group ID that uniquely
identifies an Application Group within a system. Furthermore, the Group Object relates
the group to the multicast or unicast IP address(es) of the group members and to the
Security Object that is used to secure the group communication.
An Application Group can exist across multiple OpenAIS devices. On each OpenAIS
device, multiple Object instances can become a member of the group. These Object
instances may also be of a different type.
Group types
• Application Group – the group that is visible at application level; comprising of
a set of Object instances that have been configured to respond to events or group
commands in a mutually consistent manner.
o An Application Group is represented by an instance of a Group Object.
o An Application Group ID is a system-wide unique identifier of an
Application Group.
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An Application Group usually groups similar entities like Actuators or
Control Objects, although the type of Object may differ also.
Multicast Group – a set of IPv6 nodes that subscribe to the same multicast IPv6
address, in order to receive group messages. This is detailed further in Section
3.5.6 as part of the Networking View.
Security Group – a set of sending and receiving nodes that share a common
security context; such that any sending node is enabled to securely send a
message to all the receiving nodes via a group message. The group messages
can be for example encrypted, tamper-protected or replay-protected such that
non-group-members cannot respectively view, tamper, or replay the message.
Security for group communication is detailed further in Section 3.5.6 and in
Section 3.6.5.3 in the Security View.
o

•
•

Group relations and Group Vector
The Application Group is the group visible at the application level, for example to address
a set of luminaires in a room. The other group types need to follow the Application
Groups with a minimum of complexity. For this reason, a 1:1:1 relation between
Application, Multicast and Security Group is preferred. This means that each Application
Group should use its own, exclusive Multicast Group, and also its own, exclusive
Security Group.
However, in some cases there may be a need to deviate from this ideal 1:1:1 relation
due to resource restrictions on constrained embedded devices. For example, the
number of Multicast Groups a device can support may be limited and/or the number of
Security Groups may be limited.
In such cases, the following additional rule set can be applied:
•
•

Multiple Application Groups may use the same Multicast Group for performing
group communication (at the expense of additional bandwidth used).
Each Multicast Group should be associated to its own, unique Security Group.

In case the number of Security Groups needs to be reduced even more to conserve
memory, the following additional rule set can be applied:
•

Multiple Application Groups, even though they use different Multicast Groups for
communication, may use the same Security Group for securing the group
communication (at the expense of increasing the number of trusted parties for
one security context, decreasing overall security).

The term Group Vector is introduced here as a shorthand for the vector data type that
contains three pointers to the specific three group types, as follows:
(Application Group, Multicast Group, Security Group)

Any Object instance that is a member of an Application Group therefore is automatically
related to a specific Group Vector, which can be constructed from the membership
information plus the multicast and security information stored in the Group Object. In an
OpenAIS system with N Application Groups defined, there are exactly N different Group
Vectors.
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In all cases, any OpenAIS device must be prepared to handle following situations:
•
•

Multiple Application Groups are using one and the same Multicast Group, or
Multiple Application Groups are using one and the same Security Group, even
when these Application Groups use different Multicast Groups.

3.3.2.6 Scene
A Scene is a set of Actuator settings that together create a specific effect (in lighting: a
specific (coloured) light distribution creating a desired lighting effect, e.g. in a
presentation room when switching to "presentation Scene"). The Scene Object supports
the implementation of this functionality in the OpenAIS architecture. A Scene Object
includes the target Actuator settings (values) and may include a transition pattern.
Transition patterns may be specific per Actuator. Scene Actuator values may be given
by explicit value or by (algorithmic) reference. (A note on naming: Scene settings by
value are named "standard Scenes" and Scenes using referenced values are part of an
"extended Scene".) The Scene Object instance in this case provides the parameters
needed to calculate the Actuator values depending on e.g. time or Sensor values.
Scene Objects are an integral part of the Control Object; all Scenes apply to the group
of Actuators that the Control Object controls. Each Scene Object instance manages one
Scene, and only one scene is active at a single time within the group.
In areas where multiple Groups in one room have different Scenes active, the total effect
for the room is a kind of “combined Scene”, combining the effects of all Scenes acting
at the same time; this combined Scene can be interpreted as a Scene by itself that is
defined on the level of the room Control Object, using the group Scenes as if they were
simple actuator values. Therefore, also stacked higher-level Control Objects should
handle Scenes, by using the Scenes provided by the lower-level Control Objects that
handle the Actuators.
3.3.2.7 Gateway
Gateway functions take care of the adaptation and integration of legacy or other nonOpenAIS compliant systems/interfaces, networks or devices to the OpenAIS
architecture. This Object is therefore at the application level in network terms. In the
gateway, the Objects present in the “legacy” or “non-OpenAIS” network are represented
as normal OpenAIS Objects towards the rest of the OpenAIS network. Examples of
devices/networks that can be converted for OpenAIS integration using Gateways are:
•
•

DALI networks
Low-power or environmental-powered devices unable to run an IPv6 network

Note that the Gateway is a placeholder in the architecture. The OpenAIS project will not
go further in defining any gateways for specific legacy systems. This is left to the
implementation of the architecture in specific system designs.
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3.3.3

Infrastructure layer

3.3.3.1 Communication
The Communication function implements the communication infrastructure in OpenAIS.
It implements the functions to securely transport commands and data between the
various modules of the system over a network. In OSI terminology this module
implements all functionality of the lowest six layers of the OSI-model, only the application
layer functions like Control, Actuator, and Sensor are not part of the Communication
function though they use it.
It is expected that this function will be mainly mapped directly on existing networks,
protocols and transport mechanisms. The OpenAIS project does not define its own
communication protocols or mechanisms – it only adds where missing items are
identified; and in such cases extensions to current standards will be suggested. This will
be discussed in detail in the Networking View (Section 3.5).
3.3.3.2 Discover
The Discover function takes care of the discovery of all available (application) functions
(e.g. Actuator, Control, DataCollect and Sensor), in the system. Note that the required
functions for operation are configured in the system itself (e.g. in the Control functions
which know which Sensors they need to observe). As such, this is a function that is
primarily used during commissioning. It also allows Commissioning Tools and OpenAIS
system functions to check if the expected/required functions are indeed available. This
is used in order to create bindings between functions on different devices, but also for
fault finding and error logging purposes.
This function consists of two parts. At the application layer (Actuator, Sensor etc.), there
is a publishing mechanism through which each function announces its available
capabilities. At the side of the infrastructure layer, there is a mechanism to identify which
functions are present on a device. This can be used by the system at start-up or during
regular checks. Discovery for resource-constrained devices may be implemented
efficiently by identifying the details of offered services through external databases, after
first identifying the exact model number and firmware version of a connected device.
3.3.3.3 Device
The Device function is the container for the properties of a physical device. Examples of
these are software and hardware version numbers and of course the software in the
device itself. This function also implements power states, energy use monitoring, and
reset/start/initialisation functionality of the physical device. The writable parameters of
the Device function are set through the Configuration function; readable parameters can
be read also through the Configuration function. The device software is (re)loaded
through the Update function.
3.3.3.4 Configuration
The Configuration function controls the configuration parameters of the system. These
are the settings that will not be modified typically during normal operation. Examples of
these parameters are maximum levels, timing parameters, network addresses, keys,
regulation curves and any other parameterized elements of their functionality. Another
important aspect of the Configuration function is to support commissioning, in which
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primarily the relationships in the system between Control, Sensor, DataCollect and
Actuator functions are established. This includes the relationship of device IDs,
addresses and physical locations, and the grouping of functions in (logical) areas, rooms
and floors.
Static parameters are of course stored in the deployed functions. Every function like
Sensor, Actuator etc., has its own configuration functionality. The central part of the
Configuration function can access these parameters through a standardized interface
(as defined in the Object model, see Appendix A) and may offer a user interface through
which they can be manipulated. Some parameters may be ready-only, some may be
write-only, while others can be both readable/writable. A physical device such as the
Commissioning Tool (CT) may be involved in performing the configuration on OpenAIS
devices. Note that the UI and the internal architecture of the CT or other tools that
manipulate the Configuration data will not be standardized in OpenAIS; this is left open
for vendor differentiation. For interoperability, each vendor should maintain a database
(off-site) that describes the parameter sets for their devices. This allows the use of one
generic tool to modify all configuration information in a single OpenAIS system with
components from multiple vendors.
Note: a configuration UI may be offered also for mobile devices or remote computers
connected to the network. The configuration tools should be password protected and
support user accounts, access rights and access levels.
The Configuration function at the Commissioning Tool (at server side) maintains a
database that is used to keep track of the full configuration of the lighting system. This
includes devices, functions (Actuator, Sensor, Control, etc.), their identifications,
versions, parameter configuration, addresses, commissioned binding relations between
functions and locations etc. This database can also be extracted from “the installed
devices” and be used to restore the parameters of devices after a replacement or failure
of the CT server.
3.3.3.5 Update
The Update function takes care of the secure update of software over the air or over the
wire in OpenAIS devices. Note that remote software update is an optional feature that is
highly recommended for OpenAIS devices, but it is up to the vendor to decide on its
support. The Update function consists of a device-side part (which consequently must
be present in every device that supports software update) that executes the secure
download and/or reload of software to the device. This part of the function also supports
storage of the new software in permanent storage and its activation, and potentially a
roll-back option to return to a previous version (as an optional feature). If required (as
this is a manufacturer-specific option) also encryption/decryption of software images
may be applied. Verification of the authenticity signature of downloaded software images
must be always part of the Update function. Also, the management of the actual
downloads to the devices from a central location which is connected over IP is part of
the update function.
3.3.3.6 Security
Security is not an isolated function, but is distributed over the entire system. Therefore,
we have dedicated a separate view to security which is described in Section 3.6. Security
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protects the OpenAIS system against a series of potential threats which are elaborated
in Section 3.2.3.1. These threats include:
•
•
•
•

Unauthorized control of the lighting system over a network
Unauthorized modification of lighting system configuration(s)
Unauthorized use of the lighting system’s data (e.g. presence information)
Updating the software on lighting system devices with malware, either over the
network, or directly on site.

In the security view Section 3.6 the overall security solution is described in more detail.
The Security function only forms a part of the total security solution and mainly delivers
support for the primitives that allow other layers and functions to perform secure
communication. It therefore implements functions to support and accelerate security:
•
•
•
•

True random number generator
Hashing primitives (SHA, SHA-2)
Encryption primitives (AES, ECC, RSA)
Key management and protected storage

The architecture does not prescribe if this functionality must be executed in hardware or
software. The need for hardware acceleration (or not) should be derived from the
capabilities of the chosen computing platform and related performance requirements.
3.3.4

Interface overview

The various Objects from the decomposition above and their smaller sub-entities (that
are specified in the OpenAIS Object Model, see Appendix A), expose their functionality
through interfaces that are provided in the Object Model and remotely accessible over a
network as detailed in the Networking View. However, at an abstract level, generic
interface categories can be defined which will be presented below. In the subsequent
sections it will be discussed in more detail which of the Objects exposes what interface
categories, while the Object Model will define these interfaces in technical detail. In the
Networking View and Physical View, the mapping of these interfaces on the chosen
network/communication technology and allocation to devices will be described.
In general, we identify the following types of interfaces for any Objects in OpenAIS:
•
•

•
•

IControl: Control interface through which a caller can execute a certain method
in that function, like setting a light level or a colour. All knowledge on when the
method is invoked and what parameters are used is fully embedded in the caller.
IData: Data interface through which a function communicates data or changes
in its data to the outside world. The data may originate from physical devices like
presence detectors or may be generated by the function itself. Handling of the
data is determined by the receiver of the data, the producer just sends data to
all interested entities according to the active parameters.
IConfig: Configuration interface through which static parameters can be set like
addresses, commissioning information, algorithmic parameters, scene values,
regulation curves, thresholds, etc.
IDiscover: Interface through which an element can be discovered on the
network.
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•

IDebug: Interface to configure debugging functionality of the related Objects and
accessing methods to trigger testing and debugging operations. This interface
will not be separately indicated in the figures in this Section 3.3.4.

Note that the IControl interface is not necessarily directly linked to a Control Object.
Many Objects can have an IControl interface, though an IControl interface will be mainly
used by Control functions.
Note that a Commissioning Tool (CT) will make use of IConfig interfaces, but does not
have any interfaces defined that it exposes itself. This is done on purpose to enable
vendor differentiation in the CT. However, if a (de facto) standard software component
is used to fulfil the role of the CT, then a standardized interface and API is obtained also
for the CT. Such aspects are further detailed in Sections 3.3.8, 4.6 and 4.7.
3.3.4.1 Actuator Object
The Actuator Object offers a control (IControl) and a monitoring (IData) interface. The
IControl interface allows the Control Objects to set the state/level and all other output
characteristics of light points. The IData monitoring interface allows its caller to observe
the status of the Actuator such as ON/OFF status, dim level and additional values such
as burning hours and energy consumption. Also, additional status information like
malfunction of the underlying hardware is passed through this interface and can be
observed.

Figure 8: Actuator Object interfaces

The Actuator also offers configuration and discovery interfaces (IConfig, IDiscover).
3.3.4.2 Sensor Object
The Sensor Object offers a monitoring (IData) interface through which a recipient
receives the data/events from the Sensor. This monitoring interface also supports
error/status information about the Sensor. The configuration of recipients of data is
performed over the IConfig interface. However, the IData interface also supports a
mechanism through which a caller can register to temporarily receive data/event
updates from the Sensor Object, which is called “observation”. Note that an Object
receiving events through IData also has to implement the respective interface for
data/event reception.
The module also supports interfaces for configuration (IConfig) like setting of timings,
curves and thresholds and characteristics of the Sensor data processing, bindings to
event recipients, as well as an interface for discovery (IDiscover).
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Figure 9: Sensor Object interfaces

3.3.4.3 Control Object
The Control Object offers an IData monitoring interface for its status (like ON/OFF). Data
interfaces can also express aggregated status for the entire area like “activityOn” to
indicate that there is some lighting active in an area, which information may then be used
by stacked Control Objects or by DataCollect Object(s). A Control Object can also
implement IControl interfaces again itself, e.g. to allow control of the whole group as if it
were a single Actuator, or to clip energy usage after a demand response event has been
received. Control Objects can be hierarchically stacked, as indicated above. These
IControl interfaces can also be used by a UI to control the Control Object like setting a
light level for the entire area, activate a scene, or control an individual luminaire from
this Group. These interfaces will then be linked to user interfaces running on e.g. a
personal control device like a mobile phone.

Figure 10: Control Object interfaces

The Control Object also supports the standard interfaces for configuration (IConfig) and
discovery (IDiscover).
Note that the interfaces shown here are the interfaces offered from the Control Object
to its users (which are higher-level or so-called stacked Control Objects, UIs, or
configuration tools). Next to these offered interfaces, the Control Object has two
important required interfaces, which are IData from any Sensors that are bound to its
inputs and the IControl for any Actuators that it controls.
3.3.4.4 DataCollect Object
The DataCollect Object has an IData interface to allow other entities to monitor its
accumulated data (e.g. such entity may be an agent that forwards data to cloud storage).
DataCollect Objects mainly monitor IData interfaces of Sensors (and to a lesser extent
of Actuators and Control Objects). Having an IData interface again on the DataCollect
itself allows these Objects to be stacked like Control Objects are. Next to the IData
interface there will be an IControl interface for triggering storage routines or to flush the
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data of the DataCollect Object. There is also an IConfig configuration interface through
which the following items can be set:
•
•
•

Storage capacity limits
Policies for (periodic) forwarding, or pre-processing of data
Commissioning information such as the (groups of) Sensors to be monitored

Finally, the DataCollect Object also has an IDiscover interface.

Figure 11: DataCollect Object interfaces

3.3.4.5 Group Object
Group Objects are basically supporting Objects that administrate the grouping of
Actuators, Controllers, DataCollect and Sensors. They have an IConfig interface to
add/remove members to/from the group, and to define other group parameters such as
ID, security parameters and associated IPv6 multicast address. They also have an IData
interface to retrieve information from the Group Object like current group members and
member identities.

Figure 12: Group Object interfaces

3.3.4.6 Scene Object
Scene Objects are supporting Objects for implementing the scene behaviour as
described in the functional decomposition. Scene Objects are incorporated in or linked
to Control Objects and each have an IConfig, IData and an IControl interface.
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Figure 13: Scene Object interfaces

3.3.4.7 Gateway Object
A gateway is a converter from a non-OpenAIS domain towards OpenAIS. Multiple
devices types may exist in the non-OpenAIS domain. The gateway will therefore either
implement Sensor, Actuator, Group or Control interfaces or a combination of those.

Figure 14: Gateway Object interfaces

3.3.5

Dynamic behaviour and example message flows in OpenAIS

OpenAIS provides a Sensor, Control, Actuator (SCA) structure in which the main
information flow is from Sensor to Control Objects and from Control Object to Actuators.
Multicast communication is used as much as possible to ensure efficient group
communication.
There is an additional information flow from the Actuators back to the Control Object, for
reporting the status of the Actuator, and from the Control Object to a single Actuator
(unicast) for detailed (individual light point) control. An information flow is envisioned
also between (stacked) Control Objects, one controlling the other and the other reporting
back. All other information flows will be from tools/cloud services to OpenAIS devices
and vice versa; these are not discussed here.
With “information flows” we mean any type of information flowing over the IP network
using messages or flowing locally between Objects within a device. This information
may be sensor information, commands, or responses to commands. In the below
subsections we will now discuss these message flows between the various OpenAIS
Objects in more detail, along with examples. The generalizing assumption we make is
that information flows happen over an unreliable network; which covers typical cases.
3.3.5.1 Sensor Object message flow
Sensors will send their information to a (multicast) group of Control and/or DataCollect
Objects. Sensors will send this message at a change in the sensed physical value. A
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typical message provides "value + timestamp" information, that allows recipients to
calculate the time when the original event occurred, even if they possibly missed some
of the event messages. Because a typical sensor may not have a Real-Time Clock for
accurate time reference, the receiving entity must consider the timestamp purely as a
value valid for the context of the single sender node only, when doing the interpolation
for missed messages functionality as described above. Such operation does not depend
on the absolute clock offset of the clock that generated the timestamp.
If sensor events and data are used for further storage and analysis (by a DataCollect
Object), then it is the responsibility of the system designer to ensure that any timestamp
corrections have been made before using the data for analysis. Such a correction may
involve a-posteriori compensating for the clock offset of the sensor device that reported
the data, or a-priori executing a clock time synchronization protocol to sync the clocks
of all reporting sensors, or using only sensors with reliable Real-Time Clocks.
Example: messages for a push-button
There are two physical events defined for a push-button: press and release. The press
event will usually not be transmitted itself immediately, as there is a small timeout that
separates a button-click from a button-hold event. The following messages are therefore
foreseen:
•
•

•

Message when the button is only shortly pressed: "click" + time. This time
information allows repeated sending of a single click event message for reliability
purposes, without possible misinterpretation at the receiver.
Message when the button is pressed longer than a predefined hold time: "hold"
+ time since the button press (that's the time when the hold starts). This allows
repeated sending of hold messages without the danger of misinterpretation at
the receiver.
Message at a break from hold: "break" + time of the break. This allows exact
reconstruction of the length of the hold period in repeated messages if the initial
break event message (break + time since=0) was lost.

Please note that there is a limit to the above “time-since” value: after the button is
released after a long time, a maximum “time-since” value is used to flag “long ago". If no
release can be detected within a decent timeframe, the button is considered as being
stuck, and the message should change to “button stuck”. Using these considerations,
all the messages defined here look identical to the repeated messages, yet these can
be easily separated at the receiving Control Object by using sequence numbers for the
repeated messages.
Example: messages for a presence detector
• There are two states a standard presence detector provides: Presence and no
presence. Messages indicating the state can therefore be simply repeated.
• Although not directly needed, OpenAIS will also add a time stamp and sequence
number for possible future use.
Example: messages for a Light Sensor
• Light Sensors usually provide actual sensed values which can be sent at regular
intervals.
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•
•

The "time since" information is added as it may help to understand the strength
of the trend, where low “time since” values denote a rather quick change in
sensed value occurring.
All Sensors are able to send a message with a comprehensive status report
(including the actual value, state, some statistics etc.) on request by a specific
command.

Sensor message flow summary
Sending (repeated) status value messages with a time and sequence number included,
as defined in above examples, allows for repetition of messages in (randomized)
intervals - without needing additional measures for removing duplicated messages by
the Control Object. Possibly some additional information that increases the
understanding of the quality of the sensed values may be included by default in the value
message. For example internal temperature, battery voltage, signal to noise ratio, etc.
This should be made part of the value message if this information is needed to interpret
the values correctly. (The OpenAIS Object Model provides a flexible approach for an
efficient status message design that allows adapting the reported data to the actual
needs. See Appendix A for more details.)
3.3.5.2 Actuator Object message flow
Actuators listen to commands from Control Objects and perform the related actions. With
possibly many (hundreds of) Actuators receiving the same message, multicast
messaging is used between a Control Object and its Actuator Objects. We will not use
acknowledgement (ACK) or similar response messages back to the multicast sender,
as these would easily cause congestion in slow networks and besides do not resolve
the issue, as those Actuators that did not receive the message will not be able to “speak
up”. The Actuator Object will therefore report its actual status at a regular (though
randomized) interval back to the Control Object, allowing the Control Object to observe
the network transport quality and take corrective actions where needed.
Control Object messages
Command messages sent by a Control Object may be commands with absolute settings
(go to level x), relative settings (step up x), or referenced settings (scene x recall). Some
of these commands may be targeted to the group, and some to an individual Actuator.
Note that the Control Object will repeat any group commands only once by default, it will
mainly rely on Actuator status messages (see below) to guarantee the correct reception
of its commands and to check the liveness of the Actuator.
Actuator status messages
Actuators report their status (with actual and requested actuator output values, and
warnings and error flags) independently from the control commands in (randomized)
intervals. The Control Objects will compare the Actuator status reports to the expected
status and send out a unicast corrective command if necessary. If a device has a good
reason to expect that its actual setting is corrupt (e.g. after powering up or recovery from
some exception, etc.) it just issues a standard status message to the Control Object in
order to trigger the corrective action as soon as possible. The status messages may be
using group multicast in case multiple Control Objects and DataCollect Objects need to
listen to the status messages. In other cases, unicast status reporting is used.
Actuator extended status message
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Actuators may send extended status messages (e.g. including energy usage,
operational performance issues, detailed device status, error logs, etc.) on specific
request only. See also the flexible status messaging setting provided by the OM in
Appendix A.
3.3.5.3 Control Object message flow
Control Objects receive Sensor information and perform control actions as explained in
previous sections. This section provides more details on the Control Object command
message flow, repetition of commands and corrective actions.
When using absolute settings (“go to level x”), sending out a repeated message to a
group is of no big concern. With messages that are relative to existing settings,
complications may arise when messages are repeated. Such commands are e.g. “step
up” messages or messages that trigger (light) sequences. In that case, missing
messages or duplicate reception may lead to unwanted effects. (E.g. a command may
include timing sequences that break the effect, if triggered twice). Special care needs to
be taken when continuous smooth changes are required that are triggered using start or
stop or a series of stepping commands, e.g. dimming used with the long press of a
momentary-action switch. If the start or the end command is lost, the whole process
fails. Therefore, repetitive stepping commands are advised as they provide a better and
more consistent dimming performance, since losing one message leads only to a limited
deviation from the desired outcome. In addition, a consecutive-step sequence number
helps the Actuator to correct for missing short-step commands.
Using a sequence number in repeated “relative change” type commands allows for
corrective action in the Actuator, e.g. if one message of the sequence was missing, a
quicker stepping action in the Actuator allows it to catch up the missed step. If Absolute
set, relative change, or idle type commands are repeated (e.g. to counteract lossy
network connections) including a repeat sequence number, the receiver is able to
distinguish any repeated commands from new (original) commands with the same
content. "Idle” type messages are message generated wherever necessary (e.g.
randomly) to obfuscate traffic patterns that may disclose unwanted information (e.g.
presence).
Please note that there is a difference in the action regime between the “absolute set”
type of commands (e.g. on, off, scene recall, set by value, etc.) and the “relative step”
type of commands (e.g. step up/down). Absolute-set commands need to be executed
whenever the sequence number of a newly received command message is higher than
the stored sequence number for the last-received message. With relative-step
commands, the same can be applied (to prevent duplicate executions) but in addition a
corrective action such as interpolation needs to be performed whenever one or more
sequence number(s) is/are missing from a stream of commands.
3.3.5.4 Examples of dynamic behaviour
In this section, sequence diagrams of a few simple scenarios will be shown to further
clarify the operation of the OpenAIS architecture. Note that these diagrams already
assume some specific setup and distribution of control. As OpenAIS supports variation
in allocation of Control (see also Section 4.3) we need to incorporate some choices to
be able to show examples.
The example sequences shown are:
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•
•

Switching on light in a room, where also daylight regulation is enabled
Presence detection in an open office, with a time-out

Switching on light in a room
We start with the simplest of lighting use cases, switching on the lights in a room. This
is shown in Figure 15. It depicts a room with three luminaires of which one is close to
the window. A central switch switches the lights to a predefined level ‘X’. Only the
luminaire close to the window reacts to the daylight Sensor and adjusts its value based
on the daylight measurement. Other luminaires do not consider daylight.
Of course, many variants of this use case, including more sophisticated switches that
allow multiple scenes (with different levels per luminaire) can be derived from this
example easily.

Figure 15: Sequence diagram of switching on light (example system)

Presence detection in an office
The next example, shown in Figure 16 describes a room where a presence detector is
used to switch on the light. In this office, every luminaire is equipped with a presence
detector. When a person is detected by a presence detector, the luminaire in that device
is switched on. Furthermore, two neighbouring luminaires are always “following” and
switched to a secondary (lower) level, creating a well-lit area around the employee.
When the person leaves (or does not move at all for some time), then after a given
timeout period, the system switches the lights OFF again. Of course, the person could
walk through the office and switch on other lights on the go.
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Figure 16: Sequence diagram of presence detection based lighting (example)

3.3.6

Object Data Model

The functional decomposition presented in Sections 3.3.1 - 3.3.4 is only the first step in
defining a full Object Data Model (OM) for OpenAIS. In view of its size, the detailed
Object Data Model is added as an Appendix A to this reference architecture. It is
available also as a separate document [OpenAIS_D2.4]. In this chapter, we restrict the
description to the structure and modelling approach followed for the OM.
3.3.6.1 RESTful architecture
The OpenAIS Object Model is structured as a RESTful architecture. REST is an
architectural style for designing distributed systems in which entities provide their
functionality through access and manipulation of resources, using a predefined set of
stateless (atomic) operations. In this context, the resources can be everything that can
be named, identified, addressed or handled on the web.
The OpenAIS Object Model itself doesn't define specific protocols to access the
resources. The representation format of the resources, that is the Internet media type in
combination with the content-coding, is not defined by the Object Model. In principle
resources may be accessed using any RESTful protocol like HTTP [RFC2616] or CoAP
[RFC7252], and resources could be represented with common representation formats
like XML [XML], JSON [RFC7159], CBOR [RFC7049], plain-text, or specific
representations like type-length-values (TLV).
Note that the OpenAIS reference architecture (contrary to the OpenAIS Object Model)
does define specific protocols and content-formats to access resources. Specifically,
three explicit ways for RESTful access to resources are used:
1. The LWM2M way, as defined by the LWM2M technical specification [LWM2M].
Taking advantage of IETF’s CoAP protocol [RFC7252], LWM2M provides a
flexible template for constrained-device management.
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2. The OpenAIS Group Communication (OGC) that builds strictly on CoAP and
loosely adapts the LWM2M way of addressing resources for the use in group
communications.
3. Standard CoAP discovery (see [RFC7252] Section 7) to discover devices and
resources in a system prior to commissioning.
3.3.6.2 Terminology
The OpenAIS Object Model defines OpenAIS Objects, referred to as oA Objects. An oA
Object is a collection of oA Resources. Each oA Object consists of mandatory and
optional oA Resources. If an oA Object is supported by a device, all mandatory oA
Resources of this oA Object must be accessible as resources. oA Objects can be
instantiated multiple times and must be instantiated to be able to make use of the oA
Resources defined for an oA Object. Instances of oA Objects are referred to as oA
Object Instances. oA Interfaces are used to structure the oA Resources logically inside
the oA Objects.
Note that the IPSO Alliance, based on the LWM2M template, has defined a set of Smart
Object Guidelines which have been released in two separate documents, [IPSO14] and
[IPSO15]. These are not the set of Object Data Models (ODMs) that will be used in
OpenAIS.
To relate to the LWM2M specification, the terminology used in the OpenAIS definition
has been aligned with the LWM2M standards. See table below for the terminology used
in OpenAIS/LWM2M comparison to “standard” Object-Oriented terminology.
Table 3: Adopted terminology: standard object-oriented (left) vs OpenAIS / LWM2M (right)

Object-Oriented
class
class id/name
object
method
method call parameters
runtime environment

OpenAIS / LWM2M
Object
Object ID
Object Instance
operation /
resource
Query parameters /
payload
device

3.3.6.3 Tree structure and inheritance
In the functional decomposition, we have identified large blocks of functionality called
functions such as the Sensor and Actuator functions. Each of these will be represented
in terms of Object Models as individual Objects which may expose several resources.
Multiple Object Instances of the same Object may also be deployed within a given
OpenAIS device.
In object-oriented sense, for implementation purposes the following inheritance tree is
suggested:
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Figure 17: Class (inheritance) diagram showing the OpenAIS Object tree

The four layers of this tree structure are:
1. The root: the OpenAIS Object is an adaptation of a basic object template that will
be used for all OpenAIS functional Object descriptions. This ensures uniformity
in interfaces and description throughout. This OpenAIS root Object contains all
elements (resource/functionality) that are common to all OpenAIS application
Objects. Here we can think of general configuration settings for e.g. naming.
2. On the level above the root there is a “base” Object for each application level
function, like Actuator or Sensor. It defines all common functions and behaviours
for all within the same category, e.g. all Actuators or all Control. At this level, the
communication flow, access rights regime, and alike is defined such that a
uniform consistency in the interface is created across all OpenAIS devices of
different vendors. This interface consistency is independent of their operational
functionality.
3. The next level presents a step up into the level of detail, starting from the base
Object, specifying standard Objects, e.g. a Sensor Object would be detailed into
a motion Sensor, a light Sensor, etc. This is shown as Sensor1/Sensor2/Sensor3
in the figure.
4. Finally, as shown at the top level of the figure, vendors can implement additional
custom Objects, derived from OpenAIS basic Objects, and adding differentiating
capabilities.
Main purpose of this hierarchy and the definition of basic behaviour is that it allows full
interoperability of OpenAIS devices of various vendors on the basic functions, whilst still
leaving sufficient space for manufacturers to differentiate by providing extended
functionality.
3.3.6.4 YANG modelling language
The OpenAIS Object Model as provided by the [OpenAIS_D2.4] is modelled in YANG
1.1 [RFC7950], a data modelling language used to model configuration data, state data,
remote procedure calls and notifications for network management protocols. All other
derivatives of the oA Object Model, including the Appendix A, are generated from these
YANG definitions.
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YANG doesn't provide YANG statements for all aspects of the OpenAIS Object Model.
Therefore, specific OpenAIS YANG extensions are defined. These YANG extensions
are defined within a separate YANG Module oA_extensions.yang.
Each oA Object is specified in a separate YANG Module and is stored in a separate file.
All oA Objects may be instantiated, but the protocol or device implementing the OpenAIS
Objects may limit the number of oA Object Instances.
•
•

oA Interfaces like IData, IConfig, IControl and IDebug are modelled as YANG
containers with the interface name as argument of the container.
oA Resources belonging to these oA Interfaces are defined within the YANG
container that is defining the oA Interface.

3.3.6.5 Data formats
Data formats for LWM2M message payloads are defined in [LWM2M] Section 6.3 “Data
Formats for Transferring Resource Information”. In addition to these formats, the
OpenAIS architecture will also support the use of Concise Binary Object Representation
(CBOR) which is defined in [RFC7049]. The CBOR format targets small message sizes,
and allows for extensibility without the need of version negotiation. In addition, CBOR is
used for OSCORE [OSCORE], an object-oriented security standard that is used to
secure the OpenAIS Group Communication at application level. OSCORE usage is
further defined in 3.6.5.3.
3.3.6.6 Interfacing to Objects, Logical versus Physical Objects
The Sensor→Control→Actuator (SCA) concept is key to the OpenAIS architecture and
its Object Model. The OpenAIS Object Model is fundamentally a many-to-many
structure. Each sensor may report to multiple Control Objects, a Control Object controls
multiple Actuators, multiple Control Objects may interface with the same Actuator, etc.
This multiplicity in Object relations requires a mechanism to organize the access to
Objects and manage priorities. Therefore, for all the Objects involved in such relations,
a split has been made between 1) the interfacing to the Object and 2) the actual
executing Object that contains the core Object functionality. The interface Object
represents one unified interface, as needed for multicast group communication, to an
executing Object instance (e.g. to control intensity, colour and alike). There may be
multiple instances of interface Objects (interfaces) that are connected to the same
executing Object. This use of interface objects is also instrumental for vendor-specific
differentiation: since interface objects are addressed together using multicast group
communication, this “split” mechanism allows different executing objects from different
vendors to co-exist within a single group, and to be commonly addressed, in one lighting
installation.
For the types of Objects that also relate to real physical entities (Sensor and Actuator),
the split between interface/executing Object has been made in the OpenAIS Object
Model and these are called the logical Object and the physical Object respectively. A
physical Object instance represents exactly one hardware instance (e.g. a light point or
a Sensor). Typical Resources of physical Objects are: Sensor input/actuator output
value, hardware capabilities (e.g. measurable/controllable range), etc. Typical resources
of logical Objects are the link to the physical Object Instance, a target value and a priority
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of execution. The logical Object with the highest priority of execution will typically gain
control over the physical Object resource(s).
Due to the self-similarity mechanism (see Section 3.3.2.1) in the OpenAIS architecture,
Control Objects themselves also have an IControl interface to control the group and an
IData interface that represents the combined sensors readings for the group. For the
purpose of interfacing to a Control Object therefore also the logical Sensor and logical
Actuator Objects are present inside it. In both cases the Control Object itself is the actual
executing (or “physical”) Object linked to these logical Objects. This again supports
vendor differentiation, as the implementation of the executing Control Object may be
completely proprietary, while the interface - the logical Objects - stays fixed and
standardized. This construct is also used as an enabler for the stacking mechanism
provided by the OpenAIS architecture. The Control Object itself provides stacking
interfaces that feed into its own control function. A “superior” Control Object can use the
logical Sensor and Actuator Objects of a “subordinate” Control Object as if they control
a group with sensors/actuators directly. In this way, the “superior” Control Object
controls a group of groups and uses groups of sensors as its sensor inputs.
Finally, a similar interface/execution distinction is used at the receiving side of Control
Objects where a Receiving Object offers an (again unified and standardized) interface
to receive (status) messages, which remains independent from the (possibly vendorspecific) internals of the executing Control Object.
3.3.7

Extension mechanisms

This section describes how an OpenAIS system can be extended in functionality and
network size. Extensibility is one of the main goals in the architecture. OpenAIS provides
mechanisms that allow both the extension of functionality of devices and systems, as
well as the extension of the scope of the system including mechanisms to connect to
legacy systems. Much of this has already been described in the previous sections; this
section aims to conveniently summarize all the extensibility mechanisms included in the
architecture.
3.3.7.1 Extending control behaviour
The SCA Architecture selected for OpenAIS as described in Section 3.3.2.1 supports
the stacking of Control functions. That means that a new Control function with an
extended functionality can be added to a system, and this new Control can extend the
already existing functionality by “controlling the Control function”, without the need to
replace it or take the existing one out. This way, new functionality can be added at any
time to the system. There is no prescribed location for the Control functionality; with
reliable and fast communication of the future (and the availability of full UDP IPv6
transport) it could even be cloud-based.
3.3.7.2 Adding identical logical Object instances to the device
OpenAIS allows the use of multiple Object instances relating to one physical Object,
with a specific binding (e.g. with unique binding relation parameters) for each Object
instance. This mechanism can be used to extend the system behaviour by performing
configuration/commissioning actions only, without the need to update the software on
the devices. It can be used in such a way that the basic behaviour of the alreadycommissioned system is maintained. Every (new) logical Object instance comes with its
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own parameter set and its own bindings. Various extensions to the system functionality
are enabled this way.
OpenAIS encourages device manufacturers to equip their devices with such Objects
that can, if needed, extend the functionality without requiring software changes.
Depending on the vendor, such Object instances may be either provided as alreadyprepared Object instances that are “sleeping” on delivery, or they may allow dynamic
instantiation (and purging) of such Objects using the standard (LWM2M) device
management API. Object instances that are in use can be temporarily disabled, to
support fault-finding missions and system behaviour analyses.
Examples of how logical Object instances can be used are:
•

Add another Sensor Object instance (with a new binding and parameter set, a
so called “Logical Sensor Object”) to get frequent data for doing a trend analysis
from a light Sensor, without changing the existing Sensor interfacing:
o The primary logical Sensor Object instance was parameterized in a way
that the Sensor signal is delivered whenever a 20% change happens.
This was made according to requirements to allow users to maintain an
emotional connection to daylight. The sensor signal itself is preprocessed with a low-pass filter that provides a 30 second integration
time.
o Now a second, partly contradicting requirement comes in: For a detailed
analysis of daylight the Sensor should provide its value every 15
seconds, with a low pass integration time of max. 7 sec.
o To achieve this, a second logical Object instance is activated in the
Sensor that uses of course the same physical Sensor hardware, but has
a different parameter set that controls the data handling, pre-processing
and the binding. This second instance is set to deliver the value every 15
seconds, and to pre-process the physical sensor reading with a low pass
filter using an integration time of 7 sec. The benefit of proceeding this way
is that the operational system that relies on the first Object instance and
its configuration remains untouched.

•

Add a logical Actuator Object instance to provide prioritized access to an
Actuator:
o Due to the SCA structure of OpenAIS an “only one Control Object sets
the actuation” setup will be sufficient in most cases and allows for a
straight-forward and well-working system.
o However, there are situations where more than one Control Object
should be granted access to an Actuator function. Imagine a luminaire
that sits on the crossing of two aisles and a stairwell, or a safety luminaire
or a blind that offers an emergency override.
o E.g. the blind Control needs to be overridden if some weather emergency
(heavy wind, ice, solar overheat etc.) happens. And in addition to that a
master override is operated by the fire brigade to open (or close) the
blinds to support the evacuation of persons or the fight against fire best.
o This prioritizing is best handled by the Actuator devices directly, to avoid
complex and difficult to maintain control-control interactions.

OpenAIS can handle above cases by using additional Logical Actuator Object instances,
with each Object instance having its own set of parameters (including the priority of
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control of the physical actuator). This way, the higher-priority signal prevails to finally set
the physical Actuator state. As the other Object instances remain operational, the
operational change requests will still be accepted by the logical Actuator Object, but the
execution on the physical actuator is postponed until the higher-priority control by
another logical Actuator Object is withdrawn.
3.3.7.3 Modular software updates and plugin modules
Software update allows for full freedom of extending the device functionality, of course.
But such update can normally be created and executed by the vendor of the device only.
OpenAIS encourages device manufacturers to add the possibility for (trusted) third
parties to add software plugins or change single modules of device software. This
enables an increase in innovation speed and allows an OpenAIS system to even better
match customer requirements.
•

•

Module and plugin handling remains vendor-specific, and due to the diversity
and the ongoing rapid development of (embedded device) operating systems
OpenAIS will not mandate a platform or language for plugins and modules.
However, it encourages the device manufacturers to enhance their offer, and
recommends it for future standardization, quality check and neutral hosting
regarding some more wide-spread OS solutions, once established.
Scripting plugins that may be used as a plugin type of extension suffer from the
same issue: scripting solutions for embedded low-resource devices need to
match the abilities of the firmware, and therefore cannot be standardized at this
moment in time. OpenAIS encourages vendors to go for scripting plugin
structures that serve as (trusted) plugins to better cope with the high diversity of
lighting applications and system functionality demands over the lifetime of the
devices.

System extension by adding new or renewed Objects
In a software update, additional or renewed Object (classes) may be added to an
OpenAIS device, providing additional features. Please note that such Objects may also
be created in a way that alternative IoT protocols can be used like KNX/IoT, BACnet/IoT,
ZigBee dotdot, etc. Due to OpenAIS’ message handling structure that uses a parallel
executing Object, such integration with additional protocol(s) can be achieved without
conflicting to OpenAIS architecture and enables continued operation of the alreadycommissioned OpenAIS system. This differs from the Gateway Object solution to
integrate legacy devices – since the devices we consider here already have OpenAIS
functions, they are not legacy by definition.
So this means that enablement of a device with an alternative IoT protocol can be
achieved purely through a software update in a running system. One example is given
later in Section 3.5.6.8 where OCF is considered as an alternative IoT protocol that can
be used to extend existing OpenAIS devices.
Functionality update/upgrade by new hardware driver software
The modular structure, which allows for a standardized interfacing between the Objects
and the hardware driver software, is also the basis of updates to the driver software that
may provide enhanced or additional features. If the original API towards the (logical)
Objects is maintained, such modules may add to the functionality easily without
jeopardizing the already-commissioned working system.
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Example: For indoor positioning applications, a renewed LED-driver (hardware driver
software) is used that modulates the indoor coordinates into the light output using an HF
modulation. To achieve this inside an existing system, new hardware driver software is
needed, that maintains the interface to existing Objects. Doing so allows for a continued
use of the already-working system and its commissioning parameters.
3.3.7.4 Integration of foreign / heritage / legacy systems
OpenAIS is designed to provide integration with heritage (legacy) systems. Heritageand non-OpenAIS systems are integrated into an OpenAIS system by using Gateways.
Such Gateways use application layer protocol translation to achieve integration.
However, some of these translations will need to consider certain context information to
do the more complex translations, and therefore will need an approach using a kind of
“middleware” in the gateway to successfully perform translations. On the other end, a
simple minimum coupling that only covers selected operational and directly translatable
commands may be created that has no support available for commissioning,
maintenance or device management communications.
3.3.8

Interoperability and vendor differentiation

This section specifically focuses on how the OpenAIS architecture and its definition of
layers/functions aim to support both interoperability and vendor differentiation, which
may sound like a contradiction but it is not. We will mainly summarize design aspects
that were already defined in previous sections, to provide an overview of the
aspects/functions relevant for interoperability and vendor differentiation.
The following design aspects of the OpenAIS architecture aim to enable/increase crossvendor interoperability, to comply with the requirements (Section 2.2):
•
•

•
•
•

•

Use of standardized networking protocols (IPv6)
Standardized interfaces for basic configuration, reporting and control
functionality in functions in the Application Layer and the Infrastructure Layer.
o This enables e.g. mixing and matching luminaire brands in a single
system, or space.
o The sensors and actuators from other brands can be configured, as well
as controlled (including group/scene commands).
Discovery function to locate all OpenAIS devices, regardless of brand, in a
system.
Security protocols are standardized such that cross-vendor secure
communication is enabled, without intermediate gateways or “translators” (which
would be weak spots).
Control Object hierarchy (stacking) enables a 3rd party vendor to add useful new
functions to an already-installed, functioning lighting system. The permission of
the vendor that installed the original lighting system is not required to perform
such add-ons or modifications. The only information needed for the new 3rd party
vendor is the correct security credentials to be able to reconfigure a system.
Object Data Model (OM) hierarchical tree structure that enforces compatibility
even for devices with many vendor-specific extensions; as detailed in Section
3.3.6.3.

The following design aspects aim to enable vendor differentiation, and to stimulate
healthy competition in the lighting/buildings market:
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•
•

•

•

3.3.9

Vendor-specific control algorithm(s) in the Control Object.
o This enables e.g. vendors to differentiate through general-better or
specific “niche” or project-customized control algorithms.
Integration with legacy (lighting) systems through Gateways
o This enables e.g. a vendor to add battery-less sensor and switch
solutions to an OpenAIS lighting system. Such solutions are good for the
environment and reduce the system maintenance work required.
Integration with vendor-specific clouds/servers or 3rd party standard
clouds/servers for control or data collection
o The Control Object allows for external control via non-OpenAIS protocols
or interfaces. Also, it can report its internal data to external collection
entities.
o The DataCollect Object allows for sending/redistributing the collected
data to external collection entities, via any vendor-specific or 3rd party
standard protocols.
Vendor-specific, innovative commissioning processes
o By not standardizing the entire commissioning process and the internal
architecture (e.g. APIs, modules, etc.) of Commissioning Tools, a lot of
potential for vendor-specific innovation, differentiation and application
focus is enabled.
o Traditionally, lighting companies and installers/commissioners alike have
had their own specific preferences for how to perform the process in an
optimal way. The choice of OpenAIS to enable differentiation here,
supports this existing practice.
Out-Of-The-Box design

To achieve out-of-the-box (OOTB) operation of devices (see Section 3.2.4) across
devices of multiple vendors, a specific system behaviour needs to be standardized.
These behaviours are defined below, whereas the protocol and API details are given in
the respective sections of this document. The sole purpose of these behaviours is to
support the electrical installer who needs to install, connect and verify operation of
(lighting) devices without requiring any configuration/commissioning activities.
3.3.9.1 Stand-alone sensor devices
All Sensors are preconfigured to multicast their Sensor values upon any change to all
Control functions that are preconfigured to listen to those Sensor events.
•
•
•

All manual Sensors (toggle switches, dim switches, etc.) are preconfigured to
send the new Sensor value event on any (substantial) change.
All light Sensors are preconfigured to send the new Sensor value event on any
substantial change.
All presence detectors are preconfigured to send the “Presence” event with any
newly detected presence and a “Hold” event every 30 sec with continued
presence. A “No-Presence” event may be sent but is not mandatory.

3.3.9.2 Light points (luminaire devices)
All light points are preconfigured with a small internal Control function that is controlling
the local light point actuation directly (without external communication).
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

On start-up, the light output of a light point is 100%.
If the light point connects to the OOTB network successfully, which is e.g.
detected by reception of an OOTB message, the light output will dim down to
50%.
Its Control function is preconfigured so that it listens to the OOTB Sensor events.
Its Control function is preconfigured to execute the events generated by manual
Sensors immediately.
The Control function is preconfigured to switch-on the lights to 50% if the lights
are OFF and a “Presence” event or “Switch-pressed” event is received.
The Control function is preconfigured to dim up the lights to 100%, if the lights
are 50% dimmed and either a “Presence” or “Switch-pressed” event is received.
This high light output level will only last momentarily, so that the installer can
verify that sensor messages work across the network. After a few seconds, the
light will slowly dim again to 50% as before.
The Control function is preconfigured to slowly dim the lights to OFF after
reception of a “Presence” event, whenever for a period of 60 seconds no “Hold”
event is received meanwhile. This helps to save energy on the site.
The Control function is preconfigured to react on sudden substantial changes to
light Sensor values (e.g. changes that come from manual covering or uncovering
a light Sensor) with a 50% increase when light Sensor readings decrease, and a
50% decrease when light Sensor readings rise again.
The Control function is preconfigured to set the light output on the reception of a
“scene recall” message to the following light output level:
(105 - <scene-number> * 5) %

The <scene-number> here is a value between 1-10. This can be used to
verify operation of button panels that allow scene recall; usually up to 6
different scenes are supported on such devices.
o This leads to a dim level of lights in the well-lit range 50%-100%,
depending on which scene recall button is pressed on the panel.
If the light point itself contains local embedded sensor(s), the sensor events will
only be used in the local Control function of the light point. That means that
OOTB sensor messages are not sent out by sensors that are embedded into
light points.
o

•

Note that the security access level of the out-of-the-box operations is very low; OpenAIS
devices get secured only after performing the commissioning process. After
commissioning, all out-of-the-box interactions will be totally disabled for security
reasons.
3.3.10 Other mechanisms: errors, timing, performance
There are aspects of the architecture which cannot be allocated to a single Object in the
decomposition as these are the result of the combined properties of all Objects. Typical
examples of such aspects are e.g. performance, error handling, start-up behaviour etc.
Most of these will not be dealt with in detail at the reference architecture level but need
to be covered in the system design of instantiations of the architecture. However, in this
document we will nevertheless introduce error handling and define its basic
requirements, introduce clock time synchronization, and introduce mechanisms to
ensure application performance. Error handling concepts are seen as an essential
property of the architecture. The more networking and implementation focussed aspects
will be addressed in the Networking View (Section 3.5).
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3.3.10.1 Error handling
Error handling key concepts
As software and systems are never error free and hardware and communication
malfunctions happen, error handling is an essential property of all software intensive
systems. Lighting communication networks are especially inherently lossy, which is a
primary source of system errors. Incidentally messages will be missed by one or more
Objects. This will happen without any knowledge of the intended Objects. On top of that
common hardware and software faults will occur at random intervals. This introduction
describes the most important aspects and concepts for the OpenAIS error handling and
recovery mechanisms. For a description of the main requirements for this mechanism
please see Section 3.2.
Error handling:
•

•

Containment: One of the two primary requirements for Error handling is
containment. Whenever an exception occurs, its handling and effects should be
restricted to the entity in which it occurs. So, a reset or hang-up in one device
should never result in resetting any other communicating devices. Proliferation
of errors should be avoided always.
Final known state: Error handling should always lead to a controlled transition to
a known (defined) state. Note that this state may still be “non-operational” when
no recovery is possible like a broken device. Undefined or steadily changing
states must always be avoided.

Graceful degradation:
•

•

Malfunction of an Object should leave all functionality not involving that Object
operational. Any group behaviour in which the component participated should
continue except for only the broken Object. Examples: group behaviour should
continue if one of the Actuators fails, malfunction of a Sensor in a luminaire
should not impact the operation of the Actuator at that light point etc.
System designers may choose to add additional graceful degradation measures
not mandated in OpenAIS. This may even be a differentiator, therefore only a
few examples are given here:
o Compensate (to a certain extent) the effects of the broken component on
the functionality by controlling the remaining components in an alternative
way. E.g. when one light point is broken the surrounding lights may be
put to a higher value. When a Sensor is broken assume default
behaviour.
o Redundancy by duplication of components beyond what is needed to
realize the functionality so that a broken component can be fully
compensated.
o Local buffering in case of DataCollect functions, which may be used to
store the data generated during a period of non-connectivity to the cloud.

Recovery:
•

All devices that transition to an error state should attempt to recover to normal
operation. However, we should avoid an endlessly repeating process of state
transitions and retries (like a luminaire that goes OFF and on repeatedly until it
is replaced). Therefore, the number of subsequent resets must always be limited
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•

Inconsistencies in overall system state introduced by (temporary) unavailability
devices or connections, or communication failures must repair automatically
within a (to be configured) time. A missed or lost message or temporary absence
of a device (e.g. when it recovers) should not lead to persistent deviations in
system state, like a luminaire that never turns on.

Security:
•

Lighting networks should show similar messaging patterns in ON and OFFstate. This is done to protect presence privacy against simple pattern sniffing.

General:
•

Structures and rules to achieve detection and repair of missing messages
should be as simple as possible, unexpected special states of the complete
system should not happen.

Error handling recommended mechanisms
There are many ways to include these concepts in the design of systems compliant to
the OpenAIS Architecture. This section describes the proposed approach and we start
the description with error detection.
Detection of error situations:
•

•

Many errors are detected automatically as calls return error codes, or
communications failure. These do not need special mechanism to be detected.
Please note that all known errors should be handled in the software and never
lead to unhandled exceptions.
For communication links that are not used frequently and as such may fail
“silently” another situation exists. Also, the receiver of an event can never
detect if the event is not coming due to a functional reason or a crash of the
sender. In such situations we will make use of a “liveness check” to detect
errors.

Note however, that not all links are equally important. As discussed in the previous
section an OpenAIS system has a specific message flow between the elements. If we
have a typical set-up we see the following links:
•

•
•

Sensors – Control: The Sensors are not interested in the absence of the
Control Object as they cannot do anything about this. However, the Control
Objects are interested in the absence of the Sensor Object as they might adapt
behaviour.
Control – Actuator: The Actuator is not interested in the state of the Control
Object; however, the Control Object is interested in the reverse as it might
implement fall-back mechanism if one or more luminaires fail.
Control – Control: Obviously the Control Object is interested if its superior
Control Object is still alive as it may implement fall-back mechanisms when this
is not the case anymore.

So, we see that the functional interest is mainly from the Control Object towards its
Sensors, Actuators and the (stacked) Control Objects it is commanded from.
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To cope with these silently failing Objects we need a mechanism to periodically check if
one of the interesting links/counterparts is still there. For this purpose, we will use
whenever possible the standard operational messages exchanged between the entities
to check the state of upstream and downstream counterparts. This will be achieved by
implementing a repetition mechanism so that current states or commands are repeated
at a predefined frequency.
Recovery from error situations:
•
•
•

Whenever a communication fails, a message will be repeated a few times.
Note that to avoid communication peaks the retry interval should be
randomized with some median being configured.
When serious software errors occur that leave a device potentially in an
undefined state, always a reset must be executed to bring a device back to a
known and stable state.
All calls between Object instances will be based upon the state of the caller
only. No assumptions will be made on the state of the called Object. Also, no
transactions states (i.e. related calls) will be used.

For missed communication (not unlikely with multicast), or resetting of devices, the
following mechanisms will be used:
•

•

Sensors re-evaluate their status and resend their settings to Controls at regular
intervals. These intervals are configurable (and will be randomized) to tune the
communication load. Absence of this repeated communication is hence an
indication of a missing Sensor.
Actuators will regularly report what their state is. When a Control Object notices
e.g. that one of the Actuators is not in the expected state it can perform corrective
actions.

Note 1: What state the Actuators will report depends on their properties obviously. A
simple light point that can only switch ON/OFF can only report that, dimmable colour
lights will have a much more extensible status describing their current settings. (See
also the flexible status message considerations of the OM in Appendix A.)
Note 2: Not all Sensors may have a state. If we have a toggle switch which just changes
the state to the reverse the switch itself does not have a state. Repeating the last send
message (a click in this case) without further information would lead to erroneous
behaviour. In these cases, timestamps and sequence numbers will be applied to indicate
if this is a repeated message or not.
Graceful degradation mechanisms:
When the absence of an Object instance is detected (through the mechanisms
described above), dependent entities should revert to “default” behaviour. This
behaviour is not prescribed by OpenAIS; however, we do give some examples:
•
•

A Control Object that finds out its Sensors are no longer available, can switch to
a default safe state (e.g. lighting at 50%, to be configured).
Also in the case of stacked Control the overridden Control Object instance may
resume its normal duty when the master is found missing. Note that the Object
instance should resume normal operation when the Object instance returns.
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3.3.10.2 Clock time synchronization
Time is an essential element of several operations in lighting systems. The most
important requirements concerning time in the context of this architecture document are
listed in Section 3.2.
OpenAIS will support mechanisms for keeping/creating a common time base between
OpenAIS nodes. It is expected that all devices on which Control functions are deployed
will have a Real Time Clock (RTC). This RTC will have to be synchronized at start-up
and at regular intervals. For this purpose and because not every embedded device is
expected to have an RTC, specific network-based clock synchronisation mechanisms
are needed. These depend on the PHY/MAC technology chosen and will not be defined
in detail by the OpenAIS consortium. Below the current options considered are listed:
•
•

•

Ethernet/Wi-Fi high-speed networks may use the Network Time Protocol (NTP).
6TiSCH wireless mesh networks may use the Absolute Slot Number (ASN)
provided by the stack, which provides better than 1 ms time synchrony and pass
this up to the application level. The Border Router can use NTP time and feed it
into the mesh network as the relation between the wall clock time and the ASN,
so that all nodes have accurate wall clock time information.
For Thread [Thread] wireless mesh networks, a suitable method may be based
on multicasting time information from an NTP-enabled Border Router onto all the
nodes of the mesh subnet, as detailed in [Beke16].

3.3.10.3 Application performance mechanisms
As the technical requirements for the OpenAIS architecture indicate, the communication
performance is critical. Therefore, the following mechanisms are introduced to optimize
message communication at application level.
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

A versatile group concept allowing to address multiple devices synchronously
and simultaneously is a key concept of the architecture, also supporting
bandwidth-optimized communication. This mechanism is complemented by the
multicast communication that will be described in Section 3.5.12.
Combine application-level error recovery and watchdog functionality in a single
approach (Section 3.3.10.1) to reduce communication load. No separate
ping/alive calls are necessary in this case.
Using regular status reports for error recovery to remove the need for separate
confirmation/acknowledgement messages on multicast requests. (Section
3.3.10.1).
Configurability: All “repeat” rates and other message-frequency related
parameters can be configured through the object Model, to allow tuning of the
system for a specific configuration and size.
Supporting multiple logical objects (interfaces) for sensor and actuator status
reports, allowing optimized data resend frequencies. (Section 3.3.6.6).
DataCollect Object is designed to collect and pre-process data coming from the
system. It supports optimizing Field Network bandwidth usage by data reduction
and spreading/combining network traffic. This is especially helpful on lowbandwidth wireless Field Networks.
The data format of all status messages (being the majority of the messages in
the system) will be optimized by using optimised key-value reports using
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•
•

structure IDs (Section 4.2.2). In this design, also the a-priori known key values
themselves do not need to be transferred over the network.
Randomized interval status reports to spread the network load at start-up and
during the operational phase.
Scene value caching at the actuator, reducing communication load at scene
recall events (Section 4.2.4).

3.4 Physical View
The physical view in architecture describes the mapping of the abstract logical functions
identified above to real software and hardware components. This includes technology
and actual design choices for components. However, as we are describing only the
reference architecture in this document, we must take a more flexible approach in this
section. As the reference architecture will be used by many companies over a longer
period of time, we cannot specify all choices in this document as we would do in a real
system design. Therefore, we will only define a minimal number of fundamental
requirements that apply to all components of the architecture.
The topics covered in this section are:
•
•
•

Types of devices identified in the OpenAIS architecture
Some fundamental choices for communication infrastructure
Physical structure of the system

In Section 3.5 we will go one step further and make some more choices and
recommendations on technology and component selection which we think will apply for
the immediate future.
3.4.1

Physical device types

In the OpenAIS architecture, we identify the following types of physical devices:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Luminaire: A device with one or more light points (e.g. LED drivers) and zero or
more sensor components connected to it.
Standalone sensor: A device with only one or more Sensors connected to it. It
may be either battery- or mains-powered.
Environmentally powered device: A device that harvests its energy from the
environment, e.g. it can perform the functions of a standalone sensor or a button.
Area (floor, building) controller: A device with only networking capabilities; no
drivers nor sensors are integrated in it. Naming of these devices normally follows
their control scope.
Commissioning Tool (CT): A device that is used by a commissioner, to
commission an OpenAIS system. It may be a portable device (e.g. tablet or
laptop) that is carried around during commissioning work.
Router/switch/Border Router: equipment that is used to form the basic IP network
and IT-infrastructure. This device type usually is a standard COTS IT component.
Gateway: a device that interfaces to a legacy technology and connects through
an IPv6 network, hosting a Gateway Object, on the OpenAIS side.

As routers/switches do not have OpenAIS-specific software or functions, and are
expected to be COTS IT components, we will mainly focus the architecture description
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on the lighting-specific devices. The system architecture assumes that routing and
switching can be covered with standard elements and that the actual physical design of
that network is not necessarily part of the Lighting system development, although in
practice some minimal requirements for the network need to be defined.
Common COTS IT equipment to date has not included support for low-power IoT radio
protocols, such as Thread [Thread]. Although it now begins to appear on the market,
OpenAIS allows that this particular category of networking equipment may need to be
provided by lighting vendors initially. However, in order to encourage developments of
COTS solutions, OpenAIS does not relax the basic expectations for networking
equipment that it supports IPv6, is application-agnostic, and is potentially managed by
the IT department and not necessarily Facility Management. These requirements
indicate a Linux-class IPv6 router device routing between Ethernet and low-power
wireless network segments, admitting devices onto its wireless network and permitting
their management very much like a WiFi Access Point does today. This device is the
“Low Power Radio Access Point” (LPR-AP) and it realizes the function of Border Router
as defined in the 6LoWPAN and Thread specifications.
The Low Power Radio Access Point can also serve as a generic contact point within the
lighting system that can be used to connect “non-lighting” devices. As long as
Thread/6LoWPAN connectivity is not ubiquitous in buildings, the lighting network may
be used to connect other devices outside the lighting domain that need this type of lowpower low-datarate connectivity.
3.4.2

Networking choices

In OpenAIS a choice is made for IPv6 communication, supported to every end-node.
This IPv6 interface is one of the main decoupling points in the architecture. Note that the
expectation is that with the advance of the IoT, IPv6 will be commonly available at the
moment of introduction of OpenAIS based systems in the market (2020).
OpenAIS requires IPv6 communication, and supports all physical interfaces that support
this. OpenAIS will support wired and wireless interfaces, and in the networking view (3.5)
some default choices for wired and wireless solutions as well as minimum needed
capability of PHYs will be defined.
3.4.3

Physical structure of a system

The physical structure of an OpenAIS system is expected to have a (physical) layout as
shown in Figure 18. See Section 8.4 for the list of icons and the components they
represent.
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Figure 18: Physical layout of an OpenAIS system

An OpenAIS system consists of clusters of luminaires and/or standalone Sensors that
are all connected to a local network, also called Field Network. This may be a wired or
a wireless network. Within such a local network it is expected that all devices will use
the same network technology. Note that these local networks may not be fully separated
geographically. For example, in one open office there may be a wired network for the
(PoE) luminaires and at the same time a wireless network for battery-operated presence
Sensors. The local network is connected to the rest of the network through a (border)
router, e.g. one that connects a wireless 6LoWPAN network to the wired Ethernet
domain. Depending on the physical technology chosen, the number of nodes on such
clusters must be properly dimensioned for performance. Each cluster (which may be an
entire floor) may be associated with a physical (Area, Floor) controller. A single controller
may serve multiple clusters. Note that such a stand-alone controller is an optional
element in any set-up; the smallest configurations operate without any physical
controllers, as simple coordinating Control functions may be allocated to one of the
luminaires also. Also in larger configurations, the Control functions may be allocated on
general purpose IT-devices like servers, and are not necessarily restricted to a
dedicated lighting area/room/floor controller. It is expected that such controllers, if
present, will be integrated in the wired IP-domain.
Within clusters, gateways may also be present. They translate legacy and non-OpenAIS
devices to OpenAIS interfaces. The gateway represents these devices as OpenAIS
devices towards the rest of the network.
3.4.4

Device classes

Computing capabilities are a very important feature for the devices, as they determine
both the capabilities as well as the cost level. There are three (performance) classes of
physical devices identified in the architecture.
In the list below we indicate “working assumption” on the performance levels defined for
the 2018 timeframe. It is clear, that over the lifetime of this architecture (20 years) there
will be major developments in (silicon) technology that will (drastically) change the
performance levels available to implementers of the architecture. However, we define
here an assumed introduction level for initial development of the system.
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The three device classes are listed below; all of which must support IPv6:
•

•

•

Low resource devices
o Limited execution environment, low performance MCU/CPU, no or limited
OS.
o Battery-powered or energy-scavenging.
Medium resource devices
o Standard embedded device with MCU/CPU and on-chip flash and RAM,
capable of running a real-time kernel.
o Mains-powered.
Full resource devices
o Powerful embedded CPU or PC-class CPU, external RAM and flash
equipped with a “standard” operating system like Linux.
o Mains-powered.

The OpenAIS architecture does not define a specific embedded device platform, nor a
specific Operating System (OS) or Real-Time OS (RTOS). The architecture allows a
free choice of preferred platform/OS, and stimulates both innovation and vendor
competition in the domain of embedded platforms, and their processes and tooling. To
ensure a smooth operation of OpenAIS on an embedded OS/RTOS, a set of minimum
requirements towards a platform and OS/RTOS is provided in Section 4.1.3.2.
We expect a dramatic extension of available battery life for Sensors with IPv6 and CoAP
connectivity in the near future. Therefore, no specific measures have been applied in
the architecture for sleepy devices with intermittent radio connectivity – except for the
definition of the “low resource” device class, which includes this type of sleepy devices.
Devices that are unable to maintain a quasi-continuous IPv6 CoAP connection (e.g.
push-buttons that take the power from the press) will be integrated into the OpenAIS
system using gateways. Gateways to such devices may be integrated into lighting
device types such as luminaires.
3.4.5

Device management

This section provides an overview of the functions and parameters available at OpenAIS
devices for the Device Management. This verbal description is provided to ease the
perception and use of the actual OM presented in [OpenAIS_D2.4] and in Appendix A.
3.4.5.1 Introduction, functions
Device management (of devices in the field) comprises of the following functions:
•

•
•

Keeping track of the static “status” of devices, such as their ID’s and the
version(s) of software and hardware. This also includes any configuration
settings of the device. A copy of that setting is maintained at the server to be
able to recover if it is lost in the field.
Managing software updates (checking compatibility of patches and updates with
hardware, mandatory updates, e.g. also dealing with end of updates support).
Managing configuration settings, that includes also all settings that are made
during commissioning. In the next section, we will present an overview of these
settings. In these configuration settings, the list of the installed Object instances
in the device (types, ID’s) describes the available OpenAIS functions for this
device.
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•

•

Keeping track of the “dynamic” status of the device, especially errors (types,
frequency of occurrence like number of reboots), wear out indicators like burning
hours, (self-) test results like memory errors. In short, anything that gives an
indication of the “health” of the product (and the need to repair/replace it) or even
do preventive actions.
Any remote service checks/tests or calibrations if they exist.

The extensive sets of data coming from devices like Sensors are not counted under
device management but are classified as normal application data. Those data are stored
in databases for off-line data-analytics.
3.4.5.2 Configuration parameters
This section lists the parameters that should be available in OpenAIS devices. These
parameters are modelled in a “device” Object. OpenAIS uses the LWM2M defined
device Object and adds an OpenAIS specific device Object that hosts some resources
that are specific for lighting systems. All the resources named below will be accessible
through the “device management interface”.
Device Information:
•

•

•

Static information
o The Device ID (The Unique MAC provided by the OEM device
manufacturer)
o The OEM product ID (The GTIN identifying the actual product)
o The OEM product string (readable text)
o The final product ID (The GTIN identifying the unit the OEM device is
used in)
o The final product string (readable text)
o The location reference ID (e.g. grid or position vector)
o The location reference (readable text)
Static operational information
o The list and structure of the Object instances the device has built in
o Communication Interface Addresses:
 The IPv6 address
 The IPv6 multicast addresses the device listens to
Dynamic information
o Time (and date)
o Device status
o Device temperature
o Network interface status
o Network interface statistics
o Device power usage (actual power drawn)
o Device energy usage (incrementing counter)
o Actual power supply status (battery status etc.)

3.4.5.3 Function parameters
On an OpenAIS device several functions (e.g. Sensors - switches and presence
detectors, Actuators - light points and Controls) may have been deployed. Common
parameters for functions (or precisely all Objects within these functions) are:
•

Type / Class of the deployed Objects
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•
•
•
•
•

Instance identifier(s)
Multicast address / Group binding identifier(s) (to support the broadcast
mechanisms)
The operational status of the Object instances
Enabled / disabled (method to disable an Object and show it)
Operational & failure code

Specific to Sensors Objects:
•
•
•
•
•

Sensor firmware specifics (firmware characteristics)
General Sensor settings (possibly firmware related, e.g. basic
sensitivity/attenuation etc.)
Filter Parameters (low/high pass filters, thresholds, heartbeat intervals) for the
Sensor event generation
The actual Sensor value and the time stamp when the Sensor value has been
valid
Operational status of the sensing device (preheat, operation, sleep etc.) and
actual temperature of sensing device

Specific for Actuators: (here: Light points)
•
•
•

•
•

Actuator hardware specifics (min./max. output, max. allowed temp, max lumens,
light point spectrum information, etc.)
Priority schedule (needed if two Actuators’ logic operate the same hardware)
Operational Information: the actual Actuator output, the final/requested Actuator
output,
o The time the final Actuator output will be achieved (used with slow
dimming)
o The scenario values to be used for the scenario calls
o The additional scenario parameters (e.g. way of colour change, slope
settings, etc.)
o The actual “dim-step” control (slope, width, etc.)
o Light point power and energy use
Operational status: actual temperature of the device,
Total lumen/hours (%hours) output (this is the wear-out parameter for the LEDs)

Specific for Control:
•

•

•

Sensor list / per Sensor
o Addresses (including the binding information to the Sensor broadcast
group)
o Type/class of the Sensor
o ID of the Sensor
Actuator list / per Actuator
o Addresses (including broadcast information)
o Type/class of Actuator
o ID of the Actuator
Control - stacking specific information
o Override setting (none, heartbeat controlled, full)
o Last received heartbeat (timestamp)
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Fall-back interval (time after heartbeat the Control function takes active
action again)
Control specific information
o Max update interval (time before the Control function re-evaluates the
settings)
o

•

3.5 Networking View
This section presents the networking view onto the OpenAIS system architecture.
3.5.1

Overview

3.5.1.1 Communication stack
The architecture uses IPv6 communication for all devices and for all purposes, up to the
lighting end-nodes in the Field Network. The IPv6 interface is one of the main points of
technology decoupling in the OpenAIS architecture.
Around the basic choices for IPv6 and the support for both wireless and wired
connections, a complete network stack has been selected for OpenAIS. This includes
support for both wired (default selected: Ethernet) and wireless (default selected:
6LoWPAN/Thread [Thread]). In this way both resource-constrained and unconstrained
networking is supported. Note that the indicated default selections are just defaults; any
PHY/MAC technology that supports IPv6 can be selected if it complies with the minimum
requirements for OpenAIS specified in Sections 3.5.5 and 4.1.4. The envisaged network
stack is depicted in the Figure 19.

Figure 19: Network stack for OpenAIS

UDP is used as the transport layer protocol. The main rationale for this choice is its use
in the constrained domain where UDP is currently used in conjunction with the CoAP
protocol. Although there are some problems known with UDP acceptance by firewalls
for security reasons, the expectation is that this will not be blocking for this architecture.
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On top of the IPv6/UDP layer, this architecture will make use of CoAP (including CoAP
multicast – see orange boxes in L7) for all communication between functions and other
modules. For transport layer security of unicast datagrams, DTLS is used. All interfacing
between the applications, e.g. interface between Control and Actuators are through
RESTful web service interfaces.
For building the RESTful interfaces, OMA Lightweight M2M (LWM2M) is used on top of
CoAP as a framework. LWM2M is an efficient, emerging IoT framework that enables
both device management and application data communication. It supports
bootstrapping, (DTLS) security, registration and Objects/resources access.
In addition to using LWM2M, OpenAIS created the OpenAIS Group Communication
(“Group Comm”, “Local Control” and “Events” boxes) for the operational lighting
communication from Sensor to Control and from Control to Actuator. See section 3.5.6
for more Details.
Other functions are also depicted in L7 such as discovery, which refers to both standard
CoAP discovery and LWM2M discovery, and binding. These functions are used at
commissioning time; where also the Security Bootstrap function operates - based on the
ANIMA [BRSKI] framework being defined in the IETF which allows autonomous secure
bootstrapping for IoT devices.
Finally, OpenAIS develops a data model (blue box in L8) for the applications it uses.
This model was introduced in Section 3.3.6.
3.5.1.2 Extensions needed on top of the selected standards
Current standards and tools do not yet fulfil all requirements for the OpenAIS
architecture. Especially the LWM2M standard is focussed on one device to (back-end)
server communication, which we call the Device-to-Cloud communication pattern in this
document. For lighting applications, local and multicast communication is required –
which we will offer via OpenAIS Group Communication. Moreover, although it does not
strictly require it, the LWM2M operational model has been developed around a
permanent connection of all field devices to a server in the cloud, a situation that cannot
always be guaranteed in a lighting system deployment.
In Section 3.5.2 the required extensions are described in detail.
3.5.2

Open Mobile Alliance Lightweight M2M Standard (LWM2M)

3.5.2.1 Overview
Lightweight M2M [LWM2M] by the Open Mobile Alliance (OMA), abbreviated ‘LWM2M’
has been selected as the basis for the OpenAIS networking solution - see Section 2.6.3
for details on the selection process.
A key disadvantage of LWM2M is that not all functions required for the lighting and
building control market are supported in version 1.0 of LWM2M. We therefore define
additions and modifications to LWM2M as described in the following two sections
respectively.
3.5.2.2 Proposed additions to LWM2M
As already explained in Section 2.6.3 a group communication mechanism orthogonal to
LWM2M is defined as part of the architecture, to obtain secure group communication
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functions without extensive modifications to the LWM2M software stack. This
mechanism is OpenAIS Group Communication (OGC), described later in Section 3.5.6.
OpenAIS identified the following functions that need to be added to LWM2M 1.0 in order
to satisfy the lighting and building IoT requirements:
1. Secured direct unicast communication between field devices; the ability of a
constrained field device to directly talk to another field device securely without
going through a (cloud) server, or other back-end infrastructure.
2. Secured and unsecured OpenAIS Group Communication over IPv6 multicast
(see Section 3.5.6).
3. Support for event notification based on pre-configured bindings, including event
distribution to a group of subscribers (see Section 3.5.7).
4. Local peer-to-peer discovery of services and devices (see Section 3.5.8); to
enable optimal commissioning tooling, and configuration/operation of field
networks without IP backbone connectivity.
5. Allowing out-of-the-box operation functions, which are operational already before
an OpenAIS device is commissioned (see Section 3.2.4) and before any LWM2M
registration has taken place.
6. Addition of the compact data format CBOR [RFC7049], which is a binary
encoding of Objects similar in structure to JSON. Within OMA, the addition of
CBOR as a more compact alternative to JSON has already been discussed.
All of these functions can be realized in the new OGC function. Only #6, support for the
CBOR format, would require software changes in the LWM2M Client and Server code
in order to add this (new) format to LWM2M communications.
3.5.2.3 Proposed modifications to LWM2M
Also, OpenAIS have identified the following functions that need to be modified in
LWM2M 1.0 in order to satisfy the OpenAIS requirement:
1. LWM2M Device bootstrap needs to be supported without relying on a preconfigured Bootstrap Server configuration in each device (see Section 3.6.2).
3.5.3

Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP)

Communication messages in OpenAIS are carried by the Constrained Application
Protocol (CoAP), a protocol defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) as a
replacement of HTTP for low-bandwidth, constrained Internet of Things devices and
networks. CoAP is a request/response protocol with the same semantics as HTTP but
encoded much more efficiently. CoAP is defined to operate on top of the UDP protocol
currently; IETF is defining an extension to operate CoAP also on top of the TCP protocol.
The CoAP specification is [RFC7252]. The way in which CoAP is used in OpenAIS is
mostly defined in the OMA LWM2M [LWM2M] specification, by OGC (Section 3.5.6) and
by discovery (Section 3.5.8).
This section describes the usage of CoAP in terms of the differences with respect to the
LWM2M 1.0 usage of CoAP: unless otherwise indicated in this section, the CoAP usage
conforms to the [LWM2M] specified behaviour.
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3.5.3.1 CoAP Blockwise Transfer
CoAP Blockwise Transfer [CoAP-block] is an optional feature of the CoAP protocol to
transfer large data blocks in parts. CoAP Blockwise Transfer is not used in OpenAIS for
any of the functions defined in the OpenAIS- project so far. It MAY be used for vendorspecific functions, e.g. firmware download, with vendor-specific CoAP resources, or in
future OpenAIS Object Model definitions where large data payloads need to be
transported (e.g. transfer of log files or data stores).
3.5.3.2 CoAP Observe
CoAP Observe [RFC7641] is an optional feature of the CoAP protocol to register an
observing CoAP client to be notified of changes that occur to a specific resource on a
CoAP server. It can be used to enable temporary observation of specific resources,
initiated by the interested receiver of events.
An observe relation does not persist across device reboots at the CoAP server side, i.e.
if the device being observed resets, the observer needs to resend the observe request
after detecting that the expected notifications do not arrive anymore. Furthermore, CoAP
Observe is limited to unicast notifications only. These two properties make the
observe/notify mechanism different from OpenAIS group binding which is discussed in
Section 3.5.7 and uses OGC as the notification mechanism. The difference between the
two and typical use cases for both are also discussed in that section.
In the LWM2M standard, CoAP Observe support is mandatory and used to implement
the “Observe” operation. Hence all OpenAIS devices will support CoAP Observe on the
CoAP server side in the way specified by [LWM2M] for communication with the LWM2M
Server. Please note that the CoAP server that holds the resource is called “LWM2M
Client” in the LWM2M naming.
3.5.3.3 CoAP Multicast
For sending out events, commands or other requests to a group of nodes, or for
performing discovery, a CoAP request can be sent out as an IPv6 multicast as specified
in [RFC7252]. Guidance on a number of specific topics for CoAP multicast is provided
in [RFC7390]. CoAP multicast is only used for multicast discovery (Section 3.5.8) and
for OpenAIS Group Communication (OGC, Section 3.5.6).
A CoAP server capable of receiving multicast requests SHOULD support the CoAP NoResponse option [CoAP-no-resp] which allows a CoAP client to control which responses
it wants to receive or suppress. A CoAP server inside an OpenAIS device has perresource default multicast response behaviour that is defined by the OpenAIS Object
Data Model. Note that multicast requests are only accepted on specific resources that
support it. Multicast requests to resources that do not support multicast will simply be
ignored by the receiving CoAP server.
OGC CoAP multicast messages are secured at application layer as defined in Section
3.6.5.3, using multicast-OSCORE, which uses the COSE secure data format specified
within IETF.
3.5.4

Low Power Radio Access Point

A (wireless) access point is the device that wireless devices will connect to, over the
wireless channel. It is a control point for deciding which nodes to allow on the wireless
network, and it is an IP router that routes IP packets between the wired and wireless
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network segments. In OpenAIS, the Low Power Radio Access Point (LPR AP) is defined
specifically as a wireless access point that provides access to a wireless IPv6 network
that uses a low-power wireless protocol such as 6LoWPAN or Thread [Thread].
As a router the LPR AP is a piece of network infrastructure, invisible to applications. As
a control point, it uses well-standardised mechanisms to let connecting devices discover
it and request access, and to let its operators set policies about which access requests
to accept, and to execute authorization decisions against those policies.
If supported by the LPR AP vendor, a low power access point can also host proxies for
sleepy devices. (Note that other devices like luminaires can also host such proxies, albeit
with less memory available typically for performing proxying functions.) However,
vendors may be reluctant to add such features in case these proxies have applicationspecific functions integrated in them – this would make the LPR AP less generic and
hence reduce the addressable market size for that device.
3.5.4.1 Architecture

LPR AP

End node
(Sensor)
SLIP/Ethernet

Linux Host

Border Router
IPv6

Mesh Network
IPv6

End node
(Luminaire)

Ethernet
Backbone
Network
(IPv4/IPv6)

Figure 20: Low Power Radio Access Point Architecture

Figure 20 depicts the generic architecture proposed for the Low Power Radio Access
Point (LPR AP). Its architecture is similar to a Wi-Fi access point that provides wireless
connectivity to Wi-Fi devices. As shown in Figure 20, it consists of two components: a
mesh Border Router and a Linux host interfaced using either SLIP over UART/USB or
Ethernet. The Border Router is an edge node in mesh network, which is responsible for
creating, maintaining and providing external connectivity to that network. The Linux host
provides additional features expected from an access point like VLAN support,
authentication services, remote logging, remote management and mesh network
management.
OpenAIS does not mandate specific hardware for an access point; instead it defines a
minimum set of requirements for hardware to ensure proper functioning of the OpenAIS
network. The chosen hardware for the Border Router component should be at least a
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medium resource class device and the Linux host should be a full resource class device
(see Section 3.4.4). In addition to this, the Border Router PHY/MAC should be capable
of supporting the minimum requirements defined for Network joining (see next section).
In an OpenAIS wireless network, the LPR AP is the first node that is responsible for
creating the network. It allows other wireless OpenAIS devices (e.g. Sensors, Actuators
and luminaires) to securely join the network through a network joining and
commissioning process. Wired OpenAIS devices will be connected to the LPR AP
through switches/routers available in the backbone network and they are added to an
OpenAIS network through the commissioning process.
One of the most important design goals for the LPR AP is to enable easy integration of
an OpenAIS lighting system into existing IT infrastructure. In order to achieve this, the
LPR AP should provide the features expected by IT administrators and also adhere to
defined network policies. Given below is the list of features expected by IT
administrators:
•
•
•
•
•

VLAN support: Most IT networks use VLAN (IEEE 802.1q) in order to segregate
the network traffic.
Authentication services: In order to authenticate the devices and users of an
IT network, strong security measures like site-wide authentication using LDAP is
required.
Remote logging: Monitoring the activities in the network is very much essential
to identify rogue devices, e.g. flooding the network, and to take necessary
actions.
Remote management: A typical IT infrastructure will consist of hundreds of
access points. Remote management allows configuration/reconfiguration of
those devices from a central server.
Mesh network management: It should be possible for an IT administrator to
reconfigure mesh network parameters like radio channel and PAN ID in order to
avoid interference with other wireless networks.

Most of these IT requirements are readily fulfilled by standard components in the Linux
operating system or can be built on top of existing Linux functionality. Instead of reimplementing functions on our OpenAIS Border Router platform, a Linux host is used in
our LPR AP design that meets the necessary IT requirements. The Border Router and
Linux host are connected using either SLIP over UART/USB or Ethernet and standard
IPv6 routing is used to route packets between them.
3.5.5

Network joining

The Network Joining function is what allows new OpenAIS devices to join others over a
network. Because OpenAIS is independent from specific PHY/MAC/IP-stack choices,
we do not describe this function in detail but instead we pose a set of requirements
towards the PHY/MAC/IP-stack technology to ensure that OpenAIS network joining is
easy, reliable and secure.
Summarizing, the OpenAIS architecture requires a network joining function that:
•
•
•

Is independent of the specific MAC/PHY technology used and the specific IPv6
network stack (implementation) that is used;
Should work for both wired and wireless IPv6 subnets, even when these are
combined in a single system;
Integrates well with the specific network joining functions used by common
MAC/PHY and IP stack standards. Specifically Ethernet, Wi-Fi and Thread
should be supported;
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•

Allows limited out-of-the-box initial operation of devices over the network, already
before devices have been commissioned with control/binding relations or
configured with network-related information.

The requirements for network joining that the OpenAIS reference architecture poses
upon an architecture realization are listed in Section 4.1.4.1.
3.5.6

OpenAIS Group Communication (OGC)

The basic OpenAIS group functions have been explained in Section 3.3.2.5. Here, more
details are given on how OpenAIS Group Communication (OGC) is handled by a
network stack and mapped to an IPv6 network.
3.5.6.1 Features and Use Cases
Group communication is an architectural solution to the requirements posed in Sections
2.2 and 3.2, specifically the ease of commissioning requirements, combined with the
strict timing requirements (Section 2.2.2 and 3.2.2). Therefore, the use cases for group
communication from the technical viewpoint are derived from the technical
requirements, combined with other architectural choices; these use cases can be
summarized at high level as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sensor or switch reports new sensor (or input) value to a group of interested
Control Objects with low latency and very low loss probability.
Control Object sends new light or scene command to a group of luminaires
(Actuator Objects) with low latency, low asynchrony and low loss probability.
A Control Object is configured with the group it controls.
Multiple sensors or switches trigger sending of new values at (approximately) the
same moment in time; without negative impact on latency and synchrony of the
lighting control.
Multiple Control Objects, that act on a shared sensor signal, may trigger sensing
of new values to their respective groups at approximately the same time without
negative impact on latency and synchrony of the actuator change.
A luminaire or Actuator Object may be a member of multiple groups that control
its operation. (However, this is not advised except where really needed.)
A luminaire device may consist of multiple individually controllable light-points.
A Sensor or Control Object reports events to a vendor’s cloud server at the same
time it sends these events to other, local OpenAIS devices.
Group messages are secured against attackers and eavesdroppers.
Group members may reside on different network technologies, e.g.
wired/wireless/wireless-multihop-mesh.

Note: the complete list of formal communication patterns that underlies these use cases
is given in the next section.
The OpenAIS architecture aims to offer the following features for OpenAIS Group
Communication to satisfy the requirements and realize the use cases:
•
•
•
•

Use of CoAP Multicast [RFC7252] [RFC7390] protocol over IPv6 multicast.
Re-use the Object Model definition that is used for LWM2M communication.
Support for multiple Application Groups within a single IPv6 Multicast Group, to
obtain efficiency in the usage of IPv6 multicast addresses.
Comply with the OpenAIS security model, offering authentication and
authorization for multicast group commands or requests.
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•

•
•
•

•

Multiple instances of a particular Object are reachable with a single group
request, even if the Object instances have different instance identifiers across
different devices or if some of the Object instances happen to reside on the same
device (in which case these will also have different instance identifiers).
Multiple IPv6 Multicast Groups (destinations) supported per OpenAIS device.
Support of multiple IPv6 (multicast and unicast) destination addresses per group
to allow for situations where multicast reachability of (some) devices is hampered
by router settings, VPNs, IPv4/v6 translators, or firewalls.
Support for using the same group communication mechanism for unicast
communication towards a single member of the group to support integrations
with remote devices across efficient, unicast peer-to-peer IP connections. The
main use cases for this feature are:
o Update the cached values for scenes of a single Actuator Object, or do
other single-Actuator parameter adjustments that are needed for control.
o Control Object adjusts operative settings of single members (reacting to
their status report messages that indicate incorrect state).
o Control Object directly controls single Actuators for detailed control
required by specific algorithms inside the Control Object.
o Control Object forwards single-Actuator control requests from the user
API to the Actuator (i.e. user demands deviations from current scene).
Support for both high-bandwidth PHYs and constrained PHYs (e.g. 6LoWPANor Thread-based IPv6 mesh networks).

Please note that by being able to apply the OpenAIS Group Communication for
messages to single group members also, all local control operation becomes fully
independent from the LWM2M framework. A future adoption of a new IoT
communication standard may therefore be executed, while maintaining the
interoperability to the lighting operation of already-deployed devices. Only the device
management, back-end servers and commissioning tools will need upgrading to support
the future IoT communication standard, but not the already-deployed embedded
devices. The more central tools will need to maintain dual interfaces to address both the
“old” and “new” devices in the system.
3.5.6.2 Communication patterns
There are several ways in which CoAP unicast and CoAP multicast can be used for
OpenAIS Group Communication:
1. Sense Object → Control Object(s): event/status information is unicast or
multicast for control purposes
2. Control Object → Actuate Object(s): actuator command is unicast or multicast
for actuator control execution purposes
3. Actuate Object → Control Object(s): event/status information is unicast or
multicast to use for (indirect) control purposes
4. Control Object → Control Object(s):
a. control command is unicast or multicast (can be used for stacked control)
b. event/status information is unicast or multicast (can be used for multicontroller coordination, or control failover behaviours, and stacked
control)
5. Sense / Control / Actuate Object → DataCollect Object(s): event/status
information is unicast or multicast for data collection & analytics purposes, using
the same message structure and security as is used for reporting this data in the
cases #1, #3 and #4b above. This re-use of communication method simplifies
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the constrained devices (e.g. less code to maintain) and reduces the load on the
Field Network at the same time.
In principle, the hosting location of the Object in above patterns is irrelevant, as long as
it is on an IPv6 connected device. It could be
•
•
•

Any of the OpenAIS physical devices listed in Section 3.4.1; or
On a building/site server on-site; or
In a public/private cloud server off-site (optionally over a VPN tunnel)

Normally the Sense and Actuate Objects are in OpenAIS devices in the building’s Field
Network. DataCollect or Control Objects could be located also on a (local) server or in
the cloud.
Note that user interfaces (UIs) including web pages or apps on mobile devices are
typically not expected to be involved in group communication directly. These UIs will first
communicate to a suitable entry point into the OpenAIS system, as detailed in Sections
4.5.1 and 4.5.2 later on, from which a state change in an OpenAIS Control Object will
eventually lead to a light control action. Any OGC messages will originate from a Control
Object in that case. The main reason for this indirection is to off-load the burden of
managing many user accounts, including possibly temporary ones for visitors, from the
constrained network towards a high-resource server.
3.5.6.3 Application Group IDs and naming
Application Groups are identified by a short group ID, which is a 16-bit unsigned integer
that is used to access the Group Object instance. Each Application Group also has a
long ID, the Application Group ID that is unique over the scope of an entire OpenAIS
system. Its format is a UTF-8 string of characters. (For more Details please see the OM
provided in the Appendix A). Whether the long group IDs are descriptive (e.g. “Floor3RoomB”) or opaque (e.g. “3e4a937b”) is up to the commissioner. It is RECOMMENDED
to use opaque names and store the group name in the separate human-readable ‘name’
field that is stored as part of the group information in the group Object instance: As
descriptive IDs are created by commissioner(s) they are not necessarily unique across
a system.
3.5.6.4 Multicast requests using CoAP
The CoAP protocol [RFC7252] over UDP is used for OpenAIS Group Communication,
based on multicast CoAP requests sent using the unsecured coap:// scheme. See also
Section 3.5.3 for general CoAP usage in the OpenAIS architecture. Normally, an
application group is linked to a single IPv6 multicast address for efficient group
communication. However, in rare cases also multiple addresses (which may be a mix of
multicast and/or unicast addresses) may be linked to a single application group. In this
case, CoAP is used to transmit the request serially to each address. This can be
advisable where the number of multicast addresses available on a certain receiving
device is limited, or when single group members need to be addressed individually e.g.
for situations where reachability of (some) devices is hampered by router settings or
firewalls.
CoAP multicast is also used for Discovery (see Section 3.5.8).
A multicast PUT request can be used to change a specific value (e.g. Actuator setting)
for a group of Object instances. The request payload in this case carries the new
resource value to be set, e.g. a new dim level to be set for a group of light-points.
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A multicast POST request can be used for a style of communication which is akin to
Remote Procedure Calls (RPC). This may also be called command-style
communication. The request payload in this case carries a description of the command
or action to be executed by all receiving Object instances. For example, a command to
execute a fade towards a new light scene over a period of 5 seconds, or a request to
step up the current dim level by 10%.
A multicast GET request can be used to read out status information from all Object
instances in a group. A GET request triggers a CoAP response from each group member
containing the requested status information in the payload. For example, a request to all
luminaires on a floor to report their current error log summary to the sender of the
request. Note that the CoAP protocol ensures that the unicast response is delayed by a
random amount of time to avoid flooding a constrained network with responses. The
random response delay interval is configurable with the CoAP parameter “Leisure” which
defaults to 5 seconds. However, this collision arbitration mechanism is limited, and
therefore it should not be used with large groups in combination with low-bandwidth
networks, to keep the communication channel free for more urgent actions, e.g. manual
dimming during hours that the lighting system should be operational.
3.5.6.5 Multicast reliability
IPv6 UDP multicast communication is inherently unreliable. Due to the absence of
acknowledgements/responses typically, the global system state can become
inconsistent as senders will not be aware which receivers failed to receive their
message. To deal with this fact, a number of application level mechanisms have been
defined in the architecture (see e.g. Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 for the status reporting
mechanism). In addition to that, on network level a (one-time) repetition mechanism for
all operational multicast messages will be used. On the application level, the multicast
sensor values and the actuator status reports are repeated with randomized intervals to
allow recovery from lost transmissions yet avoid excessive loading of the network.
3.5.6.6 Resource structure for group requests
For group communication, a specific URI path structure within a CoAP request is used.
This structure is defined as part of the Object Data Model. The following URI path
template shows how each Group Object instance is accessed:
/4006/<object-instance-id>

The Object 4006 provides configuration access to OpenAIS Group Communication
functions. Within each Object instance, an Application Group is defined. Each instance
contains various resources to manage group membership and its relation to Multicast
Group and Security Group.
The below URI path templates show how a CoAP request is made, addressed to an
Application Group using OGC. The first template shows how multiple group members
are addressed using either CoAP multicast, serial unicast, or a combination of these
two:
/g/<object-ID>/<group-ID>/<resource-ID>

where
•

<object-ID> is the Object ID to which the group request is targeted. Providing an
Object ID here restricts the group operation to only the Object instances of this
specific type within the Application Group.
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•
•

<group-ID> is the system-wide unique Application Group ID.
<resource-ID> is the resource identifier that determines on which resource this
request will act.

The second template below shows how a single Object instance of a single group
member is addressed using OGC over CoAP unicast:
/s/<object-ID>/<object-instance-ID>/<resource-ID>

where
•

<object-instance-ID> is the specific Object instance being addressed by the
request.

The mechanism as defined in this section using the above /g/… URI path template
enables group control of multiple Object instances across different OpenAIS devices,
and also across multiple Object instances residing on the same OpenAIS device.
Note that the OGC CoAP requests do not adhere exactly to the URI definitions of
LWM2M 1.0, but rather the additional URI namespaces /g and /s are used to implement
OGC so it can co-exist alongside LWM2M in separate URI namespaces.
3.5.6.7 Configuring groups at sender and receiver sides
Since group communication can be secured per individual Application Group, a Group
Vector needs to be configured both at the sender (such that sender can use the right
key to encrypt and send) and at the receiver side (such that a receiver can subscribe to
the correct IP multicast group and use the right key to decrypt and verify a group
message). A node that has been configured this way may act in both sender and receiver
roles, or in only one of these.
Read access to group configuration requires an Access Level 3 or higher access level.
Writing/modifying the group configuration requires Access Level 4 or higher access
level.
One group configuration at the sender(s) consists of these operations:
1. Configuring Application Groups
2. Configuring Multicast Groups
a. A node that is configured to receive group messages will also start to
listen to (i.e., join) the configured IPv6 multicast address.
3. Configuring Security Groups
a. Including these optional steps: the actual security keys to use may be
derived or fetched by the node at a key server, based on the configured
security material, at a later time after this configuration.
4. Configuring Group Vector for each Application Group
5. Creating a binding from a specific sending Object instance to a receiving
Application Group. See Section 3.5.7 for Bindings.
The group configuration at the receiver(s) consists of the same operations as above,
except that the binding step is replaced by:
5. Configuring which Object instances and Resources are part of the Application
Group.
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3.5.6.8 Using OGC
communication

with

Open

Connectivity

Foundation

(OCF)

group

The OCF 1.3 standard [OCF], released by the Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) also
defines a group communication mechanism using CoAP multicast. This mechanism is
however only specified for the purpose of unsecured multicast discovery of OCF devices
and their respective services. The present OCF specification indicates that secure group
communication is not yet in scope, and Appendix A.3 of the core specification indicates
a groups feature will be added in a future version of OCF.
Because OCF is one of the candidate IoT frameworks that may become popular in the
future for indoor IoT products and “smart buildings”, the OpenAIS architecture should
enable a smooth integration with OCF if possible. The OpenAIS OGC mechanism could
be used as a “plug-in” to OCF devices to enable these OCF devices to perform group
communication.
The proposed design for the OpenAIS architecture to enable this integration to happen
in the future is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

A new, future “OpenAIS + OCF” device includes the OCF stack and in addition
the OGC function specified by OpenAIS.
The OGC function makes it possible for this new device to seamlessly function
in a system that has pure OpenAIS devices in it, e.g. legacy devices.
The OCF stack in the new devices enables it to seamlessly talk to other OCF
devices or services that may be added into an existing system at some point.
Also, the new device will be able to leverage the OCF device-to-cloud unicast
communication mechanisms for communication to cloud server(s) or to a OCFcompliant Commissioning Tool (CT).
The configuration required for OGC such as groups, bindings, and security keys
and parameters can be administered via the OCF interfaces. For this purpose,
specific objects from the OpenAIS object model – if not already covered by OCF
Resource models - can then be mapped to new types of OCF Resources.
The above mapping should be straightforward, because OCF already integrates
in its architecture the mapping to and from other ecosystems including IPSO (see
Appendix C.4 of [OCF]). The IPSO model is LWM2M based, so identical to the
OpenAIS object model structure.
o As an example, the OpenAIS Group Object (with its resources) can be
mapped to a new “OCF Group Resource” (with its properties) where the
internal structure of this object can be defined taking into account both
the existing OpenAIS definitions, as well as the preferences and
requirements of OCF for group communication.
On the (cloud) server side and Commissioning Tool side, the software is
expected to speak at least these two configuration languages:
o OCF, to configure and maintain the “new” OCF+OGC device types
o LWM2M, to configure and maintain the “legacy” OpenAIS devices
already in the system that do not support OCF.
Note that the adding of additional IoT frameworks or application languages is not
a problem for the non-resource-constrained CTs and servers, since these have
sufficient resources and the IPv6/CoAP protocols naturally support multi-protocol
operation. Usually if a new communications framework becomes popular, there
is also sufficient incentive for tool vendors to support it on their servers/tools.
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3.5.7

Binding and Eventing (Subscriptions and Notifications)

3.5.7.1 Binding
The concept of “Binding” is defined here as a persistent, configurable relation between
a producer of information and a receiver of this information, where the receiver typically
-but not necessarily- resides on a different network Node. In software architecture, this
is commonly known as a subscription relation or a subscription-notification mechanism.
In OpenAIS we do not use the latter terms (subscription/notification) because
“notification” is already used in LWM2M context to indicate a specific mechanism that
uses CoAP Observe, also called observation/notification mechanism [LWM2M].
An OpenAIS binding is created and configured at commissioning time using the LWM2M
interface. For example, a presence-sensing function may be bound to a group G1 of
Control Objects. Or a Commissioning Tool configures a binding from a room Control
Object to a floor Control Object, such that the floor Control Object is permanently kept
up to date about the occupancy and lights status of the room as reported by the room
Control Object.
Once configured, bindings become active and stay active during the operational phase
of a system. OpenAIS Group Communication (OGC) is used for message exchange
between nodes that are bound.
Binding is not necessarily restricted to the lighting application domain: the binding
mechanism may be applied to other entities – e.g. a binding can be created between a
producer of a diagnostic event and a consumer of this information (such as a diagnostic
tool).
LWM2M offers a short-lived alternative to binding, which is a temporary observation
relation that can be created upon request of the LWM2M Server that wants to receive
specific event information about any LWM2M resources. This mechanism uses the
CoAP Observe function (see also Section 3.5.3.2) that is a standard part of LWM2M 1.0.
So, it is supported for access to OpenAIS Devices using LWM2M. Note that CoAP
Observe is however not supported for OGC, since binding is already used there to
achieve the same functionality in a better way.
The OpenAIS implementation of binding is inspired on the principles of the CoRE
Interfaces Binding [Core-intf] work. An improvement that OpenAIS makes on the [Coreintf] architecture is that OpenAIS distributes the bindings over multiple entities (e.g.,
Binding Objects or binding resources) instead of keeping one big binding table for the
entire device in a single CoAP resource. The latter approach has a scalability issue if
the number of bindings grows larger (e.g. in future systems). The exact details of binding
configuration are defined as part of [OpenAIS_D2.4]; see also Appendix A for reference.
3.5.7.2 Eventing
The concept of “Eventing” is used here to mean notification: the method(s) defined in
OpenAIS via which Object instances send Events to other Object instances, potentially
over the network. Eventing is usually automatically enabled/activated after a suitable
binding has been set up, including the required security material to authorize the
communication between an event producer and event consumer(s).
The typical use of eventing i.e. sending of events (refer to Figure 21) is as follows:
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•
•

On the left (Sense-Function → Control-Function), event information is unicast or
multicast to Control-Functions that are bound to the Sense-Function.
In the middle (Control-Function → Control-Functions), optionally event
information is multicast to other Control-Functions that are bound.

Figure 21: OpenAIS Sensor-Controller-Actuator (SCA) model and the role of bindings and events in this model

Another usage outlined below is less typical, but could be easily enabled using the
generic OpenAIS binding and eventing mechanism:
•

On the right (Actuate-Function) events are sent upon an internal (status) change
of the Actuate-Function to a bound destination. For example, events for
diagnostic purposes going to a DataCollector.

3.5.7.3 Features and Use Cases
Features
This Binding and Eventing architecture aims to offer the following features:
•
•
•
•
•

Based on existing mechanisms in LWM2M, CoAP, CoRE Link Format
[RFC6690], and CoRE Interfaces [Core-intf]
Support for all three of unicast, multicast (group), and serial unicast (group) ways
of communicating Events to the receiving entity/entities.
Works with the OpenAIS/LWM2M resource model and preferably should work
with other application-level languages, if possible.
Secure multicast using OSCORE is supported for eventing (sending out group
events) securely.
Secure unicast eventing over CoAP + DTLS to any destination server/Object can
be added as an additional function in the future. (Note that secure CoAP Observe
for temporary eventing to the LWM2M Server is already supported through
LWM2M.)
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•

•

•

A Sensor device can contain multiple types of Sensors, that is, it can host
multiple sensing-related Object instances, for which individual different bindings
can be configured. This can be used to e.g. offer the data from a single physical
sensor, pre-processed/filtered in multiple ways.
A single physical Sensor can generate events for different receivers with different
needs, with respect to the type of information received and the frequency of
receiving this information. In other words, a single physical Sensor can support
multiple bindings where each binding can be individually parameterized. The
receiver per binding in this case may be a single OpenAIS device or a group.
However, it is recommended to reduce the number of multicast (group) bindings
to the absolute minimum, typically only one, to avoid network scalability issues.
The event information can have an arbitrary simplicity or complexity, i.e. ranging
from simple values (integer, float, boolean, string, etc.) to data structures (CBOR,
JSON or TLV). For OpenAIS, both CBOR and simple values are used.

Binding mechanisms
Many use cases can be addressed by using one of the below two supported
mechanisms available for binding/eventing in OpenAIS:
1. Permanent binding set up by LWM2M Server / Commissioning Tool, with events
sent using secured OGC messages to any local or remote OpenAIS devices.
2. Temporary binding, set up by LWM2M Server using CoAP Observe, with events
sent using CoAP over DTLS, to a LWM2M Server only.
Permanent binding use cases
The permanent bindings drive the reliable basic functions of the lighting system, that
must remain operational even if (parts of) network connectivity or cloud connectivity is
unavailable, e.g.:
•
•
•
•

Luminaires in a room react to a “person present” event with low latency
Luminaires in a space dim up or down, based on measured level of sunlight, with
low latency
User pushes a button on control panel and a new light scene is created in the
room, with low latency.
Presence sensor detects no activity in a space for a given time and sends a
command to the space’s luminaires to slowly dim to 0%.

The fact that bindings are permanent also makes these functions more robust against
sporadic communication failures – no network traffic is required to keep the binding
“alive”. Also, the fact that the permanent bindings can be created between any OpenAIS
devices (not only device-to-LWM2M-Server) makes it a crucial feature to support.
Temporary binding use cases
On the other hand, the temporary binding relations that an LWM2M Server can create
using CoAP Observe can serve fully complementary use cases:
•

•

A Commissioning Tool needs to monitor the operation of newly installed
OpenAIS devices for a short period of time, e.g. minutes up to some hours. When
the Commissioning Tool leaves, the bindings are expected to eventually time out
and be cleared up automatically.
A cloud server needs to monitor the operation of selected devices in a customer’s
system more closely. E.g. because based on system logs, some potential
performance issues were found on these devices. After a certain period of
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•

•

monitoring (e.g. hours, or days) has passed, the bindings are not needed
anymore.
A legacy LWM2M Server in the cloud is monitoring certain parameters of
OpenAIS devices in the field for a vendor’s data analytics purposes. Over time,
it randomly samples different devices and different deployed systems based on
e.g. a real-time AI process, or a process driven by data scientists, that
determines from what type of installations more data is still required to complete
the insights into system usage.
A building server with “control dashboard” is operated by the facility manager
who manually selects what devices/parameters to plot real-time on the
dashboard.

Note that the above CoAP Observe mechanism can only deliver messages in unicast to
the LWM2M Server that is requesting the observation, not to any other devices. Because
the above sets of applications are complementary and not overlapping, it has value to
support both binding/eventing mechanisms in OpenAIS.
3.5.7.4 Application protocol and resource structure
CoAP [RFC7252] is used for all operations like sending events or configuring bindings.
On top of using CoAP, the URI structure of LWM2M, and the URI structure for OpenAIS
Group Communication (see Section 3.5.6.6) need to be supported. Specific resources
for binding configuration and event reception are defined as part of [OpenAIS_D2.4]; for
reference see Appendix A.
3.5.7.5 Sending an event notification
The sending of an event notification is triggered by a specific Binding. An event
notification is sent using OpenAIS Group Communication (OGC) to the binding target
(destination) as detailed in Section 3.5.6. The binding target can be a single receiving
Object, or a group of Objects. For a single Object, CoAP unicast is used while for a
group it will use the configured group IPv6 address(es) which can be any combination
of one or more unicast and/or multicast addresses.
Events are sent typically as CoAP POST requests containing the event information as
CBOR encoded data within the payload. Sending CoAP PUT requests is also supported,
similar to the ‘push’ type binding in [Core-intf]. This is typically used if some value (e.g.
parameter or dim level) at the sending side needs to be replicated at the receiving side.
Besides the push type binding as defined in [Core-intf] a new binding type ‘post’ is
defined here to send out CoAP POST requests with event information in the payload.
Events sent in this manner could be described as “RPC style” sending of events from
sender to receiver. The receiving CoAP resource then parses the event that is inside the
CoAP payload and processes it in its own specific way. The processing may have as a
side effect one or more changes to resources on the receiving device.
3.5.7.6 Security
Regular CoAP transport-layer security (DTLS) as defined in LWM2M is used to secure
all unicast operations used to configure groups, bindings and eventing/reporting.
OpenAIS Group Communication security using OSCORE as later described in Section
3.6.5.3 is used to secure all CoAP event notification messages, including their CoAP
response messages (when a response is applicable).
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Operations to create, modify or delete bindings MUST only be possible under a minimum
“Commissioning-structural” level (Access Level 4) of authorization.
3.5.8

Discovery

3.5.8.1 Introduction
The general function of ‘Discovery’ consists of a number of steps:
•
•
•
•

Device Discovery – identifying which (OpenAIS, CoAP) devices are present in
an OpenAIS network or network segment
Object Discovery – identifying which Objects and Object instances are present
in an OpenAIS device
Resource Discovery – identifying which (CoAP) resources are present in an
OpenAIS device, including resources that are part of an OpenAIS Object.
Group Discovery and Group Member Discovery – finding which groups are
defined in a system, or on specific nodes, and finding which nodes or Object
instances are part of a given group.

3.5.8.2 Usage
Discovery is used in the following cases for example:
1. A commissioning tool needs to identify the OpenAIS devices present in a given
system, or devices present locally in an IPv6 subnet.
2. A commissioning tool needs to identify device types and device identifiers of a
given system, without knowing the security keys to access these devices a priori.
a. Note: once devices are identified the tool may fetch the required keys
securely from a server, to gain further access.
3. A commissioning tool needs to identify what Object instances are present on
OpenAIS devices in a given system.
3.5.8.3 Discovery mechanisms
The basic service/resource discovery mechanism as defined in LWM2M 1.0 is supported
by all OpenAIS devices. This is based on CoAP [RFC7252] Section 7 and the Link
Format RFC [RFC6690].
In addition, also multicast CoAP discovery via the /.well-known/core resource as
described in Section 8 of [RFC7252] MUST be supported by OpenAIS devices in a CoAP
server role via the "All CoAP Nodes" IPv6 multicast address FF0x::FD for at least the
scopes Link-Local and Realm-Local [RFC7346].
A discovery requester SHOULD include filter parameters in a request as defined in
Section 4.1 of [RFC6690] to avoid triggering a storm of multicast responses from many
OpenAIS nodes. Furthermore, multicast discovery requests SHOULD NOT be sent
during normal system operation but rather during (re-)commissioning or installation-time
only. For security reasons, the discovery function is disabled at the moment the LWM2M
registration succeeds. From that moment onwards, all discovery functions can be
accessed via the LWM2M Server (and its built-in RD) only. This also means that
discovery on already-registered ODs is only possible via the LWM2M Server during a
recommissioning operation; while any new ODs can be discoverable using CoAP
discovery.
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When the discovery function is disabled, an OD MUST NOT respond to CoAP requests
to /.well-known/core.
3.5.9

Network management

Network management in OpenAIS includes any functions to remotely configure and
diagnose operational IP networking equipment in the field.
An OpenAIS end node will support at least the network management functions defined
by the LWM2M specification. Network equipment such as routers and access points will
support standard IT network management protocols such as SNMP or NETCONF
[RFC6241].
OpenAIS devices may add specific wireless network quality monitoring functions, in
case that the standard LWM2M statistics are insufficient.
3.5.10 Low-power “sleepy” devices
3.5.10.1 Introduction
The OpenAIS architecture supports so-called “sleepy” devices, which are networked
devices that have their communication interface switched-off for a majority of time in
order to save on energy consumption. Very often these are wireless Sensors, operating
on batteries or energy harvesters.
Some PHY/MAC technologies can support sleepy devices. It is more common for
wireless technologies because it provides the advantages of fully wire-free installation
and operation.
For OpenAIS we assume that any supported sleepy device will be designed with
relatively short sleep times such that CoAP communication to the sleepy device still
appears as “regular CoAP communication”. That means the sleep time period of the
sleepy device must be shorter than the maximum final time-out for requests in the CoAP
protocol, which is 93 seconds for the default CoAP parameter values [RFC7252]. For
more information on handling sleepy CoAP devices with even longer sleep times see
[Core-sleepy].
A sleepy device needs specific support in the PHY/MAC, such as having direct RF
connectivity to a non-sleepy parent router. Such PHY/MAC technologies operate the
sleep function at L1-L2 using radio duty cycling. They do this in such a way that the
sleepy devices appear as “always-on” to the higher layers (L3-L7), like always-on
devices with a slower average response time or at most an occasional message loss. A
sleepy device will, on its wake-up, poll its parent router to see if there is an L2 packet to
be received by it. If there is such a packet waiting, the sleepy device will retrieve it and
process it.
3.5.10.2 Sleepy device network joining
To join a network, a sleepy device may first go into an always-on mode (or a mode in
which it appears as a responsive always-on device from the L3-L7 protocol viewpoint).
Then it can join in the same manner as regular devices. After the network join operation
and commissioning, a sleepy device goes into a designated sleep mode with regular
(periodic or aperiodic) wake-ups. The selection of sleep mode here may be influenced
by the settings made during commissioning / device management operations.
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3.5.10.3 Sleepy device multicast operation
Sleepy Sensors must be able to send out multicast events containing information about
a Sensor state change. Therefore, a wireless IPv6 networking stack that supports sleepy
devices MUST have a mechanism for sleepy devices to transmit IP multicast UDP
packets, either directly or via an always-on parent router.
3.5.10.4 Sleepy device eventing/binding/configuration
A sleepy Sensor device is typically also a producer of events. A sleepy Sensor can wake
up its communication module upon a detected physical event (e.g. substantial change
in a sensed parameter), connect to the network and send out a CoAP request containing
the event. After this, and perhaps after doing optionally a poll for incoming data, the
Sensor goes back to sleep.
If a sleepy Sensor needs to be (re)configured e.g. bindings need to be changed, an
authorized device such as a commissioning tool or remote service should be able to do
these configurations quickly, so the wait time until the next wake-up of the sleepy device
should not be too long. This can be ensured by choosing a short enough maximum sleep
period as a default, or during device commissioning.
3.5.11 Legacy IPv4 networks interfacing
Most of the office buildings in which IPv6 based OpenAIS networks will be deployed
might have a legacy IPv4 backbone network. Or in some cases, an OpenAIS system
needs to be connected to existing IPv4 infrastructure such as (private) clouds or other
sites of a single organization.
Though the design goal of the IPv6 protocol was to solve many limitations of the IPv4
protocol and to add new features, backward compatibility is not provided. Due to this,
IPv6 packets cannot be directly routed in IPv4 networks. This section indicates how
OpenAIS systems can successfully interface to “legacy” IPv4 networks. The OpenAIS
Group Communication (OGC) requires both IPv6 unicast and multicast to be
transportable over, and interfaceable to, IPv4 networks.
3.5.11.1 IPv4 interfaces in Control Objects
An OpenAIS Control Object typically has a vendor-specified behaviour i.e. control
algorithm and optionally a link to a user interface (UI) element. Therefore, a Control
Object could include any vendor-specific interfaces (APIs) that influence the operation
of the Control Object. Such interfaces can natively allow IPv4 connectivity whenever
needed.
As an example, a Control Object situated on an area controller device connected to the
LAN building network may offer IPv4 connectivity to its Control Object, which is used by
other services to influence the state of the Control Object. This may for example be a
vendor-specific UI-API that interfaces to an external UI over the IPv4 network. Or it may
be a HTTPS interface over IPv4 to a vendor-specific or standard (e.g. OCF) cloud
service.
3.5.11.2 IPv4 interfaces in DataCollectors
DataCollectors use standard OpenAIS interfaces to collect data from OpenAIS devices.
The data collected can be communicated over any vendor-specific interfaces to other
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nodes for processing or storage, e.g. a cloud server. This interface can use IPv4
communication, which facilitates the integration of the OpenAIS system to IPv4 based
infrastructure.
3.5.11.3 IPv4/IPv6 Translation and Tunnelling
There are also cases where the above vendor-specific interfaces to IPv4 networks are
not sufficient. For example, cases when IPv6-only OpenAIS devices need an end-toend secured IPv6 connection to cloud servers which may run on either IPv6 or IPv4, or
OpenAIS devices need to communicate with each other via IPv6 on a local site while
crossing an IPv4 network (backbone) segment.
For such cases OpenAIS recommends use of transition technologies like tunnelling
[RFC7059] and NAT64/DSN64 [RFC6146] to enable integration of IPv6 networks with
legacy IPv4 networks. However, these technologies are not a generic, automated
solution for IPv4/v6 translation but require manual configuration to support a specific use
case i.e. communication pattern.
The NAT64/DNS64 is an IETF defined standard to enable IPv6-only hosts to
communicate with an IPv4-only server using an IPv4-only network. The standard defines
algorithms necessary to transparently translate between IPv6 and IPv4 headers
depending on the direction of communication.
A Low Power Radio Access Point (LPR AP) that connects an IPv6 network to a
backbone network can make use of NAT64/DNS64 to translate IPv6 headers to IPv4
headers in unicast messages sent by an OpenAIS IPv6 end node, before sending them
onto an IPv4 backbone network. This is used to contact legacy IPv4 hosts from IPv6only OpenAIS devices, or vice versa.
Unicast between two OpenAIS IPv6 devices across an IPv4 backbone can be
implemented using tunnelling [RFC7059] by letting the LPR AP of both subnets set up
a tunnel towards a central tunnel server. In this way, multiple tunnels (one per subnet)
may be set up at a single tunnel server.
IPv6 multicast between OpenAIS devices across subnets where IPv4 networks have to
be crossed is handled in the same way, using tunnelling.

3.5.12 Network communication performance
As the technical requirements for the OpenAIS architecture indicate, communication
performance is critical. Therefore the following mechanisms have been introduced in
this OpenAIS architecture to optimize message communication at network level:
•
•
•
•

UDP as transport layer mechanism, instead of TCP (which requires a three-way
handshake to setup a new connection prior to communication).
CoAP as the application protocol, that is especially targeted at constrained
environments and features short message sizes, compared to HTTP.
Use of CoAP’s IP multicast to support the group communication mechanism,
which ensures low latency and low network load for group communications,
compared to IP unicast.
Reduction of the number of messages in various ways, as detailed in Section
3.3.10.3 in the logical view.
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3.5.13 PHY/MAC requirements
As discussed, the OpenAIS architecture considers the network to consist of nonconstrained and constrained parts. The architecture will support a chosen set of default
physical layers, but will not preclude the use of any well specified (i.e. fully specified,
e.g. by IEEE/IETF) wired or wireless physical layer that can support IPv6, either directly
or via the 6LoWPAN adaptation layer. Such a non-default PHY/MAC must meet a set of
minimum requirements defined by the OpenAIS reference architecture. These
requirements are listed in Section 4.1.4.2.
We have verified that the following default set of IPv6 supporting network technologies
selected for OpenAIS can meet the requirements:
•
•
•

6LoWPAN/Thread 802.15.4 wireless mesh networks [Thread]
Ethernet/PoE 802.3 wired networks
Wi-Fi 802.11 wireless networks

3.5.14 Handling IPv6 address changes
In a fully stand-alone networked OpenAIS system, there is in principle no need for IPv6
unicast address changes during the lifetime of the system. A predefined Unique Local
Address (ULA) [RFC4193] IPv6 prefix can be on-site configured in a router in this
system, after which all IPv6 nodes use the ULA prefix propagated by this router, to autoconfigure their global-scoped unicast IPv6 addresses.
In an OpenAIS system where the IPv6 network is connected directly to a building IT
network, or indirectly to the wider Internet, there are cases however, where the IPv6
prefix - e.g. a prefix provided by an ISP - may change at some point during the lifetime
of the system. If the IPv6 addresses of OpenAIS devices are auto-configured based on
this prefix, an IPv6 prefix change results in the change of all the IPv6 unicast addresses
of all OpenAIS devices as well. This means that the existing configuration of these
OpenAIS devices may no longer be valid; which is a problem that needs to be solved.
One solution is to use a Commissioning Tool (CT) to perform such updates after IPv6
prefix change, perhaps doing so remotely i.e. without a commissioner (person) present
in the building. Such process is not mandated by the OpenAIS reference architecture,
but left up to the vendor developing the CT.
An alternative strategy to avoid IPv6 address changes is to configure routers such that
a ULA IPv6 prefix is distributed to all OpenAIS devices in addition to a global IPv6 prefix,
which may be used to configure an additional globally-valid IPv6 unicast address per
OpenAIS device. This global address is used to participate in other (e.g. non-local) IPv6
networks, whereas any commissioned local interactions and bindings between Sensors,
luminaires, controllers and other devices stays operational based on the ULA addresses.
No recommissioning operation is required in this case, even if the global IPv6 prefix
changes. This method requires that every OpenAIS device that needs to be reachable
by a global IPv6 address can configure at least two distinct IPv6 unicast addresses on
its network interface: a GUA and a ULA. Such devices could be for example the less
resource-constrained devices such as gateways, area controllers or data collection
devices. Again, support for such method and multiple IPv6 unicast addresses for an
interface is not mandated by the OpenAIS reference architecture, but rather left up to
the device vendor.
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Another source of IPv6 address change is replacement of an OpenAIS device. In this
case, the new device will have typically a new IPv6 address and it needs to be
commissioned by the CT with the same settings as the old device being replaced.
Manual or (semi-) automated commissioning methods may be used in this case, as
defined by the CT vendor. Besides commissioning the new device, the CT in this case
also may need to change the replaced IPv6 address on other devices e.g. in binding or
data reporting relations configured there.
Multicast IPv6 addresses generally do not have to be updated after IPv6 prefix change
or device replacement, since these are usually defined independent from prefix or device
ID.

3.6 Security View
3.6.1

Introduction

3.6.1.1 Overview
This section describes the security requirements, the concepts and the end-to-end
security design for the OpenAIS architecture. The security architecture will reuse
elements of the LWM2M specification as far as possible but will also include
supplementing functions for e.g. OpenAIS Group Communication. In addition to that, a
bootstrapping process that works also without an internet connection has been added,
to support lighting installations in the best way possible.
3.6.1.2 Requirements
The security design complies with the basic security requirements as defined in Section
3.2.3.. Next to these security requirements also some other key requirements must be
considered when designing the security system:
•
•
•

Message communication in groups must have low latency (< 200 ms) and low
asynchrony (< 100 ms).
The system must be able to operate in isolation without connection to servers or
the internet.
Secret key material must not be exposed during communication, even not only
for brief periods of time during installation/commissioning.

3.6.1.3 Actors, functions and terminology
Figure 22 shows a high-level overview of the system and displays the different actors
and roles that are relevant to the security architecture. Note that all these actors might
not be present in every installation. The grey boxes represent permanently installed
devices and white boxes denote devices that may appear temporarily in the network.
Often, these temporary devices are linked to a single or multiple (authorized) users who
are allowed to access different resources on the OpenAIS network.
The terms used in this figure are further detailed in the Glossary (Section 8). Note that
throughout the Security View section, the LWM2M Bootstrap Server is also referred to
as ‘bootstrap server’; and the LWM2M Server as ‘device management server’. The
bootstrap server may also be an ANIMA bootstrap server, called Registrar.
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In Figure 22, the solid lines denote (link- or mesh-local) network connections between
nodes and dotted lines denote application layer connections. For instance, the wired
nodes are shown to be connected to the L2 Ethernet switch via a solid line and the
wireless nodes are shown to be connected to a Border Router via a solid line.

Figure 22: Security context diagram

3.6.1.4 OpenAIS security during all lifecycle phases
OpenAIS supports authorization, authentication and confidentiality for the various
(communication) links/activities in the above picture in all phases of the lifecycle of an
OpenAIS system/device. In the rest of this chapter we will discuss the details for each
of the following lifecycle-phases:
•
•
•
•
•

Manufacturing
Installation, OOTB
Commissioning
Operation
De-commissioning and removal

3.6.1.5 Types of Communication
It is important to note that there are essentially three types of (CoAP Client/Server)
communications that occur in our system:
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1) OpenAIS Group Communication (OGC): This type of communication occurs
between permanently installed lighting devices for lighting operational
communication. Example includes turning a (group of) light(s) ON/OFF using a pushbutton, after the push-button and the luminaire(s) have been configured to work
together by a commissioner. Such communication is secured using Object security
at the application layer. One special class of OGC is unsecured, which is the Out-ofthe-Box (OOTB) communication.
2) Device-to-“Cloud” communication: This type of communication typically occurs
between a permanently installed device and a centrally running software application.
Note that the software application may be running also on a mobile device or may
be a (temporary) Commissioning Tool (CT). Examples of such communication
include: Device-to-LWM2M Server, Device-to-CT, Device-to-KDC, Device-to-AAA
Server, Device-to-LWM2M Bootstrap Server, etc. Such communication is secured
used DTLS [RFC6347] sessions.
3) Discovery communication: this type of unsecured communication occurs before and
during the commissioning phase, and is supported by an OpenAIS Device that did
not yet register to a LWM2M Server.
3.6.1.6 Network security principles and approach
To comply with all requirements the OpenAIS architecture defines the following
principles and mechanisms for network security:
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Nodes are pre-configured with credentials and private keys for initial
authentication and authorization.
The OpenAIS authorization policy, which is applicable to both OpenAIS Group
Communication and Device-to-Cloud type communication, stipulates that only
authorized CoAP clients are allowed to access CoAP server resources.
Therefore, the device’s CoAP resources within any Object are categorized into
groups based on the six access levels which are defined in Section 3.2.3.2. Note
that the access level of any OpenAIS service resource is already specified within
the Object Model and that this access level is not determined at runtime.
Only a CoAP client with access level greater than or equal to the category (i.e.
required security access level) of the CoAP server resource is allowed to access
the resource. It is recommended to further implement more fine-grained access
control for lighting operational resources based on group membership (e.g. a
level 2 client is authorized to access level 2 server resources via OpenAIS Group
Communication only if the CoAP client and CoAP server belong to the same
group).
Authorization of any CoAP client/server communication: which device may send
commands and to whom in the network will be configured at (re-)commissioning
time.
An Authorization Server must be present at commissioning time. The Key
Distribution Centre need not be available at commissioning time and needs to
be available only when the devices “need a key” e.g. during key update or before
first use. This will allow a commissioner to configure groups when no key
distribution server is present and such a server can distribute group keys when
network connectivity is available.
Use standard LWM2M network communication security mechanisms as far as
possible to protect all unicast communication above access level 2.
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•
•
•
•

•
•
3.6.2

IPv6 multicast communication will be used to comply with the latency
requirements for OpenAIS Group Communication, up to access level 2.
For all IP multicast communication, OSCORE [OSCORE] based object security
will be used.
Unicast messaging for OGC also uses OSCORE-based object security.
For the OSCORE end-to-end security in OpenAIS Group Communication, a
public/private key mechanism is preferred. However, as long as technologies do
not allow for a performance/cost optimal implementation of these in restricted
end-nodes, symmetric keys will be used.
Mandatory link layer protection over (6LoWPAN) wireless networks with
symmetric key encryption.
Optional link layer security on Ethernet wired connections.
Manufacturing phase

Security during manufacturing mainly concerns the embedding in the device of
credentials that will later be used to authenticate the device when installed (see also
[CredMan]). Note that implementing such security related process in a factory also
requires process security (prevent theft in manufacturing of keys etc). OpenAIS will not
further elaborate this part of the solution but concentrate on the device part.
During manufacturing an OpenAIS Device (OD) receives unique identity (UUID) and
security credentials (a certificate signed by the manufacturer. This identity and matching
security information are also stored in the MASA (Manufacturer Authorized Signing
Authority) server, which will be used to identify devices which are allowed to be
registered. The target customer, location and system context for the OD are unknown
at this moment in time.
3.6.3

Installation / OOTB phase

The OD gets sold and deployed into a new building. Once powered it operates by default
in Out-Of-the-Box (OOTB) mode to implement the functions as described in Section
3.3.9. There is no (real) link-layer security because well-known keys or no keys are used
by devices in this phase. The IPv6 connectivity may be limited during this phase to only
support OOTB type messages or discovery-type messages, depending on the specific
PHY/MAC of the OD. An OD listens to OOTB messages from other ODs by default,
where the OOTB messages are sent using unsecured OGC. Also, an OD is able to
respond to unicast and multicast unsecured standard CoAP discovery requests as
specified in Section 3.5.8. During this phase, an installer or commissioner may read or
scan OD properties including UUID to compile a list of “devices to be joined” where
optionally the scan can include some information obtained from discovery. An OD can
also act on explicit operational requests made by an installer in this phase, for example
blink a light to test it or a “Request-LWM2M-Bootstrap” message which will trigger the
next phase of automated commissioning as further described in Section 3.6.4.
CoAP discovery uses unsecured communication, since the discovering device and
discovered devices do not yet have a security relation set up. OGC for OOTB
commands, which may include installer’s operational requests, also uses unsecured
communication for the same reason.
The Level 0 “Service detection” security access level (see also Section 3.2.3.2) is used
for all OOTB communication using OGC, which are both unicast and multicast IP
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packets containing CoAP messages that are unsecured at both transport and application
layer.
3.6.4

Commissioning phase

3.6.4.1 Introduction
During commissioning the devices present after installation are truly joined to a secure
network and provisioned with all information concerning their security settings and
authorizations for communication during the operational phase. Main items from the
security viewpoint in this phase are:
•
•

Authentication: only real (trusted) OpenAIS devices should be allowed to join the
network, register at the LWM2M server, and communicate to other OpenAIS
devices.
Authorization: define which Objects and (OpenAIS) devices may communicate
with each other. This is done by security configuration and setting keys for the
various OpenAIS devices/Objects.

As we use LWM2M, there is a two-step approach here, first a general joining through
the ANIMA bootstrap process [BRSKI], followed by a bootstrap with the LWM2M server.
Authorizations for communication and the key material for secure group communication
are then set by the commissioning tool.
3.6.4.2 OD performs ANIMA bootstrap
Based on a PHY/MAC-specific contextual trigger the OD initiates the ANIMA [BRSKI]
secure bootstrap process using CoAP over DTLS as the transport protocol. The purpose
of the ANIMA bootstrap is to first authenticate the device to a central server (called the
Registrar), before allowing the new device to gain full IPv6 network access.
As such, the ANIMA bootstrap step is optional because in some IP networks a device
may be already fully IP-connected when it is plugged into the network with cables by an
installer. This is the case for example with regular smaller-scale or unmanaged Ethernet
networks. It is expected that for wireless networks an ANIMA bootstrap will typically be
needed, because the wireless network must be secured against connection of “arbitrary”
devices without authentication. So, an OpenAIS Device MAY skip the ANIMA bootstrap
if it already detects full IPv6 connectivity and reachability of an LWM2M Bootstrap Server
(presented in the next step).
The trigger to start ANIMA bootstrap can be e.g. detecting the presence of an ANIMA
Proxy on the local wired or wireless network link; and determining that this Proxy is open
to new (joining) devices. The ANIMA bootstrap can succeed only if the IT network is
operational up to the point that the Registrar can be reached. Note that the Registrar
may be located on a portable device like the Commissioning Tool to deal with cases
where the full IT network is not yet available during commissioning.
During the process, the OD establishes a proxied DTLS session towards the Registrar
in order to perform the mutual authentication and letting the Registrar check if the OD is
authorized to join. When that succeeds, the OD will be fully joined into the local IPv6
network after the ANIMA process.
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If ANIMA bootstrap fails, the OD remains in OOTB mode and may retry ANIMA bootstrap
at a later time. The retry trigger may be based on detected changes in network
connectivity.
3.6.4.3 OD obtains address of LWM2M Bootstrap Server
In order to register to a LWM2M Server, the OpenAIS Device (OD) may need to obtain
the LWM2M Bootstrap Server IPv6 address first if this address was not already obtained
during the ANIMA bootstrap step previously. and then do LWM2M Client-Initiated
Bootstrap to obtain its designated LWM2M Server (address).
The OD will attempt the following actions, or a subset, in order to determine the bootstrap
server address:
1. Use preconfigured IPv6 address and/or DNS hostname, if configured by the
vendor.
2. Use an address obtained during the previous ANIMA bootstrap step. Although
there is currently no standard means to get a server IPv6 address through the
ANIMA process and the EST [RFC7030] process that it encompasses, the
temporary secure communication to a central Registrar that ANIMA provides can
be used quite well by an OD to request additional configuration elements in a
secure way.
3. Parse the IPv6 ND Options “Resource Directory Address Option” (RDAO), if any
of these options are communicated via IPv6 ND in a network, and try each of
these addresses in succession for LWM2M Bootstrap. See Section 3.6.4.4.
4. Parse the DHCPv6 Options with “Resource Directory Address”, if any are
communicated on the network, and try each of these addresses in succession
for LWM2M Bootstrap. See Section 3.6.4.4.
5. Attempt DNS lookup of a pre-agreed hostname such as “OpenAIS.bootstrap”
and use the IPv6 address it resolves to. Exact hostname to use is to be
standardized in a standards organisation that will maintain the OpenAIS standard
in the future.
6. Optionally attempt discovery of a LWM2M Bootstrap Server, using unsecured
discovery as specified in Section 3.5.8.
7. Any vendor-specific defined action(s) or out-of-band configuration at the
installation site.
The above provides an OpenAIS system with different options for vendors to trigger the
commissioning of a system, while retaining compatibility of ODs to the different system
& commissioning implementations that vendors may have.
If one of above is successful, the OD continues with the next step in the next section. If
no LWM2M Bootstrap Server address is found by the above steps, then additionally:
8. the OD waits until a commissioning entity (e.g. CT or a proxying entity on behalf
of CT) sends the LWM2M Bootstrap Server IPv6 address using an OpenAIS
OOTB command “Request-LWM2M-Bootstrap”, executed by sending a “Status
Report” to the Receiving Object with Structural ID 255 as defined in the OM
(Appendix A).
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Note that step 8 can work because the CT is able to discover the OD(s) using discovery
methods, as specified in Section 3.5.8, and then send a command directly to the
discovered device. These discovery processes are done without any security and the
corresponding CoAP resources returned in the discovery process MUST be only access
level 0 resources.
During the waiting period in step 8 there MAY be occasional jumps back to the previous
steps 3-7, based on vendor-specific triggers like:
•
•
•

A retry timer expires
Detecting new ND/DHCPv6 Options in the network
Detecting change of DNS Server address.

3.6.4.4 OD executes LWM2M bootstrap
LWM2M bootstrap modes
Based on LWM2M, the following four Bootstrap modes are supported by OpenAIS:
1. Factory Bootstrap
2. Bootstrap out of band (e.g. smartcard, NFC, Thread network pairing DTLS
session)
3. Device Initiated Bootstrap
4. Bootstrap Server Initiated Bootstrap
The first two modes are identical to the LWM2M specification and the reader is referred
to the LWM2M specification [LWM2M] for details. The device-initiated and bootstrapserver-initiated bootstrap methods are modifications of the LWM2M specification
proposed by OpenAIS because we assume internet connectivity is not guaranteed
during the bootstrap process. At the conclusion of (any) bootstrap process the following
conditions must hold:
1. Any device MUST have at least one Security Object (see Section 3.6.8.1 and
3.6.8.2) specifying a remote CoAP client with the highest possible access level
5 of Device Owner (i.e. this client is allowed to access every resource on the
system).
2. Any device SHOULD have the bootstrap information as specified in Section 5.1.1
in the LWM2M specification [LWM2M].
The bootstrap processes for both device-initiated bootstrap and bootstrap-serverinitiated bootstrap are shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: The LWM2M bootstrap and registration process

The main change from the LWM2M bootstrap process is within the discovery phase of
the bootstrap process (see previous section). Typically, in lighting installations, it is not
possible for the device to know the location and credentials of a LWM2M Bootstrap
Server, which is a software function usually running on installation-site specific server or
as a mobile application. Therefore, we introduce in OpenAIS the address discovery step
in the bootstrap process.
Bootstrap Server Security Object
At manufacturing time, every device is configured with at least one bootstrap server
Security Object (see Section 3.6.8.1 and 3.6.8.2 for Security Object details). This
bootstrap Security Object provides the device with one of the following types of
credentials of the bootstrap server: 1) Bootstrap Server Public Key Certificate, 2)
Bootstrap Server raw public key/ID, 3) Pre-shared Key/ID, 4) Pre-shared password, 5)
No security. The bootstrap server Security Object SHOULD NOT use the No security
mode.
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The type of Security Object provided is manufacturer-specific and methods must be
provided by the manufacturer that allows the bootstrap server to obtain the required
keying material to establish the DTLS session with the Device (LWM2M Client) during
the LWM2M bootstrap process.
Accessing the Bootstrap Server
Once the OD accesses the Bootstrap Server, it MUST provide its unique identifier to the
bootstrap server using the CoAP confirmable POST method on the /bs resource with
the Device_UUID as payload. After a device provides its UUID to the bootstrap server,
the bootstrap server MAY optionally request the identity or bootstrap server public key
of the bootstrap server security Object inside the device and the device in that case
returns the security Object that includes key identification information. In the response,
the Device MUST NOT return any private keys that may be stored within the security
Object.
Bootstrap authentication methods
The bootstrap server MAY use the Device UUID and the information returned within the
security Object to obtain keying material that the bootstrap server uses during the DTLS
handshake with the device. The method used by the bootstrap server to obtain this
keying material is manufacturer specific and is out of scope for the security architecture.
For each mode of the bootstrap server Object, we explain what the manufacturer specific
process needs to accomplish.
1) Bootstrap Server Public Key Certificate
The bootstrap server must be the owner of the public key in the certificate and the device
authenticates the bootstrap server based on establishing a DTLS session using the
public key of the device. The bootstrap server MAY use the device UUID to acquire
knowledge of a public key belonging to the device or a pre-shared key or password
belonging to the device. This public or pre-shared key or password MAY be used in the
DTLS session for the bootstrap server to authenticate the device.
2) Server raw public key/ID
The bootstrap server MUST obtain the private key associated with the raw public key
inside the bootstrap server Object inside the Device, using a manufacturer specified
method. Examples include talking to a cloud service to get the private key, private key
printed on a QR code, NFC tags, etc. The device authenticates the Bootstrap server by
establishing a DTLS session based on the raw public/private key pair. The bootstrap
server MAY use the device UUID to acquire knowledge of a public key belonging to the
device or a pre-shared key or password belonging to the device. This public or preshared key or password MAY be used in the DTLS session for the bootstrap server to
authenticate the device.
3) Pre-shared Key/ID
The bootstrap server MUST obtain the private key associated with the device UUID/key
ID in the bootstrap server security Object using a manufacturer specified method.
Examples include again talking to a cloud service to get pre-shared key, PSK on a QR
code, NFC tags, etc. The pre-shared key (PSK) is used in the DTLS session by the
device and Bootstrap server to authenticate each other.
4) Pre-shared password
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The bootstrap server MUST obtain the password associated with the device UUID/key
ID in the bootstrap server security Object. Examples include talking to a cloud service
to get the pre-shared key, PSK on a QR code, NFC tags, etc. The password is used in
the DTLS session (with the [JPAKE] extension) by the device and bootstrap server to
authenticate each other.
5) No security
The device does not authenticate the bootstrap server and establishes a DTLS session
in the no-sec mode. The bootstrap server MAY use the device UUID to acquire
knowledge of a public key belonging to the device or a pre-shared key or password
belonging to the device. This public or pre-shared key or password MAY be used in the
DTLS session for the bootstrap server to authenticate the device.
After this, the bootstrap process follows the LWM2M-recommended method to write the
Security Object for the device management server into the Device.
The (LWM2M) Bootstrap server and the (LWM2M) device management server must
exchange device specific keying material. The method to achieve this exchange is out
of scope of this document. Note that in several instances the bootstrap server and device
management server may be collocated. Note that when the bootstrap server generates
keying material for the device management server security Object, the bootstrap server
MUST have access to randomly generated keys (see e.g. [RFC4086] for guidelines).
3.6.4.5 LWM2M Registration
After LWM2M bootstrap, the registration process now follows the LWM2M
recommended method to register resources with the (LWM2M) device management
server. This registration communication is protected and authenticated by the DTLS
protocol, based on its security material and the credentials received by the OD in the
Security Object in the previous step.
Note: the LWM2M device management server may be running on a mobile device e.g.
Commissioning Tool and may not always be available after commissioning.
3.6.4.6 Configuring the authorizations and security parameters
To implement the authorization policy mentioned in some of the preceding subsections,
a configuration of authorizations and access rights is performed by the commissioner.
We make use of two mechanisms:
1. The Access Control Lists (ACLs) and the Security Object as specified in LWM2M
[LWM2M]; used to configure authorizations for the communication between
OpenAIS Device and one or more LWM2M Server(s).
2. OpenAIS Group Communication Security, which is configured with a mechanism
very similar to the above using a slightly modified Security Object, defined in the
Object Model as the “oA Security Object”. In this Object, a group ID is used in
contrast to a server ID as used in the LWM2M Security Object. This configuration
step is detailed in the next subsection.
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3.6.4.7 Configuring group (OGC) security material
The security keys to be used in OpenAIS Group Communication (OGC), typically
configured with different key material for each group, are deployed through a Key
Distribution Centre (KDC – see [CredMan] for more details on this concept).
In case a permanent KDC server is not (yet) available in the system at commissioning
time, the Commissioning Tool (CT) can also take up the role of the KDC. In this case
the CT can use the standard LWM2M mechanisms secured over DTLS to write keys
into the oA Security Objects of OpenAIS Devices. If these keys have limited validity time,
an OD will have to attempt key renewal at the KDC before a key expires. The key
renewal uses standard LWM2M secure communication to a LWM2M Server that fulfils
the KDC role.
The KDC and Authorization Server (AS) defined in [Ace] and [CredMan] are used by
nodes to obtain and maintain the proper security keys and tokens for operation.
In an oA Security Object, the security material includes Access Tokens (AT-KDC) that
enable a node to fetch the actual group key in use at the KDC. Optionally, it already
contains a group key - to use initially - which is directly written into the OD by the CT as
explained above. To increase security, a group key may be regularly updated; which is
usually done in an automated fashion by an OD requesting the new key at the KDC.
This request requires the OD to re-authenticate to the KDC using its AT-KDC. However,
key renewal may also be done “on demand” by a CT pushing the new key(s) into an OD.
In case an AT-KDC expired (validity period of tokens is configurable in the AS), the OD
can request a new AT-KDC at the AS. In this case the OD needs to authenticate itself
to the AS using its operational certificate.
There are two cases for KDC availability:
1. Backbone-connected networks: KDC is available online all the time and hence
can be used by nodes to perform periodic group key update.
2. Stand-alone networks: KDC is only available when a Commissioning Tool (CT)
is connected in the local Field Network, such that the group key cannot be
updated anymore while the CT is away.
Both cases make use of the same mechanisms of KDC/AS; only in case 2 the KDC/AS
are only temporarily available at certain points in time.
Using OpenAIS Group Communication all group members have up to Access Level 2
access to the resources that are defined as accessible for group communication in the
Object Model. Please note that trusted (LWM2M-) Servers may still communicate to the
devices and operate on these same resources using a higher access level. Configuring
group security material requires Access Level 4 or higher access. Reading group
security material or keys is disallowed.
See Section 3.6.8 for more details about the oA Security Object.
3.6.5

Operational phase

During operational use in a commissioned system the main concern is the security of
the various communication mechanisms. Below, single-link security, end-to-end
security, group communication (OGC) operational security and security through
software updates are specifically highlighted.
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3.6.5.1 Link security
The link-layer security depends on the choice of the link layer used and therefore details
on this topic are out of scope for this document. For wireless links, link layer security is
mandatory while for wired links it is optional.
3.6.5.2 End-to-end (E2E) security
The method used for end-to-end security depends on the content of the security Object
used to secure the communication and on whether LWM2M communication is used or
OGC.
For any unicast CoAP request and response for a resource with required access level
greater than 2 (Lighting operational), the communication MUST be secured using DTLS.
If the security mode specified by the security Object is one of PSK [LWM2M], RPK
[LWM2M] or PKI [LWM2M], DTLS MUST use the cipher suites and security procedures
specified in Section 7.1 of the LWM2M specification [LWM2M]. If the security mode
specified in the security Object is passwords, then the J-PAKE cipher suite MUST be
used [JPAKE].
Unicast CoAP requests and responses for resources at access level 2 MUST use DTLS
in case an OD communicates with a LWM2M Server. For OD-to-OD unicast
communication or OD-to-cloud communication at access level 2, OGC security applies
- see the next subsection on OGC security.
All requests and responses for access level 0 SHOULD be performed without any
security bindings, and for access level 1 resources this SHOULD NOT be performed
without any security bindings. For access level 2 and higher it MUST NOT be performed
without any security bindings.
3.6.5.3 Group communication (OGC) security
OGC purpose and security
In the operational phase, OpenAIS Group Communication (OGC) can be used for these
purposes:
1. Operational communication in the local system including group control
2. Reporting of data to an external (cloud) server
Access levels for OGC
The following security access levels (see also Section 3.2.3.2) are used with OpenAIS
Group Communication:
•

•
•

Level 0 Service detection: use in the operational phase is discouraged.
o This is unsecured at both transport and application layer
o An OD SHOULD NOT respond to any Level 0 OGC requests during the
operational phase i.e. once the OD is fully commissioned.
o An OD SHOULD NOT itself send out Level 0 OGC requests to peer
devices or other services.
Level 1 Reporting only: used for reporting Sensor events in multicast
o Secured at application layer (see below)
Level 2 Standard use: used for group control operations (e.g. switch scene, dim
lights) or requesting parameters/values read-only (e.g. status information)
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o

Secured at application layer (see below)

OpenAIS Group Communication MUST NOT be used nor allowed for operations that
require a higher than access level 2 authorization. Configuration operations MUST only
be possible under a minimum Access Level 3 “Commissioning” level of security.
OSCORE-based application-level security
Security access levels 1 and 2 for OpenAIS Group Communication operations are
secured at the application layer using OSCORE [OSCORE] which uses COSE
[RFC8152] secured objects. OSCORE is currently defined for unicast CoAP
communication. However, for OGC we need seamless unicast and multicast operation
using an (almost) identical message format.
For this purpose, an Object Security format for use in both multicast and unicast
communication within a group for Access Levels 1 and 2 resources is currently being
standardized within the IETF - see [Ace], [Ace2] and [OSCORE-mcast] for the proposals
that will shape the final solution. The object format specified in the final version of the
resulting standard MUST be used to secure all group messages that require Access
Level 1 or 2.
OSCORE source authentication and when to apply it
The default behaviour of OSCORE multicast [OSCORE-mcast] is most likely to use
source authentication. That means a receiving group member will first verify the
authenticity of the sender, before trusting/accepting and executing the command
included in the multicast message. Unfortunately, this verification relies on asymmetric
cryptography operations on both the sender and the receiver(s), which may take
significant processing time on today’s embedded platforms which can be in the order of
several 100s of milliseconds. For this reason, the OpenAIS architecture allows the
following simplifications in specific conditions only, in order to meet the strict timing
constraints of lighting control:
1. a group member receiving an OGC message may “postpone” source
authenticity verification; which means to first execute the command locally
before verification and before responding to the command (if applicable). If
the verification fails, the command will be “rolled back” i.e. its effect is undone
again.
2. The sending group member may skip the signature calculation and send an
OGC message without such signature that authenticates the sender.
3. A group member may skip source authenticity verification, which is done only
if the received message does not contain any signature of the source i.e.
when simplification #2 above was applied by the sender.
The conditions under which these simplifications can be applied are both of the following:
1. The specific resource being controlled/changed by an OGC message needs
low-latency operation; for example light-point dimming or scene setting
operations qualify for this condition.
2. The specific (actuator) resource is not related to critical building infrastructure
or to safety/security functions; for example regular light-points dimming or
scene setting qualify for this condition.
As a concrete example of point 2., regular scene setting of luminaires based on input
from sensors or panels may be implemented without any source authentication
signature in the OGC messages. While setting an entire hallway or floor group of
luminaires to “off” (dark) may require source authentication, because the scenario of a
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remote attacker being able to “plunge an entire building into the dark” may be seen as
a safety and security risk, while having the wrong dimming/scene values due to an attack
is at most a nuisance but not a severe problem.
OGC usage for data reporting to an external (cloud) server)
Although OGC was introduced for local communications, it can also be used for reporting
data (e.g. sensor events or internal log items) to an external server. The security
provided via OSCORE is sufficient to transport such security access level 2 information.
If this is done the source authentication function as described above must be enabled,
since there is usually no very strict real-time requirement for such data collection use
cases.
3.6.5.4 Security through software updates
During the operational phase, OpenAIS devices may need periodic software updates.
For IoT devices, such updates are issued to solve (network) security issues that were
identified in the time period after the device left the factory. The software updates are
secured by:
• End-to-end security (see Section 3.6.5.2) for the data communication between
OpenAIS device and the server providing the updated software
• Mandatory verification of the signature of any software that is downloaded and
installed by an OpenAIS device.
3.6.6

De-commissioning and removal

When devices are permanently removed, measures need to be taken to ensure
integrity of the system such as:
•
•

•

3.6.7

The encryption keys (especially the pre-shared ones) of the device should be
reliably deleted and purged. This needs to be performed e.g. by using the
commissioning tool or a remote “wipe” command.
If deletion as stated above cannot be verified, the symmetric pre-shared
encryption keys of the remaining group of OpenAIS devices should be changed
to permanently exclude the device from the secured communication, and
prevent the misuse of any valid keys. This is mandatory e.g. if a device is
broken and no further reliable action can be taken to purge the keys.
The removed device should be reset to factory defaults before it is attached to
or used in a new system. (No reset to factory defaults should be performed if
the device is returned to the manufacturer e.g. for further analysis, but again in
this case the keys should be purged first before sending the device back.)
Re-commissioning phase

During a system’s lifetime a re-commissioning may occur, for example if new needs
emerge at the customer, or a building’s internal layout changes, etc. In this case
OpenAIS devices’ security may be reconfigured using the same means already
presented in Sections 3.6.4.6 and 3.6.4.7. For example, new groups may be created for
OGC or group members may change.
If group members change for existing groups, it is strongly advised to update all group
keys of the involved groups during the re-commissioning operation.
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3.6.8

Security technical details

3.6.8.1 Authentication and authorization processes
To implement the authorization policy mentioned in Section 3.6.4, we make use of the
Access Control Lists (ACLs) and the Security Object from the LWM2M specification
[LWM2M].
In case a remote device initiates communication, the access control method in an
OpenAIS device for all secured (access level >0) resources is based on two main steps:
1. Use the information from the Security Object to authenticate the remote device
using either one of
a. the DTLS handshake
b. the OSCORE / COSE object security authentication method [OSCORE];
in case DTLS is not used by the initiator.
2. Use the ACL to determine if the authenticated remote device is authorized to
access the local resource(s) being requested.
In case the local OpenAIS device initiates the secured communication:
1. If CoAP over DTLS needs to be used (e.g. to a LWM2M Server this is the case)
and the DTLS handshake has not yet been set up, use the information from the
Security Object to authenticate to the remote device using a DTLS handshake.
a. the DTLS handshake
b. the OSCORE / COSE object security authentication method [OSCORE];
in case DTLS is not used by the initiator.
2. Send a CoAP request to the remote target resource over either DTLS or using
CoAP with OSCORE object security applied. To do this the local device needs
to determine which credentials to use (e.g. which group security key) to
authenticate itself successfully to the remote device.
3.6.8.2 Security Object
The Security Object allows the storage of the security key(s) and token(s) that are used
to authenticate the remote device and/or authenticate itself with a specific remote
device, or group of remote devices. The LWM2M Security Object is used as specified in
LWM2M, and in addition an OpenAIS-specific oA Security Object is added. The
OpenAIS-specific Security Object’s structure is almost identical to the LWM2M Security
Object, but it is specific per group rather than per server to support OpenAIS Group
Communication. So, its main resources are (see Appendix A for more details) identical
to the LWM2M security Object, except for the below:
1. Security-Group-ID: This ID identifies the security credentials to be used with a
specific group communication operation. Each Group Object points to the
security group ID that controls the group’s security.
The oA Security Object also conceptually stores access tokens if used (AT-KDC, see
Section 3.6.4.7 and [CredMan]) but these are not made available through Resources in
the Object. These tokens are refreshed when needed by an autonomous operation by
the OpenAIS Device at the Authorization Server (AS).
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3.6.8.3 Access Control List (ACL) and access policies
The access control list (ACL) implements the authorization policy. The LWM2M ACL
Object determines the access rights of a remote LWM2M server, identified via the short
server ID. Roughly speaking the ACL Object consists of a table with three entries. 1)
The short (LWM2M) server ID, 2) Pointer to the local Object instance and 3) Permissions
which explain the set of operations the remote device, identified via the short (LWM2M)
server ID, is authorized to perform. The operations include Read, Write, Execute and
Delete on resources.
This granularity of access to resource is still coarse. For example, a Server that has
Write access to an Object can write to all its resources, including the resources used for
operational commands (access level 2), those for commissioning parameterization
(access level 3), and those for all commissioning operations (access level 4). So
LWM2M makes it impossible to have fine-grained access control, for example grant
access only up to a certain access level (say, 2 or 3) for an Object based on the role of
the access requester. The solution to this issue would be for the LWM2M standard to
adopt role-based access control. Once role-based access becomes available in
LWM2M, we strongly advise to include it in a next revision of this reference architecture.
In addition to the LWM2M ACL, the OpenAIS Group Communication uses the group
membership and the access levels definitions provided by the Object Model (as provided
in [OpenAIS_D2.4] and in Appendix A) to control access to resources through the
OpenAIS Group Communication. The access policy does not need to be configured in
this case but is using a default policy: all group members have access to all resources
of other group members that have access level 2 or lower designation. The detailed
access policy for OGC is provided in the subsection below.
3.6.8.4 OGC access policy and dealing with multiple groups on a node
This section details the access policy applied for OpenAIS Group Communication. The
described verification process aims to ensure that only group members are allowed to
perform requests on Objects and resources that are part of a specific group. The CoAP
resources /s/… and /g/… used in this section were introduced in Section 3.5.6.6.
That The access policy is somewhat complicated by the following. Since Objects can be
group members, an OpenAIS Device may have to host multiple group memberships
because this device may contain multiple Objects. So, a node N can be member of
multiple application groups. So for instance on a node there may be one or more Object
instances that are part of group A, while other Object instances are part of group B. This
implies that all group members of group A trust device N and are entitled to send group
requests to it, as long as the security (encryption) of group A is applied in those
messages. The same holds for group B: all group members of B trust device N and are
entitled to send group requests to it, as long as “group B security” is used in those
requests.
But even in this case, a trusted member (Object) of group A should not be able to control
any Object instance on node N which is only part of group B but not of group A. So, an
Object such as a Sensor or Control sending out a group request should be enforced to
not be able to target in its request Object instances that it is not authorized to access,
even though the node (device) hosting that sending Object is entitled to access these
instances.
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Therefore, in OpenAIS systems the following access control policy is applied for OGC.
Any node receiving an OGC message addressing the /g/… URI path namespace MUST
perform the following steps:
1. Group Vector of the sender (a, b, c) is reconstructed by taking as vector
elements:
a. Application Group a from the CoAP request URI
b. Multicast Group b from the IPv6 packet destination field
c. Security Group c from the Context Identifier field in the [OSCORE]
secured CoAP request.
2. Compare above sender Group Vector to the Group Vector of the receiving
Application Group.
a. Only if there is an exact match, the OGC message can be accepted into
that Application Group.
b. If no exact match, the message is silently discarded.
3. Check the access control default policies as stated in the Object Model whether
a valid group member is allowed to address the resource requested. Specifically,
verify that the access level for the target resource is ≤ 2.
a. If not allowed, the message is silently discarded.
b. If allowed, process the message.
Any node receiving an OGC message addressing the /s/… URI path namespace MUST
verify it using the below steps:
1. Check if the message was received over IP unicast.
a. If not, the message is silently discarded. Note: /g/… requests may come
in via either unicast or multicast, while /s/… can only come in via unicast
since a single object is being addressed.
2. A set of N ≥ 1 candidate Group Vector(s) of the sender is reconstructed as { (ai,
c) }:
a. Application Group ai parameter i is the set of all N groups that the
destination Object instance is a member of
b. - (multicast group is not considered in this case because it is not present
in a unicast CoAP message)
c. Security Group c from the Context Identifier field in the [OSCORE]
secured CoAP request.
3. Compare the set of candidate Group Vector(s) of the sender to the set of M ≥ 1
Group Vector(s) of the receiving Object instance { (ai, c) }.
a. Because a receiving Object instance may be a member of multiple
Application Groups; “Application Group” ai is taken as the set of
application groups it is a member of.
b. –
c. Security Group c from the Context Identifier field in the [OSCORE]
secured CoAP request.
4. If there is a set match, the group message can be accepted. A set matches
another set in this case if there is at least one common group vector in both sets
being compared.
a. If no match, the group message is silently discarded.
4. Check the access control default policies whether a valid group member is
allowed to address the resource. Specifically, verify that the access level for the
target resource is ≤ 2.
a. If not, the group message is silently discarded.
b. If allowed, process the OGC message.
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3.6.8.5 Malicious software- and tampering protection
One of the main threats to be countered by IoT devices is the installation and execution
of non-authorized (malicious) software. Such software could be loaded either over the
network (by hacking the firmware update mechanism) or by attacking the device over its
physical interfaces like I2C, JTAG, serial line etc. after opening it. Although the OpenAIS
reference architecture does not define strict rules for the security level of devices (there
is manufacturer freedom in differentiating on security aspects), at least a security access
level 5 needs to be implemented for the software update function in accordance with the
OpenAIS security access levels specification (see Section 3.2.3.2). For the physical
protection, no minimum requirement is given. This section gives an overview of the
optional measures that are suggested for IoT device protection.
The main mechanism for device protection is a so-called secure boot mechanism. In a
secure boot, the system enforces that only software proven to be from the original
manufacturer can execute on the device. A few aspects to consider here are:
•

•

•
•

The CPU must be forced into running known code. It should be prevented that
someone loads code in memory and just starts the program execution there.
Therefore, secure boot is a hardware mechanism that enforces the CPU to start
at a certain point after any reset/stop. This is normally a piece of ROM code in
the IC that executes the loading and checking of the first code loaded from flash
memory.
Note that there is sometimes an entire chain of loaders needed. The ROM code
loads the first piece of software from flash (at a designated address) and
validates that this originates from the manufacturer. This code can be the real
bootloader code that loads (and checks) the rest of the software. In this way, only
software that has been verified to be produced by the manufacturer can
execute.
Sometimes, a secure boot can be activated with blowing a fuse, which can
be done on an IC after manufacturing. This is a one-way process, blown fuses
cannot be reversed.
The signature used in a software image is normally a hash of the binary code
which is signed with some private key of the vendor. The public vendor key is
immutably stored in each device in hardware, in such a way that it cannot be
tampered with. The public key is used to verify that the signature and thus the
hash value are authentic and coming from the vendor. As long as the private key
remains secret in the organization of the vendor, this is safe.

Some additional (optional) measures suggested are:
•

•
•

To deal with situations where the vendor private key leaks out, one could store
a few different public keys in the IC. The current key can then be selected by a
hardware selection mechanism e.g. blowing a fuse that can be done after device
manufacturing.
Of course, this still means that potentially all devices will be corruptible if a private
key leaks out. However, giving all devices unique keys and matching uniquely
signed software images is often logistically infeasible.
To speed up the decryption of encrypted software images, and to safely reuse
the hardware by software in subsequent loading steps, several cryptographic
algorithms most likely need to be implemented in hardware (like SHA, AES, and
ECC).
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Finally note that the update mechanism itself is protected to avoid download of malicious
code into devices:
•

Configured OpenAIS Devices can be software-updated only if access level 5
credentials are applied. If a device is updated without level 5 credentials, then
first all the keys and the binding information need to be deleted before the update
can be performed. This reduces the risk which would follow from a leaked private
key of a manufacturer: since the local system’s level 5 credentials are also
needed to get an OpenAIS Device operational to do a malicious task; which
reduces the impact of a stolen manufacturer’s private key dramatically.
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4 ARCHITECTURE REALIZATION
This chapter provides first a summary of design requirements and recommendations
derived from the architecture. It then provides more details of the functionality and
interaction of the core architectural element “Control Object”, and its usage in some
typical lighting controls scenarios. Next it provides more insight into how and where the
architectural components may actually be used (deployed) to achieve a versatile but still
simple to encompass installation. Afterwards, it looks in more detail into the installation
and commissioning process and how the architecture allows for a future proof and easeof-use setting in this aspect. The last part elaborates how the flexibility throughout the
life cycle of a controls system may be handled.
This collection of examples, useful hints and guidance in architecture interpretation
supports creating systems based on the OpenAIS reference architecture. We focus on
the intended blueprint for the OpenAIS pilot installation, giving this way a hands-on
example how the relatively high-level description of the reference architecture
materializes into a specific system design.

4.1 Component Requirements and Recommendations
4.1.1

Introduction

The OpenAIS reference architecture description as described in Chapter 3 leaves a lot
of freedom for future evolution of standards, (IoT) protocols and available hardware. As
a reference architecture, it also leaves quite some freedom to system designers to
construct their components and systems. However, for some of these components
specific requirements are mentioned in their respective Sections in Chapter 3. The
present section combines and re-iterates these requirements, as a service and easy
point of reference for system designers. Furthermore, additional recommendations and
minimum requirements are listed for implementation purposes.
4.1.2

Logical View

Any OpenAIS compliant system needs to follow the decomposition and mandatory
Object Model interfaces as defined in this document and the Object Model
[OpenAIS_D2.4]. A comprehensive set of example Object Model definitions is added as
Appendix A to this document.
4.1.3

Physical View

4.1.3.1 Minimum requirements device platform and (RT)OS
As described in Section 3.1, the OpenAIS architecture does not define a specific
embedded device platform, nor a specific Operating System (OS) or Real-Time OS
(RTOS). However, a set of minimum requirements towards a platform and the OS/RTOS
for first introduction in the 2018-2020 timeframe is provided in this section:
REQ 01. Platform must support IPv6-stack
REQ 02. Platform must support UDP, DTLS, and COAP (including multicast) protocols
in the network stack
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4.1.3.2 Suggested platform selection criteria
The following suggested criteria for OS/RTOS platform selection were identified,
although these are not ‘must’ level requirements. The more of these criteria are satisfied,
the more suitable/attractive the platform will be. Please note that the platform
requirements also depend on the services the device supports, e.g. a simple pushbutton Sensor needs less CPU performance or memory than a device hosting a complex
Control Object will need.
SUG 01. Multitasking support
SUG 02. Real time, priority based, primitive scheduling with >64 priority levels
SUG 03. Standard inter-task communication and synchronization mechanisms:
message queues, semaphores, timers
SUG 04. Fast task switching (< 2 μs) and interrupt latency (< 1μs) (@100MHz CPU)
SUG 05. Small footprint for kernel < 10 kB in ROM and < 3 kB RAM
SUG 06. Standby power management of CPU and peripherals
SUG 07. Software and hardware platform must feature a choice of MCU vendors
Support for various embedded CPU architecture like ARM (M and R series),
ARC, MIPS, OpenRISC, etc.
SUG 08. Persistent memory management to support device lifetimes of 20 years
SUG 09. Flash file access system support
SUG 10. Memory management support
SUG 11. Standard support available for peripherals like I2C, Ethernet, USB, GPIO, etc.
SUG 12. There is support for the platform either from a community or professional
support
SUG 13. C++ compiler and C compiler support
SUG 14. Support for a high-level language (e.g. Lua, Java, Python, Javascript, …)
SUG 15. Cross development and simulation environment available on both Linux and
Windows platforms
SUG 16. Good development suite on Linux and Windows including compiler, buildenvironment, symbolic multitask debuggers, performance analysis tooling
SUG 17. Good debug support
SUG 18. Target has AES-128 hardware acceleration
SUG 19. Target has SHA-256 hardware acceleration
SUG 20. Target has ECC-256 hardware acceleration
SUG 21. Platform features include malware detection and removal capability
SUG 22. If ARM MCU, it supports Cortex M v6M or v7M architecture with MPU with 8 or
more regions
SUG 23. Platform supports firmware update over-the-network; including memory
support for firmware update: cryptographic validation of new image, storage of
image and recovery to old image.
SUG 24. Minimum Target resources are at least EEMBC CoreMark 110, 32kB RAM,
256kB Flash Ranging up (2018) to CoreMark > 300, 1 Mbyte flash, 128 kByte
RAM
SUG 25. Platform support asymmetric and symmetric security functions as required by
the OpenAIS security solution (AES-128, DSA, ECDH, ECDSA, DTLS 1.2 1.3)
SUG 26. Platform has an internal source of entropy e.g. TRNG
SUG 27. Platform supports separate maintenance and update of security protocols and
platform code from business logic
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4.1.4

Networking View

4.1.4.1 Requirements for layer L1-L3 network join functions
This section lists the requirements towards the technology-specific L1-L3 network join
functions. This is the function that is used to securely join (allow) a new device into a
Field Network. Note that “network stack” here refers to a complete L1-L3 IPv6 stack
including the network layer and the MAC/PHY layers below it.
REQ 01.
•

The network stack MUST support a means to start a new network
This is how the first device ‘joins’ a network. Typically, this is a Border Router
or Access Point for wireless networks which forms the wireless network, or
an Ethernet Router that forms a wired link.
REQ 02.
A wireless network stack SHOULD provide a means for a node to
automatically discover wireless networks nearby, select order for joining based on
pre-set criteria, and attempt to join one or more networks found.
• This is desired to allow out-of-the-box operation with wireless networks.
• The “joining” mechanism may also be implemented very simple; e.g. instead
of discovering networks a node could simply start sending and receiving on
a default RF channel with default packet formats that will be received by
neighbour nodes. This is considered to be equivalent to “joining” a single
default wireless network.
• If this requirement can’t be met, then no out-of-the-box functions are possible
prior to commissioning.
REQ 03.
At least one global-scope IPv6 address MUST be automatically allocated
by the network stack when a device becomes connected to an IP backbone
• The global-scope IPv6 address may be a global-scoped Unique Local
Address (ULA)
• A global-scope IPv6 address allows a device to communicate beyond its
immediate local (link-local, mesh-local) network scope, e.g. to other OpenAIS
devices in other network segments or even (if allowed by the network
administrator) to remote/cloud servers.
REQ 04.
After a device reboot, its allocated IPv6 address SHOULD be the same
as before reboot if the device attaches to the same IPv6 subnet after reboot.
• This is needed to prevent that control (binding) relations that are configured
with IPv6 unicast addresses become broken after devices reboot.
• In some cases, a change of IPv6 address can’t be avoided. See Section
3.5.14 on how to deal with IPv6 address changes.
REQ 05.
Once a device has securely joined an IPv6 network, any future re-joining
to the same network MUST be fully automatic without involving any manual
configuration processes.
• This holds even if operational network keys are changed from time to time
and sleepy devices exist in the network.
• Re-joining may happen for example after reboot of a device, where the
device missed a network key update during its downtime.
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REQ 06.
The network stack SHOULD support a simultaneous power-up of many
devices
• For example, due to an intentional or accidental power interruption to an
entire floor or segment of OpenAIS enabled luminaires.
• If the stack does not meet this requirement, the fall-back solution is to
implement a random start-up timer in the application code.
REQ 07.
The network stack SHOULD have a means for a node to learn the IP
address of a DNS server that the node can use for DNS queries.
• For example, if a new node needs to contact a predefined OpenAIS vendor
host “myvendor.example.com” or possibly a standard LWM2M Bootstrap
Server “srv.openais.org” and needs to resolve this to an IPv6 address, DNS
is needed.
• The IETF has specified standard mechanisms to distribute DNS server
information and addresses, including through DHCPv6, through the
Neighbour Discovery (ND) protocol, or by supporting the routing of a wellknown ‘DNS server’ anycast address towards the nearest DNS server.
• Only in fully stand-alone networked system this requirement is to be
considered not relevant, as there is no DNS server and no way to contact an
external host/server.
REQ 08.
For wireless networks, a network joining operation MUST be secured
such that non-authorized devices can’t join the OpenAIS network.
• Out-of-the-box functions, which can be accessed also by non-authorized
devices by definition, are considered to use communication outside of the
OpenAIS operational network. E.g. by using a standard out-of-the-box
unsecured network.
• See also some special considerations for the out-of-the-box network joining
noted earlier.
REQ 09.
A network key MUST NOT be exposed in the clear at any point during
the node’s join process.
REQ 10.
For wired networks, the network joining operation MAY be secured.
• Wired connections already provide a form of limited physical security. For
this reason, secure joining is optional for wired networks.
• For Ethernet wired networks in smaller installations, the typical expectation
is that no security mechanisms or authentication is used on L1-L3. For
larger installations, secure joining is more likely to be used for Ethernet.
4.1.4.2 Minimum PHY/MAC Requirements
The OpenAIS architecture will support the use of any well specified (i.e. fully specified,
e.g. by IEEE/IETF or other major SDOs) wired or wireless physical layer that can support
IPv6, either directly or via a 6LoWPAN sub-layer. However, such a PHY/MAC must meet
the minimum requirements as specified in this section.
Latency of the total chain (‘press button’ to ‘lights on’) is one of the key parameters of a
lighting system. As this performance is dependent on both the parameters of the network
system and further architecture choices it is not feasible to just impose a simple speed
requirement for the physical layer only. Let us assume a minimum requirement of the
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latency between manipulating a switch and having actual light on is < 400 ms. Whatever
physical layer and further configuration are chosen, this requirement must be met.
The following aspects need to be taken into account:
•
•
•
•
•

Bandwidth of the physical layer
Number of hops for multi-hop networks (which will be influenced by both the
deployment of the Control functionality as well as the network choices). Every
additional hop reduces the bandwidth further.
Duty cycling delay, especially with low-power devices
Average network load / medium access timing (and possible peak medium load
/ access timing)
For packet loss rate PLR >0% the average packet transit time is multiplied by
(1/(1-PLR)) and re-transmission time delays need to be accounted for.

The following aspects need to be taken into account if they differ significantly from the
values stated below:
•

•

For security (encryption/decryption) we assume 2 ms average time taken for
each L2 encrypt operation and 2 ms for each L2 decrypt operation. We assume
an additional 2 ms average for overall end-to-end security processing, in case a
secure channel between the two ends has already been set up using e.g. via
DTLS or OGC configuration.
For packet processing per node traversed we assume 2 ms.

Some examples:
1. Control allocated on a central device, two hops between sensor and controller
and two more hops between controller and luminaire. We take a bandwidth of
250 kbps, a command packet length of 100 bytes, and assume no radio duty
cycling. This gives (4 [hops] * 100 [bytes] * 8 [bits/byte] / 250 [kbps] + 5 [packetprocessing] * 2 [ms] + 4 [encrypts] * 2 [ms] + 4 [decrypts] * 2 [ms] + 1 [end-toend] * 2 [ms]) = 40.8 ms total.
2. Direct communication between sensor and actuator, single hop and no radio duty
cycling. We take a bandwidth of 16 kbps and packet length of 100 bytes. This
gives 100 [bytes] * 8 [bits/byte] / 16 [kbps] + 1 [encrypts] * 2 ms + 1 [decrypts] *
2 [ms] + 2 [packet-processing] * 2 [ms] + 1 [end-to-end] * 2 [ms] = 60 ms total.
We have verified that the following default set of IPv6 supporting network technologies
selected for OpenAIS can meet the requirements: 6LowPan/Thread mesh networks,
Ethernet/PoE wired networks, and Wi-Fi wireless networks.
The minimum PHY/MAC requirements are as follows:
REQ 01.
o
REQ 02.
o

The PHY/MAC layer MUST support IPv6 with IPv6 multicast
This implies a Path MTU of at least 1280 as mandated for IPv6
Link-layer (L2) security for wireless PHYs MUST be provided
Having the properties of data confidentiality (encrypted) and data integrity
(tamper-proof and replay-attack-proof)
REQ 03.
Cryptographic security level MUST be at least equivalent to that of
standard AES-128
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REQ 04.
The PHY/MAC layer MUST enable a total latency of the lighting chain (as
defined in this section) of < 400 ms.
Note that for wired PHYs no link-layer security is required.
4.1.4.3 Recommendations for IP network stacks
The OpenAIS architecture does not prescribe specific IP Network Stacks (L1-L3, so
including PHY/MAC choices) but rather aims to operate over any IPv6 stack. However,
to operate OpenAIS systems correctly the IP Network Stack must adhere to a set of
minimum requirements.
Section 4.1.4.1 has provided requirements for network join functions that a stack must
provide. Minimum bandwidth and other requirements were given in Section 4.1.4.2.
In this section a number of IP Network Stacks are recommended that would fit in an
OpenAIS system.
For wired connectivity, Ethernet is the current recommended PHY/MAC. The IP stack
used on top of Ethernet is the standard IETF IPv6 Protocol Suite stack. Standard
network devices such as hubs, switches and routers are used to build the OpenAIS
network or alternatively an existing IT network can be shared between OpenAIS and IT
equipment.
For wireless connectivity, we recommend these two network stacks:
•
•

Wi-Fi (802.11b/g/n/ac) for high-speed wireless networks, defined by the Wi-Fi
Alliance.
Thread, the new low-power low-cost IPv6 mesh networking technology defined
by the Thread Group [Thread]. This recommendation is tentative, because at the
time of writing there is not yet sufficient experience with Thread in actual
applications to judge whether it can perform well for professional lighting
applications. Thread Group is currently in the process [ThreadCE] of defining
extensions for the professional domain specifically.

4.2 System Design Considerations
This section gives an example that shows in more detail the functionality and interaction
of the core architectural element “Control Object”, by explaining its typical interface and
basic functionalities, followed by some examples of how diverse modes of stacked
control interact to achieve the typical control behaviours of a lighting system. It also
explains the handling of Scenes as a powerful tool that allows realizing advanced multiactuator functionality without exceeding network bandwidth limitations.
4.2.1

Control Object

4.2.1.1 Preamble
The Control Object is the functional heart of the OpenAIS lighting controls. It forms the
bridge from Sensor signals and user inputs to the Actuator settings. Therefore, it will be
available in many different flavours, allowing to cover the various lighting requirements
that may evolve over time and also create some basis for functional differentiation for
vendors.
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The main task of the Control Object is to set all the Actuator values of the group it
controls to the correct values and to make sure the Actuators are monitored to stay at
their expected values.
4.2.1.2 Control Object interfacing
The various connections of a Control Object will be classified into "5 types of interface"
to ease the understanding. This is a classification only; it is not aiming to prescribe
structures for interface implementation.
Southbound interface
•
•

Connects the Actuators controlled by the Control Object.
The Actuators controlled by a Control Object form one group.

Northbound interface
•
•
•

Allows other (superior) Control Objects to operate on the group as if it were a
single Actuator, according to the self-similarity principle. It contains a logical
actuator that forms the control interface to the group (see Section 4.2.1.7).
It provides a management interface that allows the stacking of Control Objects.
It provides combined Sensor data of each Sensor type it is connected to and
represents it as a single Sensor. Again, a logical Sensor Object is offered as an
interface to this combined sensor information for the entire group of sensors.

Eastbound interface
This interface is providing the user API. All group and group member user interaction
should use this interface. This arbitrates the control conflict between user action and
group control.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allows user applications to access the control parameters, through an API.
Provides status information and a control interface for the group
Provides status information and a control interface for the individual Actuators
that are members of the group and connected to the Control Object.
Provides status information of individual sensors that are connected to the
Control Object.
Provides access to the adjustment of Scenes and their transfer pattern settings.
Provides session-based (user) access, authorized by an AAA Server.

Westbound interface
•
•
•

Connects the Sensors to the Control Object.
Triggers, after receiving a Sensor event, actions of the Control Object depending
on the Sensor type and the Sensor group the message derives from.
At this interface a Receiving Object is present that receives the incoming
messages and forwards these to the (executing) Control Object (see Appendix
A for details, or Section 3.3.6.6 for background). This decoupling is useful as it
enables sensors to send out generic group communication messages, that do
not include the Object (Instance) ID(s) of executing Control Objects. Sending
these IDs directly would complicate matters, as these (Instance) IDs will typically
vary across devices.
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Configuration interface
•

This interface is providing session-based secure access, using the object access
mechanisms of the LWM2M framework.

To ease our wording, the Actuators are represented as Control Object internal structures
(in this section) and the actual Actuators status and operation is assumed to be executed
“automatically” in the field, whenever the settings change.
•

Example: An OFF command is executed. This means that the internal
representation of the group and the Actuators are updated and the OFF
command is sent out to (all) the Actuators in the group, and the periodic status
reports from the Actuators are checked if they correctly reflect the status OFF as
required, and a correction action is performed if this is not the case.

The remainder of Section 4.2.1 shows a simple example of a Control Object as it might
be used for the design of the OpenAIS pilot installation. It shows the main principles of
interaction between the various components the Control Object consists of, but does not
impose a specific Object Model. Please refer to the “oA Basic Control” example Object
Model provided in Appendix A for a more detailed specification of a Control Object.
The main concepts used in a typical Control Object will be shown, which are using
events to trigger state changes and state changes that trigger events. This is chosen
here as a way to explain these things as clearly as possible, but it is not a prescription
of how to actually implement it. Please note that the complexity is on purpose reduced
compared to real-life systems, to ease the understanding of this section.
4.2.1.3 Control Object operation concepts
ON ↔ OFF: in operation / not operating (boolean: ON/OFF)
• There is an ON/OFF state for the full group, and an ON/OFF state for each
individual Actuator.
• State change is triggered by Sensors, users or superior Control Objects.
• An ON/OFF state change in the full group imposes a state change in all Actuator
Objects.
DIM_UP ↔ DIM_DOWN: direction of the next manual dim action (boolean:
dim_direction)
• This state determines the dimming direction that a non-directional dim-request
should take. The change of the state is triggered by the end of a non-directional
dimming request (so that the next non-directional dimming request dims the
opposite direction). This allows users to perform an alternate dimming by doing
a long button press.
• On set_intensity (or Scenes) executed with an intensity above 80%, the state is
set to DIM_DOWN.
• On set_intensity (or Scenes) executed with an intensity below 5%, the state is
set to DIM_UP.
PRESENCE ↔ NO_PRESENCE: all connected presence detectors are combined
(boolean: presence) using a “wired or” type of circuitry.
• This state combines the possible multiple presence detector states.
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•
•
•
•

It is set to presence whenever a presence message from a presence detector is
received.
It is set to no-presence by the timeout of the presence timer, which is re-triggered
at the reception of every presence or hold-presence signal from a presence
detector Sensor.
The state-change from no-presence to presence sets the ON/OFF state to ON.
The state-change from presence to no-presence issues a “slow off” command to
the Actuator Objects and sets the ON/OFF to OFF (without executing an OFF
command to the Actuators, as the slow-off was already issued).

The Control Object also maintains ACTUATOR SETTING: This is a vector that contains
the Actuator set value(s)
•
•

The vector may differ depending on the type of Actuator controlled.
For a light point it contains e.g. intensity, colour, and other information about the
operational setting.

4.2.1.4 Control Object Southbound interface, handling Actuators
Handling Light Point Control
Light point control may be used as general Actuator template. Control of light points is
done by the following actions: ON, OFF, step-up, step-down, set_intensity, slow-off and
scenes.
•
•
•

•

ON sets the state of the Actuator to ON using the standard transfer pattern. The
other Actuator settings do not change, e.g. the last intensity used will be
executed, with the transfer pattern applied (e.g. smooth transfer within 500 ms)
OFF sets the state of the Actuator to OFF using the standard transfer pattern.
The other Actuator settings do not change, e.g. the actual output is turned off but
the last intensity used will be preserved as "Actuator value”.
Slow-off sets the state of the Actuator to OFF using a specific (long duration)
transfer pattern. The state transfer to OFF will be immediate, but the smooth
transfer to OFF will change the output slowly over an interval of 50 seconds. This
is used with presence detectors to dim unnoticeably to OFF.
Step-up increases and step-down decreases light intensity smoothly by 26%
(from actual) in 0.25 sec. (This is equivalent to 12 steps in DALI, or 17 Steps in
DSI.) For continuous smooth dimming this command may be issued in 250 ms
intervals, covering a full 1-100% range dimming in 5 sec.

Minimal Actuator Control
If all Actuators of a group are always set to an equal value, the Actuator control gets
relatively simple; all actions are executed in parallel on the (internal) group setting and
multicast to the Actuators can be used:
•
•

The status responses from the Actuators are compared to the internal group
setting and the Actuator status is corrected using unicast messages if necessary.
The individual group members do not need to be known for such minimal
operation.

Typical Actuator Control
In actual operation, the individual Actuator settings may differ. Therefore, each Actuator
has its requested settings and actual operation mirrored in the Control Object. When
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commands are executed using multicast commands to the Actuators in parallel, changes
will be applied to the internal mirror states.
•
•

•

The reported status from each individual Actuator is compared to the
corresponding mirror state entry in the Control Object and corrected using
unicast messaging, if necessary.
Besides the actual Actuator status, additional information may be sent by the
status message of the Actuator Object. This information may cover e.g.:
o Information about the last received value (it may differ from the actual
output for various reasons)
o Information about the reason for the difference between commanded and
actual value (due to transfer pattern, physical limitations, priority conflicts,
etc.)
o Other interesting values like device health status, energy consumption,
etc.
The detailed updating mechanisms used to keep the external Actuators in sync
are up to the detailed system design (see also status message design, Section
4.2.2.)

4.2.1.5 Control Object Westbound interface handling: Sensor Signals
Sensors that supply signals to the westbound interface are usually of the type pushbutton, light Sensor or presence detector. Other Sensor types may be supported, but
are not listed here.
Handling Push-button Sensors
Push-button Sensors are usually of the type "momentary action switch/dim".
•
•
•
•
•
•

A short "click" toggles the ON/OFF state of the Control Object
A longer "hold" starts a dimming sequence (using the current dim direction) that
is stopped when a "break" signal is received. The dim direction is toggled to
enable dimming into the opposite direction at the next long hold of the button.
Push-button Sensor inputs may be programmed to switch to on when the first
hold signal is received.
Push-button inputs may be programmed to recall a Scene with a click event.
The dimming on long press may be disabled by push-button programming.
Other interpretations of push-button events may be programmed by suppliers
depending on the application that needs to be supported.

Handling Presence Detector Sensors
•
•

The presence detection Sensors switch the status of the Control Object to ON
when a presence signal is received. There is no change action performed if the
status was already ON.
The presence inputs may be programmed to recall a Scene if a change to status
ON is performed. This may be programmed dependent on other conditions to
support more complex applications, e.g. (a possible vendor’s choice): during a
fade-to-off process the switch to ON is performed without a Scene recall to
support a "back to last operational" setting as long as lights are still not fully off.

Handling Light Sensors
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•
•
•
•

Light Sensors provide, depending on the type used, intensity information either
from available daylight only or from the sum of daylight and artificial light.
With daylight Sensors a forward control is available, using the available daylight
as input variable to a linear control curve that sets the intensity.
With Sensors that pick up the combination of daylight and artificial light, a
feedback loop control is available, that changes the intensity in a way to keep
the Sensor signal at the set value.
Note that these control algorithms
o May be subject to differentiation between vendors;
o May be using additional zonal information within the control group to
allow differentiated control according to specific application needs;
o Are therefore not detailed further.

4.2.1.6 Control Object Eastbound interface: User control
The user control interface provides status information and control of the group. This
includes both absolute and relative settings.
•
•
•
•
•

The user control provides the list of available single Actuator IDs (and their type)
that form the group. With minimal southbound operation, the answer will be "nil"
as no individual Actuators are managed.
The user control interface provides status and control of single Actuators
(identified by their IDs) that are part of the group.
User interfacing is usually done by session-based authorization, using the
methods provided by the LWM2M framework rather than the OpenAIS-defined
group control interface.
User interface may provide access to automatic control parameters (enable /
disable automatic control) for a specifiable time.
User interface may provide access to the group Scene management (recall, set,
modify) and to the Scene settings of each Actuator (identified by the Actuator
ID).

4.2.1.7 Control Object Northbound interface: stacked control
Mimicking an Actuator
The Northbound interface of the Control Object provides controls that are identical to the
controls of an Actuator. This is done by interfacing through a “logical Actuator Object”
that represents the entire group but can be addressed in the very same way as the
logical Actuator Object of a real Actuator.
•
•
•

This allows a superior Control Object to handle the group of Actuators related to
this Control Object together as if it were a single light point.
While relative settings are used (e.g. step up/down etc.) the ratios in the output
between the Actuators are preserved. When absolute settings are applied (e.g.
go to 75%) all Actuators are equally set to the same value.
When an actuator receives a scene recall command it will use a transfer pattern
and go to a new output value, that is prescribed by this scene. However, this is
executed differently when a Control Object receives a scene recall command:
The Control Object will apply another (internally referenced) scene recall
command to its own group, rather than changing a single output value as an
actuator would do.
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•

The internal state reported to the superior Control Object is an algorithmic result,
combining all Actuator values to a single value that represents the local state to
its best: intensities are averaged, errors and ON/OFF accumulated, and energy
data summed up.

Mimicking a Sensor
The Northbound interface offers a logical Sensor Object as an interface that provides
Sensor data of the Sensors that are connected to the Control Object, combined to its
best: presence and switching is accumulated, light Sensors are averaged, energy
consumption is accumulated, etc.
Stacked Control support
Superior Control Objects need to control the operational state of the subordinated
Control Objects. The operational state of subordinated Control Objects needs regular
update (similar to clearing a watchdog timer in embedded software), otherwise the
subordinated Control Object will fall back to "normal operation". This helps to revert a
Control Object back to local control when its superior Control Object gets disconnected
or otherwise is not available. This process contributes to control resilience and graceful
degradation of the overall system.
•

•

•
•

Normal: The standard operation. This could also be called "local operation". The
local control is fully operational, a superior Control Object can override the actual
control using the northbound interface, but whenever a local event triggers local
action, this prevails against requested settings from a superior control.
Ghost: No Actuator commands are sent out, all operation is kept internal to the
Control Object. The northbound interface with the mimicked Sensor and status
values is operational. This ghost status may be used e.g. for a backup Control
Object that can “jump in” when another (parallel) operational Control Object fails.
The failure is detected by the fact that the ghost status is no longer set regularly.
Remote: No Actuator actions related to Sensor signals received via the
westbound interface are performed. The Remote state is e.g. used to allow the
superior control to handle the Actuators individually, using its own algorithms.
Local: Set to local, a Control Object will no longer execute requests coming
through the northbound interface. The Sensor-mimicking and the control status
setting remain operational. This operating mode isolates the Control Object from
superior Control Objects, and may be used e.g. to support troubleshooting and
error triage.

Please note that this list may be extended to control the internal algorithms one by one
(presence, daylight compensation, circadian compensation and alike), depending on the
preferences of the vendors. Details of supported features and how they are handled will
be found in the product data sheets and in product application notes.
Examples on using stacked control
An example of simple stacked control behaviour is a corridor-follow function. The
corridor lighting stays on at a minimum level, when any light is on in one of the adjacent
rooms, and goes to a higher dim level when presence in the corridor itself is detected.
In this example, there will be a Control Object for every room, each having an interface
indicating if any light in the room is enabled or not. A “corridor” Control Object monitors
these “signals” and controls the corridor lights accordingly.
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In Figure 24 we see this set-up in detail. There are 5 rooms with a corridor in between.
Each room has its own “local” Control Object (which e.g. may be allocated in one of the
luminaires, or in a server somewhere, the logic does not change with these
considerations). These local Control Objects control the settings of the luminaires in the
room based on the Sensors and switches present there.
On top of these 5 Control Objects which are on the same level, there is one “stacked
upon” Control Object that monitors the “status” of all room Control Objects and based
on that information, combined with the information of the Sensors in the corridor, sets
the dim level of all the luminaires in the corridor.
Note that this is a simple form of stacking as the “stacked Control Object” only makes
use of the data of the underlying Control Objects and does not execute control over their
devices.
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Actuator

Control

Sensor

Actuator

Control

Actuator

Control

Control

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Actuator

Actuator

Control

Sensor

Actuator

Control

Figure 24: Corridor Follow Control function

Another example of such “layered” control is a central Control Object running
somewhere on an IT-device, either on-premises or in the cloud, that receives energy
Demand Response requests and instructs all Control Objects in all areas (or a subset
of these depending on the configuration) of the system to limit its settings e.g. to 60% of
the requested dim level to save energy.
Figure 25 shows this set-up schematically. There is some IT-device in the building on
which the energy Control Object runs. When requests come in from the Automatic
Demand Response (ADR) system this Control Object may then send a “limit” command
to all Control Objects in all rooms of the building (maybe some rooms are excluded, like
meeting rooms or CEO’s office). This Control Object may also use other information
about the building like time of day, occupancy of the building or current power
consumption.
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Figure 25: Building-level Control function acting on ADR requests

Note that this is a more complex use case in which the “stacked” Control function also
influences the settings of the luminaires. Of course, also here we have two options; the
“stacked” control could directly address the Actuators or do this through the Control
Object(s) at the lower hierarchical level. In this case the latter solution is chosen which
is less complex. Again, this is an example solution, not as such a restriction of the
OpenAIS architecture.
Let us now look at another scenario in which there is a stacked Control Object that
overrules some behaviour initially programmed into the system. Let us look at a standard
area where several luminaires with integrated presence Sensors are positioned and a
few Sensors: several daylight Sensors, a switch and a dimmer. In this situation the
default “control” deployment is that each luminaire includes a Control Object that
“listens” to the commissioned Sensors (ON/OFF, dimmer, local presence, daylight - if
commissioned for this light) and based on this information implements a Control Object
that switches the light on when there is presence, using the actual dimming value and
the information of a nearby daylight Sensor to determine the new dim level setting. This
situation is depicted in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: Room Control Object

Typically, IP multicast would be used by the “Sensors” (dimmer and ON/OFF switch) to
send their updates to the multiple Control Objects.
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Note that there might also be some built-in fall-back behaviour in this scenario. When
IP-connectivity is lost, a luminaire may revert to using its local presence Sensor or even
switch on to a default dim level. Note that the details of such algorithms are not in the
OpenAIS reference architecture scope and those presented here are only examples.
There is no stacked control in the above example yet. However, when an independent
vendor wants to add an additional Control Object for somewhat more advanced
functionality (e.g. all luminaires do not only have settings based on the embedded
Sensors but also react to the luminaires which surround them) this could be added in
the following fashion. In this new example, a separate (area) controller is added to the
network to avoid modifying software in the already-installed devices and on this separate
controller a “room” Control Object is added. This new stacked room Control Object can
now start listening to all Sensor events and control all the lights based on the new
algorithm, bypassing the original per-luminaire Control Objects. This is depicted in
Figure 27.
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Figure 27: Additional stacked Control Object

This setup requires re-commissioning and a provision in the original Control Object that
it can be reprogrammed (at commissioning time) to change behaviour.
Note that, as always, other solutions to this problem are feasible. We could update all
Control Objects on the luminaires with updated software that next to its initial
functionality listens to the surrounding luminaires states. However, if we have a given
set of luminaires which cannot be (easily) modified, then a stacked Control Object will
do the job. As already visible in the above example we must make sure that whatever
Control Object is present in a device it can be “disabled” to allow stacking when required.
These examples present real-life cases which explain the essence of stacked behaviour.
Of course, much more complicated set-ups are possible, such as two Control Objects in
parallel modifying two Actuators. However, it is not expected these will be widespread
as most functionality can be handled in a rather straightforward way. OpenAIS will not
dive deep in specifying complex cases. The only aspects that all Objects must follow
are:
•

An interface/configuration to indicate if it can accept multiple parallel requests
from clients. The actual interface could be implemented by having two or more
interfaces which route their functionality to a single “physical” Object.
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•
•

The Control Object then must implement conflict resolution behaviour that may
be specified by the supplier. A default conflict resolving behaviour: e.g. “last
come last served”.
Potentially more complex control or specific conflict resolving may be
implemented in such a controller, which then must be specified and can be
specific for a vendor/luminaire.

Using stacked Control: example sequence diagrams
We will now show the sequence diagrams for the three presented use cases to further
clarify the behaviour.

Figure 28: Corridor-follow Control function
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Figure 29: Building- level Control function

Figure 30: Overriding behaviour Control function

4.2.2

Status message design

In OpenAIS the integrity of the system is verified by regular status reports from Sensor
and Actuator to Control Objects. These status messages allow to judge if all devices are
alive, are in the intended state, if multicast messages have been properly received, and
if corrective actions are needed. See also Section 3.3.10.1.
4.2.2.1 Status messages bandwidth considerations
Given the continuously sent status messages from all Sensor and Actuator devices, the
main continuous traffic load in any OpenAIS system will be created by status messages.
Some attention is needed to allow for optimized bandwidth usage by those status
messages.
To avoid congestion by status messages on low-bandwidth communications they may
be sent with a random time jitter.
Regarding the bandwidth usage, and to support small packet frame sizes (e.g. as used
in 6LoWPAN) best, it is advisable to transport only the needed information at each data
transfer. To achieve a flexible content of status messages a key-value pair structure is
proposed, as this allows to send "actual status information" unambiguously, and to
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format the status message to optimally serve the present needs while still allowing new
data to be transported by future OpenAIS devices in the same status messages.
4.2.2.2 Reducing the overhead
The use of CBOR encoding of the payload reduces overhead by using an optimized
binary encoding of the content and its structure, without losing extendibility.
Additional overhead can be reduced by using predefined message structures, avoiding
sending the key part of the “key=value” pairs. Predefined structure may comprise e.g.:
•
•
•

A short structure that always fits in one L2 frame for the relatively often needed
information like "Sensor value";
A long structure that transports all the additional information, that is used less
often or on specific conditions only;
Other structures that may be needed for specific applications.

To allow correctly interpreting the information about the used message structure, the
identifier for the predefined structure needs to be part of the message. When using
CBOR, this is easy to accomplish. For example a CBOR array can be used for the
predefined message structure (leaving out keys), while a CBOR map can be used for
the full/flexible message structures.
4.2.2.3 Example status message
A complete status message using key=value pairs:
{

}

{object_id
{resource-id:value}
{resource-id:value}
}
{object_id
{resource-id:value}
}

can be replaced by the low overhead message:
{struct-id
{value}
{value}
{value}
}

where struct-id points to the predefined structure (the sequence of object and resourceIDs) that has been used for this message.
The struct-IDs need to be unique in the scope of a single receiving object only, allowing
for a very short ID length: a nibble or a byte should be sufficient. For example, CBOR
uses a single byte to encode whether following data is an array or map and also the
length of the array/map.
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4.2.2.4 Structure Definition Object / Additional consideration
In some applications, the structure of the status messages may need adaptation at
commissioning time. In such cases having a message structure definition resource (or
configuration object) in the Object Model, where the resource can be set at
commissioning time, is advisable.
If runtime structure definition management is required for special application needs, the
message structure definitions object may be accompanied by a structure definition user
interaction process at runtime, to learn from the commissioner what is needed. This is
considered vendor specific.
4.2.3

Energy sensing and reporting

The energy usage of the lighting system is an ongoing concern for the building
management industry. Therefore, one of the requirements of an IoT connected lighting
system is to provide accurate and easily understandable energy information.
4.2.3.1 The challenge
It looks rather straight forward and a relatively simple feature to measure and report the
energy that a single light point uses. However, it becomes more complex with multipurpose devices, that e.g. host sensors and multiple light points, but utilize a single
power converter (power supply). The efficiency of the power conversion is depending
on the actual load percentage, so considering these details it is not that simple to
correctly allocate the power usage to a single light point. E.g. a multi-purpose device
may consist of 3 light points and 2 Sensors, all supplied out of one single power
conversion circuit.
4.2.3.2 Handling the challenge
To avoid disputes and deliver accurate data, both the energy consumption of each
physical actuator circuit and of the total device should be reported.
The energy use reported by a physical actuator is the bare LED energy only and should
not consider the power converter efficiency, networking energy use, control energy use
and other operation losses. This energy report is part of the Actuator Object.
The integral energy use of a device report is part of the device Object data structure.
To achieve "accurate energy reports", e.g. used to allocate energy cost in an
administration, both the device and the Actuator readings need to be considered. The
actual way of creating an energy report out of this data is out of the scope of OpenAIS.
Energy reporting is optional, and vendors are urged to provide accuracy specifications
for any energy reports they provide.
4.2.4

Scenes

When talking about a "Scene" here, technically a 'Scene Object instance' is referenced.
This is done to convey that a new Scene Object is instantiated with every scene that is
created.
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4.2.4.1 Definition
A Scene is a set of Actuator settings that together create a specific effect. In the lighting
domain it refers to a specific (coloured) light distribution creating a lighting effect, e.g. in
a presentation room when switching to the "presentation setting". But non-lighting
actuators could be part of a scene as well.
The Scenes are an integral part of the Control Object; all scenes apply to the group of
Actuators that the Control Object controls. Each Scene Object instance manages one
scene, and only one scene is active at a single time per group / Control Object.
4.2.4.2 Working with Scenes
Scenes can be activated by a single action, often expressed as "recall a Scene", e.g. by
a simple press of a button or a single command from a user interface. The Scene
settings are realized after the action either "at once, in sync" or with a smooth transition,
the transition starting at once and ending in sync as specified by the transition settings.
Scenes are an ideal solution to reduce the peak network traffic: a single multicast scene
recall command is able to trigger a complex parallel execution at many Actuators,
creating a nice optical effect, based on cached parameters in the Actuators that have
been predefined (a long time) before the execution of the scene is requested.
A Scene definition includes the (usually, actuator-specific) settings and may include a
transition pattern. Transition patterns may also be specific per actuator.
To support Scene settings and transitions in constrained (low-bandwidth)
communication environments, a multicast-based execution with some actuator caching
to support multicast requests is required. The scene value and the transition pattern for
this Scene will be cached in the Actuator (within the Control Object) and called into action
by a multicast scene-recall request.
If the transfer pattern is uniform for the group, it may be part of the multicast scene recall
command. If it is different for the group members, it needs to be cached in the actuator
devices and called into operation as part of the recall command.
Scene Actuator values may be given by explicit value or by (algorithmic) reference.
(Naming convention: Scene settings by value are named "standard Scenes" and Scenes
using referenced values are part of an "extended Scene" definition) The extended Scene
Object provides the parameters needed to calculate the Actuator values depending on
e.g. time or Sensor value(s).
•

Example: The extended Scene value definition is defined e.g. by using the linear
equation, y(x) = m ∙ x + b, using the parameters m and b for attenuation and
offset respectively. The actual Actuator value is calculated at the time of the
Scene activation using an appropriate Sensor value as "x". Please note that the
linear equation example is just one of the possibilities for a referenced value
definition, different equations for different Scenes, or even non-linear equations
may be applied (as long as the Actuators support them).

Extended Scene definitions that define the value by functional reference are often
referenced as "program" (e.g. when related to Sensor values like available daylight) or
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as "show" (e.g. when related to a time clock or time-of-day value). However, to avoid
confusion this document uses “extended Scene”.
In areas where multiple groups in one room have different Scenes active, the total effect
for the room is a kind of combined Scene, combining the effects of the group Scenes
acting at the same time. A "combined Scene" can again be interpreted as a Scene by
itself that is defined on the level of the room Control Object, using the individual group
Scenes as "values". Therefore, also higher-level Control Objects may handle Scenes,
using the group Scenes provided by the group Control Objects instead of actual single
Actuator values.
4.2.4.3 Scene Object basics
Any Scene Object instance is identified by its ID (the Scene-ID), which is defined at the
Control Object to be used for a specific group. (The Object instance will be called "a
Scene" usually). The Scene-ID is unique within the context of a single application groupID.
•

•
•

•

•
•

A Scene Object instance with its ID consists of the set of settings of the covered
Actuators, each Actuator (identified by its ID) having its own entry. (NULL entries
for some Actuators may be acceptable in some cases, indicating a "do not
change upon a Scene recall" setting.)
For a given set of Actuators, multiple instances of the Scene Object may exist,
providing different Scenes for different application purposes.
In addition to the Scene settings the Scene may contain parameters that
o Specify the transition from the current setting to the new one (e.g. smooth
changeover, immediate action, etc.).
o Specify exclusion rules, if any. In some applications, certain Scene
settings or transitions may be applied "only if": this behaviour could be
seen as part of the Scene, but also as part of the Control Object logic.
Anyhow it needs to be linked to the Scene, one way or another.
Scene changes (recalls) will be executed at a Control Object that in turn
organizes the appropriate execution of the transition in the Actuators, by using
appropriate pre-caching of actuation parameters in the Actuators to allow for a
synchronized Scene change operation through a single multicast request.
If no explicit scene transition is defined in a Scene Object instance, the
predefined default transition will be used.
In the definition of the operation of the cached actuation values, care needs to
be taken that the chosen solution supports the self-similarity property that allows
using Control Objects with their Scenes “as if they were Actuators". This might
be done in the system architecture by using a "value reference" instead of an
actual value definition at the Actuator level in the Object Model. This way, in a
Control Object that offers an Actuator interface to a higher-level Control Object,
the value reference can be defined as pointing to a (local) Scene Object instance.

4.2.4.4 Setting a Scene and configuring a Scene Object
Actuator settings may be stored into the Scene Object instance by a Commissioning
Tool, e.g. retrieved from a pre-programmed database, or controlled through other (local
or cloud-based) services.
Due to the nature of light, a possibility to "save what you see" as a new Scene (Object
instance) initiated by some user action is something that should be considered
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implementing as a function in the system. This is where the common terms "to store"
and “to recall" a Scene are coming from.
4.2.4.5 Extended Scene Objects
Extended Scene Objects replace the explicit Actuator value by the parameters needed
to calculate the value, and a pointer to the algorithm that is to be applied. Parameters
will be e.g. the Sensor or timer value to be used together with the parameters that control
the algorithmic definition of the output value. (In case of a linear equation, y = m ∙ x + b,
these parameters would be m and b. Note that also a fixed value is possible by this
definition: the parameter setting m = 0 and setting b to the desired Actuator output.)
Extended Scene Objects may be used to cover complex structures like guided circadian
rhythm light settings and attractive light shows, in a very generic and easy-to-use way.
4.2.4.6 Handling restrictions: Actuator caching of Scene Object structures
To set a Scene for a large group of Actuators in a resource-constrained environment
(low bandwidth and/or intermittent channel access) may take a substantial amount of
time, as the series of "go to this output now" messages pile up at the moment the Scene
is "recalled".
To avoid this, Scene Object values are cached in the Actuators, each Actuator holding
a local copy of its relevant settings from the Scene Object. These local copies need of
course to stay in sync with the Scene Object itself that remains always bound to the
Control Object. (Note: in contrast to this, some legacy systems define the Actuator to
hold the original scene setting information.)
When using caching, the recall of a Scene is possible by multicasting the recall request
to the group that the Control Object controls, at once:
recall-Scene <Scene-ID>

The Actuators receiving this request will use their cached values to activate their
respective settings, resulting in an "at once" reaction (and thus creating the expected
effect on the users) of the whole group.
With extended Scenes, two ways of executing the algorithmic reference may be
considered:
1. If Scenes have relative fast changes of values and network communication is

relatively slow: cache the algorithmic execution in the Actuators, and change the
Scene request to recall-Scene <Scene-ID> <x-value> where the payload "x-value"
is the input to the algorithm cached in the Actuator(s).
2. For Scenes with relative slow change of values: Regularly update the cached Scene
settings whenever they change substantially, to prepare for immediate action when
the Scene is recalled.
4.2.4.7 Scene handling in the control hierarchy
For the case of Scene handling with operational local group Objects (controlling the
control), the following should be noted:
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•

•

•

A Control Object higher up in the hierarchy will control lower-hierarchy Control
Objects instead of Actuators, and uses the lower Controls Objects as if they were
Actuators.
To support this best, the "Actuator values" are referenced inside the Control Object
in a first step. This allows using a local Scene as "value" when dealing with a Control
Object or as a (referenced) value at the Actuator.
Control Objects can use "values" and set the Actuators to a common value on a
Scene recall. The referencing step in between allows to use both choices with a
uniform Object Model.

For Scene handling with hibernated (i.e. stacked) local Group Objects (direct control),
the following should be noted:
•

•

Once a local Control Object is hibernated, the Control Object that takes over
command uses the standard Scene handling (and caching) mechanisms, defining
its own Scene reference cache at the Actuators.
When the hibernated Control Object jumps back into operation, it will need to update
its local Actuator cache to get back to correct operation.

4.2.4.8 Additional Scene handling considerations
A generalized vision of the Scene Object caching structure at the Actuators and the
subordinate Control Objects could look like sketched below.
(Superior) Control Object
• Scene ID with its group member settings
• group member cache ID
• group member cache settings
Actuator and (local/subordinate) Control Object
• Scene cache ID (= local Scene ID for the local Control Object)
• (Actuator only) cached scene settings
• (Control Object only) group member cache ID and group member cached
settings
Portable Scenes
Some of the OpenAIS requirements refer to "portable personal preferences" and
"portable Scene settings". The Scene Object detailed here is not designed to travel with
the person (or other relation). The Scene Object instance is permanently related to the
Control Object and its group, and the Actuator settings forming the Scene in this context
are strictly related to the Actuators (by their IDs).
The portability requirements will be handled by additional high-level software (apps) that
changes the Scene Object settings (or add specific Scene definitions) according to the
requirements of the portable Scenes function.
To achieve portability, some meta-data to identify the specific task (or relative placing)
of the Actuators in the room will be necessary, to understand the relation of the Scene
settings and e.g. identify the "door side" placed light points in a room.
Such software enabling portability will most likely be cloud- or central-managementbased, and will do its task by changing the group Scene settings appropriately, and is
thus considered out of scope for the group-based control and Scene Object.
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4.3 Deployment
This section provides more insight into how and where the architectural components
may actually be used (deployed) to achieve a versatile but still simple to encompass
product portfolio that covers many needs of actually realized installation.
4.3.1

Introduction

As explained in Section 4.2 there is a lot of flexibility, especially in the allocation and
distribution of Control function(s). In combination with the stacked control capabilities
described in Section 3.3.2.1 this leads to so many potential combinations in the
reference architecture that some guidance is needed, which will be given in this section.
Note that this section is descriptive and not prescriptive in nature, the full flexibility of the
reference architecture stands as defined.
For any given implementation of the reference architecture in a real system a full system
design must be made. In this design, choices have to be made on the application and
applicability of all potential variations that the reference architecture allows. Likely, the
control approach for the system will be selected and constrained in such a system
design.
This section is intended to illustrate some possibilities of the architecture, as input to a
system design process. We will start with some “simple” and “extreme” examples in the
next subsection (Section 4.3.2.1- 4.3.2.5), followed by a more in-depth discussion of a
realistic example in the subsequent subsection (Section 4.3.2.5).
Note that in the physical view we identified the following physical devices:
•
•
•

Luminaires, device with one or more (LED) drivers and zero or more Sensors
connected to it.
Area controllers, device with only networking capabilities.
Standalone Sensors, devices with only one or more Sensors connected to it.
(They may be either battery or AC powered.)

As already described, out of the three identified types of functions two are linked to
physical hardware directly. A Sensor function needs Sensor hardware (e.g. light Sensor,
or hardware-button), while an Actuator needs a light source. This means that Actuator
functions are deployed to luminaires and Sensor functions will run on standalone
Sensors and on luminaires that have Sensor devices included.
We have seen an example architecture (without the Controller functionality included yet)
depicted in Figure 18 in Section 3.4.3. There the physical devices are connected to a
constrained network (like 6LoWPAN) and the potential area and building controllers are
connected to the LAN of the building.
4.3.2

Examples

We will start with a simple example of deployment to a standard system configuration
that we have introduced in Figure 18. The devices here are indicated in schematic way
to show the deployment. The two luminaires in the following example system have a
presence sensor integrated. We also see that the Sensor and Actuator functions are
“naturally” deployed. For the Control function there is no direct link to hardware (it is
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software only) and the Control function can therefore be allocated anywhere in the
system.
4.3.2.1 Control function deployed to every luminaire
In this first example, a Control function has been deployed to every luminaire where it
directly converts the signals from the Sensor embedded in the device to the settings of
the Actuator in this same device. On top of that there is a presence Sensor in the room
that can switch all lights ON and OFF. Of course this is only a partial (and simplified)
behaviour of an entire lighting system. However, it does provide a good insight into the
control flow going on in the system. Note that only one control flow is indicated with
arrows in Figure 31, for clarity.
This set-up has a number of characteristics:
•
•

As there is no central Control function, this system is very resilient against
disturbances. Each luminaire operates independently, only the ON/OFF switch
is a single point of failure.
Since no central Control function exists, there is no control that goes beyond the
scope of a single luminaire.

4.3.2.2 Control function deployed to Sensors
Of course the allocation can also be fully reversed by allocating a Control function(s) to
the Sensor device. As all luminaires have Sensors integrated this does change the
picture only superficially. However, it introduces a stacked control because the Control
function in the switch (Sensor) now will also control the Control functions in all the
luminaires, where the master Control function in this case will also get its inputs from the
local luminaire Sensors. This is shown in Figure 32.

Field Network (wired/wireless)

Control

Sensor

Presence sensor

Sensor

Actuator

Room luminaire 2
Control
Sensor

Actuator

Room luminaire 1
Figure 31: Control Object deployed to every luminaire
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Figure 32: Control Object deployed to Sensors

4.3.2.3 Control function deployed to every Sensor
In a situation where there are no Sensors in the luminaires the picture changes
considerably which is shown in Figure 33.
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Figure 33: Control Object deployed to every sensor

This works well when there is only one sensor involved in the control of the system.
When there are more sensors involved in this configuration that influence the lighting
settings, they either have to communicate to the sensor with the control function
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embedded, or we re-introduce Control functions in the luminaires that implement the
algorithm to arbitrate between parallel requests.
4.3.2.4 Control function deployed to Area Controller
We can also allocate the entire Control function for an area on a single controller device.
This may be an Area controller but it can be as well one single luminaire that acts as
“controller” for the area. In this alternative example “all” sensors, even those in the
luminaires, report their status to the Control function in the Area controller, that on its
turn controls all Actuators. In Figure 34 we see this set-up. We have only drawn a part
of the control messages for clarity not to crowd the picture too much with many arrows.
The characteristics of this solution are:
•
•
•
•
•

All information is handled in one central Control function that can implement
integrated behaviour for the entire area (like putting adjacent luminaires to half
the light level e.g. when one above a desk luminaire is lit).
As the central Control function has the input of all sensors, it can implement
integrated and advanced behaviour. As an example it may track movement
through the room based on presence data and adjust behaviour accordingly.
This solution has clearly one single point of failure, when the central Control
function fails all lighting functionality dies (or falls back to a lower advanced
behaviour based on luminaire integrated local control, see Figure 35).
Also the network load is significantly higher, as all messages have to travel back
and forth to the central Control function. This may also introduce performance
and latency issues.
Note that allocating the central Control function on one of the luminaires has
another disadvantage: not all luminaires would be identical, which is a
complication for installation, commissioning and repair.

Control
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Area controller

Room luminaire 2

Actuator

Room luminaire 1
Figure 34: Control Object deployed to dedicated area controller

Of course there can also be a Control function allocated to an even higher level in the
control hierarchy, for example on a building server. The various characteristics of the
system that were listed above are then further strengthened.
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The above examples already show a number of the main trade-offs that have to be made
when deploying Control function(s), specifically trade-offs between the following
properties:
•
•
•

Scope of control
Performance/latency
Resilience against failures.

The optimum is very much dependent on the actual design of the system; the OpenAIS
architecture supports flexible deployment and stacked control to facilitate any necessary
system set-up.
4.3.2.5 A stacked Control example
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Area controller

Room luminaire 2
Control
Sensor

Actuator

Room luminaire 1
Figure 35: A stacked control deployed

In Figure 35 we see a building with two areas where stacked Control is introduced,
following the concept that Control is allocated as low in the hierarchy as possible.
Each luminaire has a Control function that reacts to all sensors relevant to it. It listens to
its local sensor and also to stand-alone daylight sensors, presence sensors and
switches. The Control function in the luminaire can decide on its own Actuator setting
only based on this information. It does not need information from other luminaires in the
area to determine its settings.
There is stacked Control also in this case, because a higher-level Control function is
allocated on the Area controller. This Control function implements behaviour like setting
adjacent luminaires, i.e. when one is lit its neighbours are lit up too and tracking person
movements through the area. This Control function receives all sensor information it
needs and controls the local luminaire controllers in a stacked way.
On top of that there might be even higher-level behaviour like “corridor follow”. As a
corridor (not shown in this picture) must be lit during presence of someone in one of the
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areas (rooms for this discussion) there is a controller above the “area level” that monitors
all “areas” and sets the corridor controller accordingly. Also Automatic Demand
Response functions can be part of this “building level” Control function. Following this
approach, resilience is guaranteed as failure of a controller still leaves all smaller scope
behaviour operational.

4.4 Installation and Commissioning Workflows
This section looks into the installation and commissioning process. The efficiency and
reliability of this process determines the acceptability of the system(s) at the electrical
contractor, being one of the major deficits of today’s lighting control system offerings. A
whole set of workflows is needed, as the external preconditions vary a lot from
installation site to installation site.
4.4.1

Introduction

Before a lighting controls system can be operated, some steps need to be taken. The
devices need to be mounted, connected, and integrated into the controls structure. All
these steps are accompanied by commercial activities (bidding, offering, ordering,
billing, etc.), that substantially vary regarding system size and type of contract. The
commercial activities will be not elaborated further; instead the technical workflow from
manufacturing to operation of the devices is described in this section.
The actual functionality of the system, the steps to determine the logical grouping of
luminaires and other devices etc. is not part of this section. Please refer to Section 4.3
for more details on possible layouts. Once the layout is clear (this is part of the
preparation process that is usually handled by consultants), the actual grouping and
binding is managed by a tool (Commissioning Tool, or CT) that uses device
management interfaces to implement this predefined layout. Device management
configures the resources of the devices and the Object instances that are used for
binding and addressing. Details can be found in the Object Model and API definitions
(provided in Appendix A).
This section elaborates how the devices can be identified/located after mounting, to do
the parameterization i.e. configuration of parameters. To locate, reliably identify, and
finally administer some 10.000 lighting devices installed in a large office building is not
a trivial task. A lot of the “ease of life” requirements are connected to this, as residual
misidentifications/mislocations of devices are rather difficult to handle. Therefore, this
section concentrates on how a light-point can be identified/located after mounting, and
how wrongly located or missing devices can be identified.
Please note that before any system integration is done on site, any required electronic
system devices may be integrated into luminaires already in a factory or warehouse.
The product that is mounted inside a luminaire is called “OEM product”. We use the term
“device” for the final product that is mounted and connected on site. Care needs to be
taken to distinguish between the electronic device and the product it is part of.
Manufacturing
• At manufacturing time, the electronic device is pre-programmed for the out-of-thebox functionality and receives (at least) two identifiers: an OEM Product ID and a
unique Device ID (e.g. MAC address).
• Devices are transferred to the luminaire manufacturer for integration into the
luminaire if the devices are integrated into luminaires.
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Implementation into the luminaire
• At luminaire implementation time, the device receives the Final Product ID, that
fully specifies the product/unit, and possibly some pre-programmed parameter
settings that support the application of that specific luminaire best.
• This Final Product ID is the main reference for the organizational and commercial
part (e.g. BIM Database, replacement requests etc.); whereas the OEM Product
ID is the main reference for all technical issues as it determines the
communication properties.
4.4.2

Commissioning flow(s)

The commissioning workflow depends very much on the timing of information (e.g. the
availability of already elaborated grouping information and the grouping document)
together with the available capabilities of the executing workforce. (Specialists are rare
and often not available when needed.)
This section shows a set of 3 basic workflows that may be supported by vendors, namely
pre-programming, documenting the location, and “direct install”. The direct install
workflow needs to be supported by all vendors, as it allows recovery from mistakes and
triage at a late stage.
A main goal of OpenAIS is “ease of life”, and this translates into using as little special
knowledge as possible on site, i.e. ideally the installer should be the only person that
actually needs to be on site. After the installation job is done all other commissioning
work, including the programming of the devices, should be available as much as possible
remotely without physical presence of a skilled person.
4.4.2.1 Pre-programming workflow
The basic idea of the pre-programming workflow is to have the commissioning done on
every device before it is mounted and connected.
•

•

•

Before mounting, the following site documentation needs to be available:
o Location Identification (IDs that can be processed by the installers)
o All bindings and groupings
o All parameterization
o System credentials and access regime (what needs to be saved into the
devices)
The devices are pre-programmed for the locations in which they will be mounted.
Two flavours are possible.
o The pre-programming is done in factory, and the devices (luminaires,
sensors etc.) get labelled with the location where they need to be placed.
o The programming of the device is done according to the mounting
location at mounting time. This is performed by the commissioner on site.
Various techniques may be used, e.g. NFC programming, Configuration
plugs, etc. The installer needs to be supplied with pre-labelled
configuration plugs or with an NFC programmer that does the complete
configuration job with only the location entered.
Devices are finally mounted and connected, and checked to perform their
intended work immediately.

The pre-programming path works quickly and reliably, but comes with the disadvantage
that it is not simple to cover site issues such as:
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•
•
•

Last-minute changed layouts,
Mistakes like mounting of luminaires on (systematically) wrong or, even worse,
random locations due to communication issues on site,
Replacement of broken or missing devices.

The pre-programming path works without use of any out-of-the-box functionality, as the
devices are already pre-programmed for their target operation.
4.4.2.2 Documenting (location) workflow
The basic idea of this workflow is to document the location where the individual devices
are mounted, and to use this data to later commission, possibly in an automated way,
through a wired or wireless network.
There are some flavours of documenting the location of a specific device that will be
shown in this section. All of them follow the same goal: To establish a relationship
between the actual location of the device (and the location ID) and the device (UU)ID.
Once this relation is established, an offsite part of commissioning may be performed,
utilizing some algorithm that executes the “Grouping and Controls’ structural”
information given by the consultants.
•
•

•

•

•

Before mounting devices, the following site documentation needs to be prepared:
o Location Identification Scheme (prepared in a way that the mounting and
connection personnel can work with it.).
Device location is documented when mounted.
o Labels containing device IDs (Barcode, or QR) are detached from the
device / luminaire and attached to the (paper) plan to show where the
device is mounted. This creates the relationship between device-ID and
location.
o Labels of devices can be scanned together with a location tag on the
plan. This creates the relationship between the device-ID and the
location.
o If indoor positioning is available, devices may sense their location and
provide the relationship between device ID and location electronically.
Device installation is verified / possible handover to commissioners.
o All devices are checked whether they perform the out-of-the-box
functionality correctly.
o The resulting list of all connected devices (and the luminaire articles they
are part of) is compared to the contract list / the BIM database.
Before commissioning starts on the site the controls structure information needs
to be available, including:
o Grouping and Binding
o System credentials and access regime (what needs to be saved into the
devices)
o Controls Parameterization
Commissioning is performed
o The device - ID relationship to the location is used to program the devices
with the correct set of groupings, bindings and parameters after
establishing the network connections.
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The documenting flow works fine as long as the location scheme and the (final
electronic) documentation of the relation of the device ID to the location is working fine.
If indoor positioning is available this provides a perfect and very flexible way of
commissioning a system with only little on-site presence of skilled personnel.
4.4.2.3 Direct install workflow
Devices that are mounted with missing or mistaken pre-programming and location
information can be identified and commissioned on site at any time. Sometimes even
large installations fail to have proper pre-programming or location documentation
available.
•
•
•

•

•

At mounting and connecting time no specific site documentation needs to be
available.
Devices get mounted and connected.
Device installation is verified / possible handover to commissioners.
o All devices are checked whether they perform the out-of-the-box
functionality well
o A list of all connected devices (and the luminaire articles they are part of)
is compared with the contract list / the BIM database.
Before commissioning starts, the following site documentation needs to be
available:
o Grouping and binding
o Parameterization
o System credentials and access regime
o (A location ID scheme that allows to identify the location of each device
is helpful, but not mandatory)
Devices are selected and commissioning is performed.
o Selection of already mounted devices is done by (human) interaction:
 Sensors are selected by manual interaction, e.g. pressing a
button or alike, the sensor signal is caught, and the location
documented. (The full commissioning may be performed in the
same instance).
 Actuators are selected by identifying the location of the (visible)
actuation. Two concepts may be used:
• Binary search: (advisable if only a small part of the devices
is in sight): Half of the devices are actuated; a specific
device is checked and the half it is in are actuated again.
This is repeated until the last decision selects the single
device. Once identified, the documentation and
commissioning can be performed.
• Linear search: (advisable if a large fraction of the
Actuators is in sight): out of a set of Actuators (e.g. linklocal) only one is actuated. If this one is in sight, the
documentation and commissioning is performed, if not,
the next one in line is actuated.
o Selection of already mounted devices is done by distant reading of the
device ID electronically:
 Light points may modulate their device ID in the emitted light,
other devices may have distant-readable QR, NFC or alike, or
may be asked to provide for a short while a pulsed status LED
that modulates the device ID, and is read out this way. Once the
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•

location and ID are related, the
documentation may be performed.
This is repeated until all devices are commissioned.

commissioning

and

The direct install requires more effort, as the mapping of the devices to the location
needs to be done manually. On the other hand, this is the most flexible approach, and
the one that requires the least competence and education of installers.
This workflow is the only one that allows repair of mistakes that happened with the two
more efficient workflows above.
4.4.2.4 Functional verification and handover to operation
•

•

4.4.3

Check for completeness
o All Final Product IDs of commissioned devices are retrieved and
compared to the following:
 The BIM database, if available,
 Other site documentation.
o The Final Product ID of devices that are in the out-of-the-box operation
are retrieved and their location is checked. (After commissioning no
device should be left in out-of-the-box operation!)
Check for local operation (correct binding)
o Room by room (and in large rooms group by group) the local operation
of the lights is checked using the local switches and local presence
detectors: Check if all luminaires in that group go to ON and OFF. In
parallel to that the status change of the rooms and groups is logged and
the log is compared to the sequence of the walk-through.
Commissioning of other equipment

This part elaborates the following commissioning aspects which are not covered earlier:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How can adjustments be made in operation or late stages of commissioning?
How do cloud services come in?
How are mobile devices (e.g. used for lighting control) configured?
What kind of access will “third parties” (companies that have not been part of the
fulfilment process in the first place) get?

4.4.3.1 Additional adjustments
With established correlation of the device ID, IP address, and Object IDs to the location
and function of the devices, any additional adjustment (parameter settings, daylight
harvesting algorithms, presence timing considerations, etc.) can be made via the IP
network. These adjustments can be made with appropriate access rights only.
4.4.3.2 Cloud services
To enable cloud services, OpenAIS devices need to be able to reach a cloud service
and also they may need to be configured to use a cloud service. To ensure reachability,
an OpenAIS device needs to be configured with at least a global scope IPv6 address
that it can use to communicate over the Internet. Note that DataCollect Objects or
Control Objects may also use IPv4 communication (outside OpenAIS scope) as outlined
in Section 3.5.11. Furthermore, the building/site routers or firewalls need to be properly
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configure to allow outgoing IP communication from these OpenAIS devices as well as
incoming response messages from the cloud side.
The configuration aspect can be achieved by configuring the standard OpenAIS binding
mechanisms to (also) report events to a cloud service. The event delivery mechanism
could be implemented in multiple ways, e.g. re-using the OGC mechanism. For other
methods the security encryption methods and keys and the details of the binding to a
cloud service are provided by the IoT framework or by the vendor and are considered
out of the scope of OpenAIS. The access rights need to be at least of access level 4 to
configure such external connections.
4.4.3.3 Mobile access
Access from mobile devices can be twofold: Devices that become part of the system
permanently, and devices that get temporary access to a part of the system.
•

•

Permanent devices: These are configured in the same way as any OpenAIS
device is configured: It is permanently bound to other devices that get access to
a part of the system binding. This way apps that reside on that device can work
directly with the system over IPv6. To achieve this, access level 4 rights need to
be available.
Temporary devices: Users of temporary devices apply for access to the system
using an authentication server. After operational access is granted the mobile
device is able to interact with the (westbound) API provided by Group Control
Objects. There is no direct connection to Sensors or Actuators from temporary
mobile devices. The access rights of the temporary devices are organized
through the authentication server of the system. This server may be reachable
over the public Internet e.g. to ease guest control functions.

4.4.3.4 Third party access and interaction
•
•

4.4.4

Third party Control functions will simply be commissioned to operate with the
devices and their interfaces and will utilize stacking control to the already existing
Control Objects.
Third party software may be applied to devices only if it is accepted by the device
software (electronic signature of the hardware vendor necessary) and allowed
by site management (software update access level 5 needed).
Commissioning security, credentials and tools

4.4.4.1 Security and site credentials
All content carrying OpenAIS communication is encrypted to ensure sufficient privacy
and protection against attacks. All access to OpenAIS devices needs sufficient
authorization.
When starting up the commissioning, the devices run through the secure bootstrapping
process and get an initial DTLS secured connection to the device management server
(see Section 3.6.2 for further reference). This server is either part of the system itself, or
part of the commissioning tool. If the on-site system already provides a device
management server, the commissioning tool should not use its integrated server.
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4.4.4.2 Using credentials
Access to the device management server, that handles all parameterization of devices,
needs authentication. Depending on the authentication an access level to the devices
will be granted. For commissioning, a minimum access level 4 access is mandatory.
(See Section 3.6.8 for further details.)
Please note that commissioning activities in larger systems may run in parallel, and due
to the connected world ideally a single authorization server and a single device
management server that are already permanently part of the system support this
process. If this is not possible, the device management server and authorization server
can be separated entities (e.g. residing in the commissioning tool), and be merged and
ported to the site based system at a later state. Note: the device management keys need
to be adapted for the new setup, as part of the porting process.
When using the pre-programming commissioning workflow, the final system’s device to
device management server relations should be known and set up already during the
preparation process. If this is not possible, the device management keys from the preprogramming tool need to be moved to the central device management server.
There may well be multiple device management servers in a system, e.g. one per floor,
if this is needed. Devices may also be programmed to accept configuration from more
than one device management server, which is allowed by the LWM2M standard. (The
primary device management server can authenticate other device management
servers). Care must be taken to ensure data integrity if more than one device
management server gets access to settings of a single device.
Without an authorized device management server that is known to the device, no higherlevel access to a device is possible. However, once commissioned the device’s
operation does not rely on the presence of a device management server at all.
It is good practice to use the higher access levels only when needed and by whom
needed. The commissioning engineers therefore should have regular access level 4
access only, but not higher.
Operational protection
After commissioning, all access to a device will be protected by the local system
credentials (site specific), and all data transport will be protected by unique local keys.
Recovering from lost keys
If device management keys are lost (either on the side of the device(s) or by losing the
device management server), a device- and a manufacturer specific process to factoryreset the device or to grant renewed access needs to be followed.
4.4.4.3 Commissioning tools
Commissioning tools may be vendor specific to support specific applications best or in
a unique way. However, the commissioning is done using the standardized device
management interface available in all OpenAIS devices. Therefore, all tools will be able
to commission all the well-documented features devices from all OpenAIS-supporting
vendors.
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OpenAIS commissioning asks for only little site presence during commissioning. Future
systems may operate on a more elaborated technical base and might have no or only
little need for physical presence of personnel during commissioning. Once the mounting
and connecting workflow creates a reliable relationship between location-ID and deviceID, and all the databases are accurate and tended well, a fully automated commissioning
process will be available.
4.4.5

Debugging and error triage

This section is organized alongside the questions that are usually asked when working
on system debugging or error triage actions.
4.4.5.1 Commissioning-related debugging
Are devices present in the system that have not been commissioned?
• The use of a regular commissioning tool and its regular procedures will list the
non-commissioned devices. (Look at the Resource Directory (RD) data and/or
use OOTB communication and look for answers)
Has commissioning been properly completed with all devices of the system?
• The use of a regular commissioning tool and its regular procedures will list those
devices where commissioning stopped before the system integration step was
performed properly.
• A tool that gathers all group assignments of Sensor and Actuator Object
instances will list the instances not connected to valid groups that need to be
double-checked against missing commissioning steps.
Is the list of commissioned devices corresponding well to the BIM Data?
• A tool that gathers all devices’ IDs and their location information creates a
collection of system data that can be compared to the BIM database entries for
differences.
4.4.5.2 Connection-related Debugging
Are all devices that have been commissioned connected and operational?
• Check the Data Collect and Control Objects for their summary communication
error flag reflecting the overall status of the connection to the connected Objects.
• Check the control and Data Collect Objects for their database of "last connection
timestamps" regarding the Actuators and Sensors connected to them.
• Run through the list of commissioned devices and ping them.
• Enable connection statistics at devices and collect the results later. Connection
statistics needs to be limited to a time interval or non-persistent information to
avoid early damage of flash based memory.
• Devices with connection statistics enabled allow for
o Counting well-performing interactions, interactions that needed
corrective action, and interactions that failed altogether.
o Logging interaction performance (with different log levels, leading to
different log sizes) using timestamps.
How stable is the actual RF connection quality? Are there substantial changes
over time in RF quality that possibly affect operation?
• Enable RF connection quality tracking in devices and collect the results later.
Note: Make sure the tracking parameters fit to the embedded memory properties.
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•

Devices with RF connection quality tracking enabled allow for
o Counting RF interaction events sorted in quality classes (high, medium,
reasonable, acceptable, poor, and insufficient) in total.
o Counting noise or interference levels (if applicable) at interaction events
in quality classes (low, acceptable, high, disruptive) in total.
o Logging RF connection quality performance (different log levels, different
log sizes) using timestamps to document the timely change of conditions.
o Logging the number of meshing hops that were used to transport a
message.

4.4.5.3 Functionality-related Debugging
Are the Sensor actions correctly connected to the Actuator actions?
• Set Sensors to debug status
• Create events by specifying the physical effect the Sensors should react on
• Watch and log the reaction of the system for the Sensor events generated, and
compare this to the requirements.
What root-cause creates specific unwanted effects? (Triage)
• Make sure commissioning of grouping is sufficient (see above)
• Make sure connection quality is sufficient (see above)
• On overlapping control:
o Disable control overlap at the disputed Actuator(s) by disabling logic
Objects that handle the same physical Object.
o Check each single control path for correct operation
o Enable detailed status messages and check them for correct overlap
handling (priority)
4.4.5.4 Device-based debugging and verification
Detailed debugging of the internal device performance is out of scope for OpenAIS.
However, a general knowledge of the sanity of any device in the system is needed at
system level to allow technical commissioning personal to judge, if repair or replacement
actions need to be triggered.
Is the device and are all its internally connected parts operating well?
• Trigger the "device self-check" routine that delivers a time-stamped result stating
the device status at the actual configuration and operation regarding the
following dimensions:
o Overall (fine, warning, insufficient)
o Memory availability (fine, tight, edge, insufficient)
o Process time availability (fine, tight, edge, insufficient)
o Internal interface availability (fine, tight, edge, doubtful, insufficient)
o Hardware status (fine, warning, insufficient)
o Status of connected units (fine, warning, call for service)
• Enable the "device self-log" and collect the results later. Note: make sure the
memory properties of embedded memory are matched. The collected log needs
to be analysed using manufacturer specific tools to get full advice on how to
proceed with the device.
Are specific resources performing in the expected way?
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•
•

To allow tracking of any of the resources that a device provides, a LWM2M
Server can set a CoAP Observe relationship on resource(s). See Section 3.5.7.3
for use case descriptions in which CoAP Observe is used.
Manufacturers may also offer a specific, or a more general local resource logging
mechanism.

4.5 Integration with External Components
This section elaborates how the flexibility for the various embedding and connection
requirements throughout the life cycle of a lighting control system may be handled: “easy
user interaction” and alike are of course key requirements, but security and integrity of
the system is also key. This section elaborates how this trade-off can be managed.
4.5.1

Ad-hoc devices

Devices (even mobile devices like smartphones or tablets) which are permanently part
of the OpenAIS system are commissioned after installation. However, there is also a
need for so called ad hoc devices, usually mobile devices that are coupled temporarily
to the lighting system. The most common use case for this is the use of mobile devices
for personal control of the lights in a room.
In a personal control situation, a user enters a room (or area) with a personal mobile
device which is not normally part of the OpenAIS lighting network in the building.
Through that mobile device the user can obtain control over a (pre-)defined part of the
functionality of the lighting system, usually restricted to an area like a room. Standard
functionality that can be controlled in this way is dimming the lights to adjust to personal
tastes and needs. There are various elements in a personal control solution: localization,
authorization, network joining, the restricted lifetime of a temporary user control (when
he leaves the room), available Controls and UI as well as potential conflicts with other
controls.
There are also situations where the ad hoc devices are used, notably in the
commissioning use case, where an engineer attaches the device to the system to start
commissioning. Although these use cases differ, there is a lot of commonality in the
joining of the ad hoc devices, which has been treated in this section.
4.5.1.1 Physical network joining
It is not to be expected that standard mobile devices will be capable of joining an
OpenAIS RF-network directly. The default proposed wireless connectivity technique for
OpenAIS (6LoWPAN over IEEE 802.15.4) is not available on mobile devices. We do not
expect this to change in the near future. Wired solutions like Ethernet or PoE are clearly
fully inaccessible to mobile devices. We envisage two solutions for user-owned mobile
devices to communicate to the system:
1. Wi-Fi: The mobile device could login on the Wi-Fi network of the building. Of
course this assumes that there is such a network. Although this can be seen as
an easy and standard solution it is not hassle free. Especially for infrequent
visitors it is not always easy to access a network in a building. Network keys are
normally needed and connectivity problems are quite common. Nevertheless,
this is one of the options that can be used with OpenAIS.
2. Cellular or guest Wi-Fi: Using the telecom network of the mobile device. A
mobile phone will usually have a (IP-)network connection over 4G which it may
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use to contact the login page of the building. Using the 4G connection is
equivalent to using an open guest Wi-Fi available at the building. This removes
the problem of closed Wi-Fi network joining, but of course relies on availability
of a telecom/IP or guest Wi-Fi connection in the building. Users without
ubiquitous internet access cannot be served in this way. Also tablets without a
3G-connection may be excluded by this method.
It is not necessary for OpenAIS to prescribe the use of any of these methods. The
OpenAIS solution only expects that the mobile device is capable of creating an IP-link
to a server containing the authorization/login service.
Note that this implies that personal control requires a server with an IP-connection. This
does not necessarily mean that the system needs to be connected to internet. It would
be possible to have wireless access points and a server on site fulfilling the role.
4.5.1.2 Actual joining and leaving the network
As indicated above all communication will go through a standard IT-infrastructure (or
telecom infrastructure if the IT is not yet available) and a back-end server. Whenever a
user enters a room with a mobile device in the building for the first time and he/she wants
to control the lights and activates an app (“light control”) or loads a “webpage”. In the
remainder we will only discus the “app”; a web-interface follows a similar flow. Note that
the user will have to download this app (or configure the webpage) for first usage. This
“app” will be somewhat specific as the flow depends on the authorization and
identification policies in a building.
This app contacts the “back-end server” and in coordination with the back-end takes
care of the authorization of this user (for the first time). This may include filing in just a
user and password but it may also integrate single sign-on for a user known in the
building (an employee of the company), so that in a company various applications can
be used with the same login credentials. For commissioning a higher level of
authorization is needed of course.
For personal control a second important step is localization, this may be more or less
automatically with beacons or coded light or the user may be guided to scan e.g. a code
in the room. After the “app” has sent this information to the “back-end”, the back-end
authorizes the user based on user, location and status information for the lights in his
area and presents the user its interface.
The “log-off” of the user is a point of concern especially in the personal control use case.
There clearly must be a timeout, avoiding users to control the lights in the office when
they have returned home. After timeout the app needs to re-initiate the connection. The
setting of the timeout has to be configured in real operation according to the site needs.
Also when the user walks into another room and reopens the app, the app should always
check the location again. If this is not identifiable or changed the app should guide the
user again to identify the location and connect to the back-end again for authorization
and getting access to the right user interface/area.
Note that without localization beacons or coded light there will be always situations
where access to one room cannot be cleared before the user enters a neighbouring
room, now controlling the lights without actually being present.
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4.5.1.3 Authorization
The authorization service is a “web-based” IP-accessible service that grants (or refuses)
access to an identified mobile device for a certain location/set of devices which will vary
from site to site and is out of scope of this document. This authorization service will have
to rely on a policy which will vary from site to site. This policy states who is allowed to
log in: only known devices/users, the use of passwords or not, potential single sign in
requirements, only for own personnel or free access for everybody. This is all up to the
building owner to decide. The same applies to defining what parts of the system users
can access. Furthermore, one probably wants to allow only one personal control device
per area at the time. Finally, this policy must decide on the lifetime of access, re-entry
of regular users, etc. All of this is not defined in the OpenAIS architecture. However,
when the authorization service provides the mobile phone with the credentials needed
for the control and sets a lifetime for these, the interaction with the OpenAIS system
starts.
4.5.2

Personal control

4.5.2.1 Localization
Ad hoc devices are never allowed to access a full lighting network. Access is always
restricted to the devices in an area or room. Some other devices may not be controllable
at all by personal control like e.g. the devices in a corridor. Therefore, the localization
function is an essential part of a personal control system. The mobile device has to
obtain information about its location in one way or another and communicate this to the
“login-page” of the system. The OpenAIS architecture does not prescribe the localization
mechanism as this may be viewed as a differentiating element, or even standard
elements of a mobile phone may be used. Some examples which can be found in
practice are:
•
•
•
•

Use of coded light to determine the luminaire(s) closest to the mobile phone
QR-codes in the room which can be scanned when entering
(i)-beacons
Indoor positioning systems

4.5.2.2 Controls
A mobile device can only use pre-programmed control functionality in the system,
provided by a Control Object. It is not expected that a Control Object instance will run
on the mobile device, especially not if multicasting performance is expected. Any Control
Object instance requires development and commissioning of the system and is specific
to any room/area/building. As such there is no use in developing or using a Control
Object instance that runs on a mobile phone, although it would be technically feasible
(see previous section for some commissioning aspects here).
So there will an existing and already commissioned Control Object instance in the
system that provides the functionality offered to the mobile devices. The ad-hoc device
that is authorized uses the API of the area Control Object instance to control the lights
of that area. So there will be a one-to-one relation between the mobile phone and the
Control Object instance it uses. All multicast issues and related security will be treated
within the lighting network and are not used directly by the mobile device. The mobile
device sets up a secure Pont to Point communication with the Control Object instance
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of which it has received an address at login. This greatly simplifies communication and
avoids security issues. After localization and authorization one simply gets the UI
presented through which one can send commands to the Control Object instance like
up and down.
The Control Object API may (depending on the vendor) provide APIs for all light points
the Control has in its group. In such a case the user of the mobile device will be allowed
to select which device he wants to control through the UI, e.g. by pressing on a button,
or icon on a small map that is displayed on his phone.
4.5.2.3 User Interface
Personal control on the mobile device now consists mainly of an UI to invoke the control
interface(s) described in the previous section. We do have two options to realize this UI:
•

•

Build an app that provides the UI and communicates with the Control function
(using the keys supplied). The major drawback is that building and maintaining
apps is a quite costly business. There are multiple environments (iOS, Android,
etc.) that need to be supported and every introduced phone may require some
testing and development work.
Use a generic UI like HTML5 and use the phone only as a display. Whenever
someone logs into the system and is authorized and localized he receives the
link to the related UI that can be used to connect to and control its area. This UI
is part of the system and has already been developed in conjunction with the
Control function it controls.

The OpenAIS architecture does not mandate one of these solutions. Both are allowed
in the design for a system.
4.5.2.4 Extensions to the system
User interfaces may be easily provided by the system vendors for the control devices
they deliver. Whenever someone develops new functionality (like a new Control
function) to be loaded in an OpenAIS system he/she has to decide if this functionality is
controllable. If so, a UI has to be provided and installed with the Control functionality.
As only a minimum API for the Control will be mandatory, the UI’s may change with
specific controller features, but always can rely on the minimum functionality, no matter
what kind of device mix is combined.
4.5.3

Integration into Building Automation Systems

4.5.3.1 Introduction
Building Automation is a complex trade in itself, with diverse and complex tasks, and a
substantial variety of system topologies and architectures are used by the vendors. The
main concepts used are:
•
•

PLC-based control (as of today approximately 40% of the building automation
market, diverse variants and programming languages)
BACnet-based control (as of today approximately 60% of the building automation
market)
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It has to be noted that many (especially larger) Building Automation Systems are
heterogeneous; they often consist of a mixture of diverse technologies to adapt to some
requirements.
• The field level of BACnet type of Automation Control often consists of various
communication and controls systems, like “KNX”, “LON”, “MODBUS”, or “DALI”
bus systems (there are some 30 different such systems in regular use), whereas
the management level often uses BACnet architecture based concepts, in
addition to diverse (SQL) database founded solutions.
Given the diversity of Building Automation and the freedom for vendors to create
OpenAIS compatible systems there is no “single path of integration” mandated. This
section will show the concepts available within the OpenAIS (reference architecture) that
may be used for such integration.
4.5.3.2 Device-level integration
There are diverse HVAC/building automation strategies available. This part focuses on
the integration of single devices into the building management system. The example use
case for this is: A lighting presence detector should be re-used by HVAC automation to
control the airflow in a room. The integration warning: Lighting needs “immediate on”
with a very short signal integration time, whereas HVAC should respond to persistent
presence only, so the signal integration time should be long enough. (Airflow need not
change on a short visit to a room to e.g. fetch a paper, but should support longer
presence in a room). Within the OpenAIS architecture the following solution is foreseen:
OpenAIS Sensor devices may be equipped with multiple bindings for a single resource.
This means, the Sensor can send its status change information to multiple receivers,
with the following options:
1. The Building Automation Control function is commissioned to be part of the
multicast group the Sensor reports to (same Sensor Object instance, including
all the security involved).
2. The Sensor is commissioned (using an additional Object Instance) to send its
Sensor event to a HVAC / building automation resource compatible IoT binding
and transportation (using the same protocol stack)
3. A plugin / software extension is loaded onto the Sensor firmware that creates an
additional Object Instance that is commissioned to communicate through an
HVAC system compatible stack directly to the HVAC system.
In summary: OpenAIS devices are internet connected at the node and can be integrated
using different high-level protocols. Therefore, the “single gateway” solutions of today’s
system integrations will be history, once the Building Automation Systems switch to IoT
technology also.
4.5.3.3 Control / DataCollect Object based integration
Out of the diverse HVAC/building automation integration strategies this part focuses on
the integration using the Control Objects as point of integration.
In building automation, the smallest structural entity is usually “a room”. Using the
controller (or the Data Collect) Object as a base for the integration allows matching this
kind of structural setup with the lighting control. Lighting typically has a higher granularity
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(many light points per room) than the building automation (HVAC) needs: Using area
Control functions as the integration point resolves this issue.
1. The Control Object may expose any HVAC protocol for integration purposes (e.g.
a Control Object may have a (configurable) BACnet interface embedded
2. The Control Object may expose a simple “group control” to the building
automation system that allows the Building Automation System to use its internal
calendar functions and alike to switch the lights to ON or OFF at specific times
etc.
3. The Control function may create extended or summarized failure reports and
hand them to building automation.
4. There may be specific Control Objects that are stacked on the area Control
Objects that provide the integration into the building automation. This is
structurally (and within the OpenAIS concepts) identical to the interface that is
integrated into an area Control Object.
In summary: there are many “may have” statements in that integration text: that is due
to the fact that integration has been made easy, but not mandatory with OpenAIS.
Please note that there is no “out-of-the-box” integration specified in OpenAIS. Such
integration is not completely impossible, but system designers that provide this, need to
be aware of all the privacy and security implications that may arise if the commissioning
step that is used in OpenAIS to secure communication is avoided.
4.5.4

Integration into “smart” cloud services

4.5.4.1 Introduction to cloud connectivity
Besides the integration of the lighting controls system into the Building Automation
System(s), the integration of lighting controls with cloud services as envisioned in “smart
buildings” is one of the major promises of the IoT, and hence of OpenAIS systems.
Integration of OpenAIS devices with the cloud allows for storage and analysis of runtime
data from OpenAIS devices, sensors and actuators, opening up opportunities for cloudbased services such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Remote diagnostics of devices, with scheduling of corrective maintenance.
Monitoring of operational (wear-out/runtime) parameters, supporting optimally
scheduled and preventive maintenance, avoiding downtime, preventing errors,
and optimizing device usage and lifetime.
Optimizing product design based on large scale usage data from devices
deployed in the field, and their related maintenance information.
Building services based on information collected by standard lighting sensors,
such as using presence detectors for space usage analysis and optimization,
checking meeting room availability, or evacuation in case of emergency.
Beyond-lighting services, which utilize further sensors and actuators integrated
into lighting devices such as sensors for indoor air quality, audio, temperature
and humidity; or utilizing Bluetooth beacons or sending information through VLC
emitters. Examples of beyond-lighting services are e.g.
o Asset tracking
o Indoor navigation
o Environment monitoring
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o

Audio monitoring and event classification

This section describes the principles for such integration of an OpenAIS system with
cloud-based services, and the interfaces and solutions that the OpenAIS architecture
supports for this integration.
4.5.4.2 Cloud connectivity support within the OpenAIS architecture
For many applications, a (direct) end-to-end secured connection to the cloud is a key
IoT functionality that is desired. As OpenAIS is an IP based system, making a connection
to the cloud may seem obvious or even trivial. However, in the reality of a large lighting
installation there are many practical matters to be considered. Stand-alone applications
like vending machines and similar appliances do not display any coordinated or
integrated behaviour, and most of their functionality is geared towards data-reporting
into the cloud and allowing device management and maintenance from the cloud.
However, for lighting installations with thousands of nodes and extensive coordinated
(local) behaviours, the requirements are considerably different. In this case cloud
connectivity must co-exist with the low-latency, high reliability local communication, as
well as support seamless scaling with the number of installed data-generating entities in
such an installation. The following considerations and mechanisms have been foreseen
in the OpenAIS architecture to support a smooth cloud integration:
•

OpenAIS status information reporting and selection of data to be communicated to
the cloud: OpenAIS supports a flexible mechanism to send out status reports from
Device, Sensor and Actuator objects. Due to the self-similarity mechanism this
reporting mechanism is also available for the Control Objects at the various stacking
levels. The status structures transmitted can be defined and commissioned
separately (see the Object Model for details). The reporting structure of an
installation can be defined by the system designer and set by the commissioning
engineer. This construct allows the sending of an arbitrary (sub)selection of
object/resource information at a to-be-specified rate. Vendors that add differentiating
objects with additional or new resources can smoothly add additional information by
defining their own status report structures, or adding their specific resources to the
standard reports.

•

OpenAIS Control and DataCollect Objects receive and accumulate status reports
after being commissioned: For some cloud service interfaces, the OpenAIS node
Object API’s may therefore be re-used without any change. The required
authorization of a device to the cloud service needs to be set up in a commissioning
step of course. Note that such status reports are being sent out through the OpenAIS
Group Communication (OGC) mechanism, and need to be collected through
respective OpenAIS control Objects or status collect Objects. However, use of this
standard OpenAIS status reporting mechanism for direct communication to the cloud
has a number of challenges, that are listed below - including their respective
solutions:
o

Security: All OpenAIS communication is secured by its respective mechanisms
described in this document. This applies to both the LWM2M communication as
well as to the OpenAIS Group Communication (OGC). This means that any
object that is receiving data through the OpenAIS status reporting mechanism
needs to be commissioned as part of the OpenAIS security domain.
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o

IT-Environmental restrictions: OpenAIS makes use of IPv6 multicast and UDP
for its standard communication of reporting information. Both of these
mechanisms may represent a bottleneck for communication between the objects
in the OpenAIS system and a cloud-server based Object. IT-infrastructure may
still be running on IPv4, while also multicast is not normally transmitted over the
Internet. However, the OGC mechanism defines a possibility to have a selected
number of unicast addresses next to the multicast address for communication
within a group. This extension has been made to reach specific IPv6 addresses
hidden behind firewalls or multicast-blocking routers. This approach can be used
to position a receiving object at a defined IPv6 address and report to it using IPv6
unicast. OpenAIS has also defined and implemented a 6LoWPAN Border Router
that allows IPv6 tunnelling through a partially IPv4-only back-end network.

•

LWM2M usage: LWM2M is a standard part of the OpenAIS architecture and is
especially designed to connect IoT devices to the cloud. This makes it relatively
simple to provide cloud-services integration. Cloud integration (beyond the basics of
the standard LWM2M interface) is out of scope for the OpenAIS architecture, as it is
completely up to the vendors to provide such interfaces, either using separate Object
interfaces or providing additional bindings for or observation of specific resources.
Also, the cloud side of the services, that is receiving and storing data based upon
the LWM2M server, is fully vendor-specific. This provides ultimate flexibility for
vendors to provide the cloud service they want: either using a LWM2M “to each
node” cloud connector (with a possibly heavy load on bandwidth), or by using the
OpenAIS-based mechanisms that use local data hubs like the Control Object or
DataCollect-object, as described above, that can provide data in a more compact
form to any cloud that is possibly interested in this data.

•

Integration through dedicated interfaces: The OpenAIS architecture allows
additional, vendor-specific interfaces to be built on e.g. the DataCollect and Control
objects towards the cloud-facing side. These interfaces may include any
communication protocol deemed necessary like HTTP, FTP, MQTT, etc. This choice
is fully up to the vendor as the OpenAIS architecture does not describe these. Such
links may be used to transport (status) data from selected OpenAIS objects directly
to a vendor-specified cloud service. This interface of course requires a specific
security solution to protect its integrity, which represents an additional
implementation effort for this approach. However, it also decouples the local (OGC
and LWM2M) security from the cloud- and user-security implementations.

•

Different cloud service types: besides having different interfaces, cloud services can
be of fundamentally different types. There can be vendor-specific cloud services,
and vendor-agnostic cloud services. Both can be supported by OpenAIS. For the
former type, the vendor can specify the exact way that the OpenAIS device and the
cloud service mutually connect and authenticate, which is not in OpenAIS scope.
But for the vendor-agnostic cloud service, a standard or otherwise agreed way of
connecting and authentication has to be used between the device and the cloud.
One way OpenAIS supports this is using the X.509 certificate mode of security for
LWM2M, building upon the worldwide Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) which is also
used to secure the web.
o

For example, if a vendor-agnostic LWM2M server stores and trusts the
accepted manufacturer certificates of a number of device vendors, any new
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device created by one of these vendors can register itself securely to that
server, proving to the server that it is a genuine device from a trusted vendor.
4.5.4.3 Data Collect Objects
Although the OpenAIS architecture supports direct connection from all OpenAIS objects
to cloud services, this may not be the most optimal implementation from a resource,
complexity and performance point of view. As indicated before, a large lighting
installation may easily contain thousands of light points and even more sensors. Directly
coupling all of these through IP connections to a cloud server can put significant
(configuration and resource) burden on the customers’ IT infrastructure.
Also, the amount of “raw data” to be transported to the cloud is considerable for lighting
systems. For any typical lighting installation, at least energy consumption (which is
changing continuously through daily regulation) and room occupancy are sampled for
each device at a rate of minimally once a minute. Once coloured lighting and beyondlighting sensors like audio become present in many devices, the data generation rates
go up significantly, yielding a many Gigabytes/day flow towards the cloud for only one
single lighting installation.
For data-analytics purposes, fine-grained data and continuous data availability is of high
importance. Missing data or infrequent data can complicate data analytics and reduce
the quality and the value of the extracted information considerably. As connectivity
between the lighting installation and cloud may still be interrupted from time to time, it is
therefore important to support intermediate storage in a lighting installation to cater for
intermittent loss of connectivity to the cloud.
To reduce complexity, reduce total bandwidth usage, and to manage this connectivity
loss, the OpenAIS architecture supports the DataCollect Object. This Object allows for
“compressed” data transport to cloud services. A DataCollect Object may collect the
status information from many objects in a lighting installation. There may even be a
“building-level” DataCollect Object that gathers all relevant status messages and acts
as a “gateway” for this data to the cloud. The DataCollect may “compress” the data
transport to the cloud in various ways:
•

•

•

Reduce the amount of data that is transported by any form of relevant preprocessing or data compression methods available
o The most straightforward example is combining data from various endpoints, to deliver room-level or even higher-level information only.
By reducing the cloud communication frequency by sending status reports only
at pre-determined intervals only (e.g. every 15 minutes).
o On IP networks, sending a few larger reports usually is more efficient than
sending a larger number of small reports.
Reduce the waiting time for an OpenAIS device that needs to report data to the
cloud. If the device reports to the local DataCollect object instead of directly to
the cloud, the acknowledgement message for the data report will arrive sooner
at the sending OpenAIS device, because the round-trip time to and from the
cloud server with every report is avoided.
o Reduction of waiting time at an OpenAIS device means that on average
it can sooner release any memory buffer space that is used to buffer an
unacknowledged (CoAP) message. This helps reducing performance
issues caused by limited memory space in constrained devices.
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If the IP connection from the OpenAIS system to the cloud is over a “pay per use” type
of connection, such as a 4G cellular subscription, then the above compression features
as provided by the DataCollect object are very useful. But also in systems where a lowbandwidth (RF) Field Network is used in the OpenAIS devices, and a high-bandwidth
wired network connection towards the cloud, DataCollect objects can be useful to gain
the mentioned benefits of resilience against cloud server outages, and reduction of
waiting time for OpenAIS devices.
Finally, the DataCollect Object may possess its own intermediate storage to buffer
outgoing data and provide resilience against temporary cloud connectivity loss.
Note that for the DataCollect to Cloud communication a vendor has all options available
described in the previous section: use the OpenAIS Group Communication, or LWM2M,
or a dedicated cloud-facing interface on the DataCollect Object.

4.6 Interoperability Needs and Standardization
When looking into interoperability and standardization it is important to keep two aspects
of this topic in mind, that are not always fully in line:
•

•

Interoperability and Standardization statements promise to the user, that a
system may be composed out of components of different vendors and that an
already-deployed system may be extended later, adding some functionality with
new components of possibly other vendors, without the need to replace the
existing (installed) equipment.
Interoperability and Standardization statements promise to the vendor, that it
may manufacture and deliver only a few system components into a system that
is made of components from multiple vendors, may rely on tools already provided
by other vendors, and this way is able to reduce the own risk and effort
substantially.

In the above wording, the two statements seem to be very much in line. However, when
it comes to system responsibility, vendor differentiation and innovation handling within
the system (e.g. algorithms, user interfaces, apps etc.) the two aspects easily lead to
substantially different settings.
In heritage lighting and building controls, the interoperability standard is usually fully
defined, and with this limiting the innovation and differentiation available to each vendor.
It tells the user and the vendor exactly all they will get, so it is a kind of promise. However,
when considering the internet domain, the interoperability standards work different,
allowing for less strict interoperability definitions as detailed in the following subsections.
Levels of interoperability
Current Lighting and Building management standards like BACnet and DALI prescribe
an exhaustive standard, to which vendors have to comply fully. Furthermore, both
BACnet and DALI request vendors to NOT provide or use any non-standardized
communication.
Standards that aim for full system compatibility, like BACnet and DALI, need this kind of
interoperability, together with a registration, certification and defined testing procedure,
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to ensure that devices of different vendors operate together in a predictable and reliable
way. The development and the responsibility for the functionality of the system is fully in
the hands of the standards development organization, or in other words, not tangible for
the end user. User differentiation is at very low priority, and innovation propagates rather
slowly, as it is controlled by a consortium rather than by a company that looks into its
own business opportunity.
However, such strict standards are not part of the internet “way of life”. The internet has
no system compatibility logos, no registration procedures, or uniform testing procedures,
at all. The internet doesn’t promise full system compatibility, it only promises pair-wise
compatibility (on multiple layers) and allows for pair-wise negotiation before the actual
communication act starts. This creates an environment that allows for more innovation
and vendor differentiation, without jeopardizing the interoperability.
In the following, we discern the following levels of interoperability for internet-based
(lighting) control systems:
•

•

•

Full Interoperability: Strict and complete standard (as in heritage standards).
Components of multiple vendors can be used to build a single system, where the
behaviour is fully defined by the standard. A single set of tools (commissioning,
maintenance, triage etc.) can be used to maintain and commission the system.
Vendors can differentiate in size, quality or price of components.
Medium Interoperability: Extensions are allowed, a substantial set of
interoperability rules allows to use a single set of tools, but this time using plugin structures for the vendor extensions. Components and tools of multiple
vendors can be used to build a single system, with a basic behaviour that is fully
defined by the standard. Vendor-specific plug-ins need to be available for the
toolset. Vendors can differentiate by adding functionality on top of the standard,
by the quality or usability of tools and devices, as well as size, quality and price
of components. Naturally, the definition and scope of the “basic set” of
functionality may vary a lot between standards.
Minimum Interoperability: This reverses the principle: There is no mandatory
standard that defines functionality or methodology. This is the “internet way of
life”: If a vendor adheres to a given standard, this is done by free will, and with
“self-qualification”. The pair-wise compatibility principle of the internet helps to
maintain a working system without a strict full standardization. However, with
lighting, and the need for multicast to maintain useful group control performance,
a minimum set of interoperation standards is necessary to allow for low-latency
manual- and scene control. To build a system from components of multiple
vendors requires sufficient knowledge and possibly some engineering, but this
could be provided by automatic tools as e.g. seen in the website and webshop
domain today.

These levels of interoperability are detailed in Sections 4.6.3 – 4.6.5.
Expected levels of variation and change over time
Lighting (controls) systems typically remain operational for some 20 years or more with
little or no maintenance. However, some replacements will happen, and there is a notion
that “maintenance-by-wire” (remote maintenance), once available through internet
integration, will become common and make sure that a building or space remains lit
according to its use and requirements.
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Lighting needs are very diverse, as the applications are very diverse. Looking back 20
years, and expecting an accelerated development for the future, we should accept that
we have little or no idea what the future user needs within a system deployment lifetime
might be. The only statement possible is that it will be different from today’s. Therefore,
the system needs to be prepared to host different functionality, and we must accept that
the today achievable room for parameter adaptability might not be sufficient to cover
future needs.
Already today, a lighting controls system needs to support a wide variation of
functionality. Travelling through Europe revels already a huge variety of office
environments, related user expectations and local habits in lighting, lighting controls,
user interaction and experience. To cover all of this diversity in a single system adds too
much complexity. Therefore, the system needs to support multiple vendors, that want to
create focussed offers and possibly some new, differentiating features that support
specific applications or regions best. This will create competition, driving innovation
towards better lighting.
Today, the selected LWM2M framework seems to be the best available choice for an
IoT framework for resource-constrained devices. But this will probably change over time,
as the future of such frameworks is often decided by industrial power play, and not so
much by (also difficult to foresee) technological merits. Therefore, interoperability should
be applicable for future frameworks also.
Full Interoperability
Classic (heritage) system standards promise full interoperability. This always comes with
predefined functionality, predefined tools etc. To create a fully interoperable system all
objects, and all communication need to be standardized. Deployment of such a standard
requires certified testing, and a related organization. It should be noted, that such an
approach would be even more strict than the DALI standard is today, as the controls
objects and algorithms are NOT standardized in today’s DALI.
However, one of the main expectations of using internet technologies for controls is a
more open and more flexible approach, and therefore this approach (for all the reasons
given above) seems to be less attractive.
The principle followed for a full interoperability standard is “specify and assert”.
Medium Interoperability
A medium interoperability standard allows substantial deviation from, and addition to a
relatively wide core of standardized interaction. The scope of the fully standardized core
functionality will vary over time and needs to be defined by an appropriate organization
and consortium. (An example for this is Bluetooth: Some functionality is fully defined by
the BT-SIG, some of this is optional and may be dropped in some implementations, and
there is some freedom to use BT outside the standardized applications.) There are three
categories for objects and their communication regarding interoperability: The MUST,
the RECOMMENDED, and the OPTIONAL.
•

Wherever low latency is a need, a full group of receivers must be capable of
interpreting a single message identically, to avoid serialization of messages.
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•

•

Therefore, all protocol aspects of low latency group interaction MUST be
standardized. However, there are not many actions that need low latency group
interaction: manual push-button and new presence sensing, switching on and
off, start and stop dimming, and recalling scenes.
Despite all diversity, there are many requirements that are common to all lighting
controls, especially naming all the configuration and parametrization for the low
latency part, that are preferably identical. Where objects contain preferably
standardized and preferably diverse or optional parts, they should be split to
support innovation best and reduce overall complexity. Specifically named for
RECOMMENDED standardized objects are the grouping settings, and the
reporting and operative interaction APIs. (See also: group object, logical objects,
and basic Control Object.) A unification for these objects allows for seamless
operation and commissioning. Some more specific functionality on top of the
standard interaction is possible, but will need specific tools or plug-ins for
commissioning and maintenance. When functionality outside the standardized
behaviour needs to be commissioned or maintained, the standard
commissioning and maintenance tools should plugins that handles the additional
functionality.
With many specific objects, e.g. a light-point Actuator Object, there is a kind of
core function that is similar or identical to all kinds of implementations. To use a
kind of “industry standard” for this part is a good idea, but no need for
interoperability. Therefore, a substantial part of functions will be considered
OPTIONAL.

A medium Interoperability approach provides substantial flexibility and diversity on one
hand, and strict interoperability where it is needed on the other hand. The major part of
such a standard follows the internet way of standardization: “publish and support” rather
than “specify and assert”, allowing for future innovation and adaptation to upcoming
future requirements. If the relatively small “core” of functions needs a “specify and
assert” approach remains unclear, as there is a good chance that a “publish and support”
activity is sufficient to attract all major vendors anyhow.
However, a medium interoperability approach always requires using the same IoT base
framework: there is no “multi-framework-base functionality” at the level of an individual
node. Still, nodes may provide multi-framework adaptability.
Minimum Interoperability
When considering the use of possibly multiple, incompatible frameworks (such as
LWM2M / OCF / UPnP / AllJoyn etc.) in the same system one would expect that the
interoperability is completely provided via central servers that are capable of “talking two
or more languages”. Also, tools would be separate: for each framework a different
toolset. However, this is less acceptable when it comes to low-latency / low-bandwidth
group communication, which requires a minimum set of interactions that are common to
all frameworks to circumvent serialization or detours of communication messages.
This minimum interoperability approach is fully defined by the technical need to support
low-latency and low-bandwidth group communication. In other words, the same lowlatency group communication is used for all participants, even when these participants
are using different IoT frameworks. In this approach, the configuration e.g.
parametrization of the grouping and the related interactions are done in a framework-
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specific way, and only the low-latency messaging works seamlessly and uniformly
across frameworks.
Again, this provides a well-working (lighting) controls solution, but all the tools will be
specific to the frameworks involved. So, the possible mix of frameworks, that may
happen in a lifespan of a deployed lighting system, comes with an increase in complexity
in the area of commissioning, configuration and parametrization, as it is necessary to
keep the parameters in the different frameworks aligned as much as possible.
Standardization Needs and Approach
The standardization efforts are of course depending on the approach taken: full,
medium, or minimum interoperability. From a helicopter view, based on today’s
knowledge, the following approach is advisable for OpenAIS:
•

•

Maintain minimum interoperability by a strong and well-funded action; best would
be an IETF standard or similar (though the IETF is possibly the wrong
organisation, as OpenAIS’ standards have substantial application domain
knowledge embedded into it, which the IETF usually tries to avoid.)
Trigger voluntary cooperation(s) that define (one or more competing) basic sets
of lighting functionality aiming for medium interoperability, following the “publish
and support” standardization approach.
o Note that lighting applications are very diverse; a shop floor, a stage, a
classroom or a hotel lobby require possibly total different “basic” sets of
functionality and should not be pressed into the same scheme.
o As long as a minimum level of interoperability is maintained across these
diverse application areas, the effort to combine them finally into a single
system, or even provide both interfaces in a single node, remains
feasible.

The support action (out of the “publish and support” approach) that helps the acceptance
of the new standard should include decently licenced software stacks that are ready to
use and ready to be expanded to specific needs, maintained and supported by a vivid
community, as e.g. often seen today in open source software initiatives in the internet
world.
Interoperability Notes for System Designers
We advise system designers and architects to use as much existing structure as
possible! When deviating from this rule, the why and how for the decision to go for
something private or different should be documented. Designers should use different
Object- and resource IDs when they define deviating Objects/resources, to avoid
conflicts with existing tools that rely on the existing Object/resource structures. The
OpenAIS architecture has room for vendor-specific variants of Objects, that do not
jeopardize the overall system interoperability too much: for example physical sensor
Objects, physical actuator Objects, or executing control Objects can be made vendorspecific. The interoperability interface for these vendor-specific objects is realized by the
logical sensor- and actuator Objects and by the basic control Object, and therefore
specific vendor variants do not impact the overall interoperability - but can still cover the
needs of various (vendor-)specific applications or application areas.
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4.7 Tool Support
This section identifies which tools from the domain of IT, networking and software
development can be used to efficiently realize the OpenAIS architecture. Using (defacto) standardized tools and common IT components is a good practice not only to
speed up the implementation, but also to increase opportunities for cross-vendor and
cross-system interoperability. Although the tools described here are not mandated by
the reference architecture, their use is encouraged. Mandating specific tools and
software frameworks in the architecture is risky, because developments in the IT world
are fast and tools/frameworks are over the years replaced by new ones. Tools to enable
efficient commissioning or new services are the domain of vendor competition in the
coming years. As a result of market forces, possibly standards will also emerge in this
domain over the next few years.
4.7.1

Installation Tools

Installation tools refers to those tools that an installer uses to do his/her work efficiently,
as part of the installation workflow. Due to the specific design of the out-of-the-box mode
(Section 3.3.9), the OpenAIS devices themselves become the tools for the installer:
•
•
•

Sensors can be used as the tools to test luminaires (for correct wiring/power and
connectivity)
Switches / button panels can be used to test luminaires in the same way
Luminaires and their response (on/off/dim) can be used to test sensors and
switches

For this reason, no specific installation tools are proposed here. But one could easily
introduce such tools for OpenAIS systems, for example an installer could use a portable
wireless “luminaire tester” device that sends out-of-the-box commands to all luminaires
that are installed in the local space.
4.7.2

Commissioning Tools

The Commissioning Tools (CT) are intended to be used by a commissioner to support
the commissioning workflow. A first set of workflows that needs to be supported has
been documented in Section 4.4, but we expect this to be merely a starting point for
future improvements and optimization – not the final goal. As such, also the tools needed
will develop along and the solutions/technologies described here are likely not the final
ones.
Commissioning Tools (CT) to setup and configure an OpenAIS system can be
implemented in software for various portable devices such as a laptop, tablet, or
smartphone. To make the software easily portable to other operating systems, platforms
or screen sizes, it is recommended to use web technology for the implementation of the
user interface part of the CT.
The OpenAIS CT is built using next-generation web technologies including standard and
open application frameworks:
•

Ruby on Rails, or simply Rails: a server-side web application framework written
in Ruby under the MIT License. Rails is a model–view–controller framework,
providing default structures for a database, a web service and web pages.
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•
•
•
•

JQuery: One of the most popular JavaScript libraries used to handle user
interaction on web-pages.
Bootstrap CSS: Improve the look and feel of webpages and allow dynamic page
resizing.
HTML5: the latest and current version of the W3C standard HTML is especially
optimized for mobile applications, running in the web browser.
SVG: Scalable Vector Graphics is an XML-based vector image format for twodimensional graphics with support for interactivity and animation.

On the backend side it operates on the Leshan LWM2M Server, where the configuration
settings for each OpenAIS Device are managed. So multiple CTs can this way
simultaneously operate on multiple OpenAIS Devices, with all configuration actions
centrally executed and monitored by the Leshan LWM2M Server.
4.7.3

Device Management Tools

OpenAIS uses LWM2M for device management tasks in general, which includes
commissioning, re-commissioning and monitoring tasks. The benefit of using an existing
standard here is that existing software implementations can be used. One de facto
standard for a LWM2M Server is the Leshan LWM2M Server [www.eclipse.org/leshan/],
an open source project from Eclipse Foundation. This project offers a number of
reusable components that can be integrated into a device management solution.
OpenAIS has used this software in its own implementation of the architecture for the
pilot system.
In OpenAIS, a few specific code changes were made to Leshan server in order to make
it interoperate better with the ARM mbed LWM2M client code:
1. Support for handling binary content-format payloads (application/octetstream, 42) for software updates was added. This is according to the LWM2M
specification “Opaque” data format. However, the Leshan server did not yet
implement this content format.
2. The CoAP content-format application/vnd.oma.lwm2m+tlv (11542) was
modified to 99 (as used in ARM mbed – this later needs to transition to the
correct value 11542 by the mbed developers)
3. The CoAP content-format application/vnd.oma.lwm2m+json (11543) was
modified to 100 (as used in ARM mbed – this later needs to transition to the
correct value 11543 by the mbed developers)
4. Handling of empty values (zero-length data) that may be generated by the
LWM2M clients due to a perceived need of the luminaire application
developers to send back a data value representing “unknown” encoded as
an empty value. Normally, LWM2M does not define a data value “unknown”.
So Leshan was patched to handle the empty values representing “unknown”.
The master branch version of August 28, 2017 of Leshan server code
[github.com/eclipse/leshan] is used in the OpenAIS pilot system, with above specific
code changes 2, 3, 4 applied. Change 1 is only applied to the Leshan server that is used
for software updates for OpenAIS devices.
4.7.4

Development/Diagnostic Tools

In networked systems, tools for network monitoring and diagnosis can be very valuable
during operation, troubleshooting, system (re)configuration or development. In
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OpenAIS, the well-known network monitoring tool Wireshark [wireshark.org] is used for
these purposes for the OpenAIS pilot installation. This tool includes the packet formats
for all common IPv4/IPv6 protocols such as CoAP, UDP, MLD, DTLS etc. and it has the
benefit that it can operate on all the connectivity technologies (“stacks”) recommended
for the OpenAIS architecture: Ethernet, Thread and Wi-Fi.
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5 ARCHITECTURAL ANALYSIS
Architecture analysis in the design phase is a cost-effective approach to identify
deficiencies and incorrect decisions. Without a thorough architectural analysis, there is
a high probability of omissions/errors in the architecture and misunderstanding between
stakeholders. Solving these problems in the later stages of development is very
expensive, so it is important to evaluate the architecture as early as possible.
We have seen in Section 2.5 how we used the decision matrix to evaluate the
effectiveness of the architectural decisions we made in the design stage and to evaluate
the validity of the final candidate by comparing it with one the best state-of-the-art
solutions. In this chapter we focus our architectural analysis on the risk assessment
aspect.
Risk is defined as the effect of uncertainty on objectives [ISO31000]. The effects are the
deviation from expected outcome and can be negative or positive. Uncertainties are
caused by ambiguity, events or lack of information. Risk assessment is the task of
identifying and mitigating risks. In OpenAIS it is a part of the Task 2.3 Architectural risk
assessment. This chapter reports the activities carried out to identify the risks in
OpenAIS reference architecture.
Two workshops have been organised for risk assessment. The first workshop was
architecture-centric where an internal assessment of the architecture has been carried
out by the architects with the goal of improving the understanding of the architecture and
obtaining agreement among the architects. The second workshop was stakeholdercentric and concentrated on eliciting stakeholder points of view and bridging the gap
between the architects and the customers. Hence in addition to the architects of
OpenAIS (WP2 team), customer representatives (WP1 team) were present in the latter
workshop.

5.1 ATAM - Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method
We used the Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM) [Kazman00] for our
evaluation. ATAM, developed by the Software Engineering Institute at the Carnegie
Mellon University is a leading method to evaluate software architectures [Kazman00].
ATAM evaluations reveal how well the architecture satisfies particular quality goals and
expose architectural risks that potentially inhibit the achievement of an organization's
business goals. This risk-mitigation process is most beneficial when done early in the
software development life cycle.
5.1.1

Goals of ATAM

The major goal of ATAM is to:
•

Evaluate the architectural design decisions to determine if they satisfactorily
address the quality requirements.

A prerequisite of an evaluation is to have a statement of quality attribute requirements
and a specification of the architecture. However, in the early stage of design they can
be vague and ambiguous. Hence, two other important goals of ATAM are to:
•

Elicit and refine a precise statement of the architecture’s driving quality attribute
requirements
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•
5.1.2

Elicit and refine a precise statement of the architectural design decisions
Steps of ATAM

The ATAM process consists of nine steps [Kazman00]. We have slightly adapted the
steps, namely 4, 6 and 8 by changing the architectural approaches to architectural
decisions. ATAM considers architectural approaches and styles as the means to ensure
quality attributes. However, the key objective is to identify how the architectural
decisions embodied by these architectural approaches and styles affects the
achievement of a quality attribute. In the early phase of design of a complex system like
OpenAIS, it is easier to directly weigh the architectural decisions. Figure 36 shows the
adapted steps of the method used for our analysis.

Figure 36: The steps of the ATAM

The first stage involves a presentation where the method is explained to the
stakeholders and the motivating business goals and key architectural drivers are
presented. The architect then presents the architecture, focusing on how it addresses
the business drivers. The next stage is the investigation and analysis stage where the
key architectural decisions are identified and then the quality factors that comprise
system utility are elicited, and prioritized. The results are captured in a utility tree, a
hierarchic model of the driving architectural requirements. A sample utility tree is given
in Figure 37.
To create a utility tree, we identify the key quality attributes. We then put specific
concerns under each of the quality attributes as the next level in the tree. Concerns are
then characterized by scenarios which are the leaf nodes of the tree. A scenario is a
short description of the interaction of one of the stakeholders with the system, e.g. user’s
scenario, developer’s scenario, customer’s scenario, maintainer’s scenario, etc. A
scenario represents a use, or modification, of the system and can help in determining if
the architecture meets a functional requirement and more significantly the system
qualities. The scenarios are prioritized along two dimensions:
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•
•

Importance to the system to the stakeholders
Perceived risk in achieving the particular goal by the architects

Figure 37: A sample utility tree

The last step in the investigation and analysis stage is eliciting and analysing the
architectural decisions that address the quality factors in the utility tree. During this step
architectural risks, sensitivity points, and trade-off points are identified. After this phase,
there is a testing stage where use case scenarios are elicited and prioritized and
architectural decisions to support the highly-ranked scenarios are identified. The last
stage is the reporting stage where the findings are presented to the stakeholders and
report is written detailing this information.

5.2 Risk Assessment Workshop 1
In the first workshop, the Steps 1-6 were executed. For Step 2, the key business drivers
were extracted from WP1 D1.1 “Selected Scenarios and Use Cases” [OpenAIS_D1.1].
To identify the most common quality attributes and put them in the utility tree in Step 5,
we considered the ISO/IEC 25010:2011 Systems and software quality attribute list given
in Table 4.
The main attributes in Table 4 are indeed the most relevant attributes to OpenAIS. We
put specific concerns and scenarios after referring to the Decision Matrix
[OpenAIS_D2.2]. Architects then evaluated the scenarios in subgroups and scored their
importance and risks in coarse levels viz. high, medium and low. Figure 38 shows a part
of the utility tree created during the workshop. A few scenarios with high risks are shown
in the leaf nodes of the utility tree in Figure 38. The complete list included ten quality
attributes and forty-five scenarios.
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Table 4: ISO/IEC 25010:2011 Systems and software quality attributes

Functional suitability
• Functional completeness
• Functional correctness
• Functional appropriateness
Usability
• Appropriateness
recognisability
• Learnability
• Operability
• User error protection
• User interface aesthetics
• Accessibility
Reliability
• Maturity
• Availability
• Fault tolerance
• Recoverability

Performance efficiency
• Time behaviour
• Resource
utilization
• Capacity
Security
• Confidentiality
• Integrity
• Non-repudiation
• Accountability
• Authenticity

Portability
• Adaptability
• Installability
• Replaceability
Maintainability
• Modularity
• Reusability
• Analysability
• Modifiability
• Testability

Compatibility
• Co-existence
• Interoperability

Figure 38: A sample utility tree created during the workshop
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Table 5: A sample set of identified risks

Identified risks
Allowance of 6lowPAN IP networks raises high risks to the realtime/latencies and synchrony requirements
Missing extension concept in Object Models and definition for HW
extension interface affecting the capability to accommodate
new/other technologies
Support for easy integration of emergency lighting is not possible as
IP-systems are not rated for that and secure emergency installations
will not be integrable
Non-selection of standard management tools and protocols to reuse
from IT domain and feasibility of integration in the existing security
systems have not been addressed
New device with new UID may introduce a new IP address and the
controls do not work anymore when based only on IP address
Architectural decisions are not made explicit or their documentation
is missing, e.g.
• No control devices in the design (with the exception of
routers) have single point of failure not documented
• Fall-back behaviour/function of components needs to be
specified and mandated
• Recommended PHY specifics are missing

Quality attribute
Performance
Extensibility

Extensibility

Reusability

Availability
Availability

The architects then took the most important scenarios with high or medium risk for
identifying the architectural decision taken or missing to support the quality attributes.
Table 5 lists a sample set of identified risks from the workshop. The complete list of
architectural decisions and the corresponding identified risks are given in Appendix A of
deliverable D2.3 [OpenAIS_D2.3].

5.3 Risk Assessment Workshop 2
In the second workshop, we continued with the Step 7 of ATAM to come with scenarios
from the customers’ perspective. We reiterated through the Steps 1 – 6 and analysed
the architectural decisions (Step 8) of ATAM more in a CAFCR style [Muller04] to bridge
the gap between the architects and the customers.
One of the risks of the reference architecture is that it is inherently abstract where the
quality attributes such as scalability, extensibility and generality are there. However,
when we try to instantiate the architecture, we often identify that it is way too complicated
or cannot configure easily and hence difficult to ensure the qualities. As we are creating
a reference architecture in OpenAIS we wanted to mitigate this risk. For this, we begin
our analysis by considering one of the systems based on OpenAIS reference
architecture which will be used in 2020. As an example we picked a bank which is
refurbishing/renewing its four floors in 2022.
In the workshop, we tried to understand how we are going to design this refurbishment
from a lighting perspective and what steps we are going to make. The WP1
representatives came up with the specification that the bank has Building Management
Systems, uses three IPv4 networks (very secure for bank transactions, for normal IT
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operation, and for building services operations) and then worked out for the
requirements. They came up with the assumptions of different spaces in the bank (e.g.
Atrium, Trading Floor, Stairs, Corridor, Meeting rooms, Archive, Datacentre etc.).
In the second part of the workshop, we tried to identify the steps in installation and
commissioning of the system and assigned a time line to these steps. One of the key
requirements from the WP1 members was to reduce the on-site time of expensive
personnel in the commissioning process. Some of the dominant concerns/questions
came up in the discussion are:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

When is IT available and live (power and network configuration) during
installation and commissioning?
o Is the internal network in the building working at this stage?
o Is the external communication to internet also available (e.g. cloud
service support during commissioning)?
The phasing of the steps in installation and commissioning is very important –
today’s phasing is adversarial to OpenAIS system, as IT is available only after
lighting installations.
Which one - wired or wireless to use in our scenario?
o Considering security, performance and maintenance for 25 years wired
is preferred in the considered scenario.
Can we simplify the commissioning process or even remove the need of the
commissioner?
Installation and commissioning period of OpenAIS can take around 12 weeks in
the particular scenario considered, if we follow today’s phasing, whereas current
lighting systems need only 11 weeks. There is a need for a smart commissioning
tool that allows easy installation and commissioning, but it needs to be
developed.
What happens if IT issues arise during installation and commissioning?
Common network service for lighting and building management is a requirement
for the future. How do we address this?

In the last part of the workshop, we selected three key topics from the list of important
aspects identified from the first ATAM workshop and list of topics identified by WP1
(listed in D1.2 User Requirements [OpenAIS_D1.2]. The topics are: 1) Network
availability, 2) Diagnosis, triage and 3) Scalability. The topics are discussed in groups
and the section below highlights the exemplary findings from the workshop:
1. Network availability
• During installation and commissioning network availability issue arises due to
phasing issue, i.e. IT availability during commissioning. To solve this
o Contractual agreement can be made to ensure that IT is available at the
commissioning stage
o Organizational preliminary network that is available after installing lighting
specific network components can be made independent from standard IT
network by using temporary devices (e.g. preliminary switches/routers,
tablet with SIM that can directly connect to cloud, etc.)
• During operation time network availability (24x7) issue arises due to i)
operational throughput loss, ii) part Failures, iii) IT misconfiguration and iv) RF
interference. These issues can be resolved by:
o Operational throughput loss
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o

o

o

It is a contractual issue: use either a separate lighting network or
ensure minimum BW available for lighting purpose.
 Use IPv6 priority flags to receive higher priority for lighting packets
(but it may not be available always).
Part Failures
 Limit spreading of failures and use the fall-back controller
provision.
 Redundant network components and connections to circumvent
failing parts.
IT misconfiguration
 Triage is possible by using a tool that asks components to
respond and if response is different, it can detect issues.
RF interference
 Enable channel agility in PHY or have a tool (in the devices) that
can detect issues and change channels.
 Limit the hop count to 1. This introduces the need for additional
Border Routers. However, it is cost effective when compared to
the cost for debugging (say with two staffs), as it solves several
issues due to larger hop counts.

2. Diagnosis and triage
Diagnosis is needed when i) user complains, ii) system generates alarms or iii) analytic
alarms are raised. From diagnostics perspective, the severity of user complaints is
higher when compared to most system generated alarms which in turn is higher than
analytic alarms. Some examples of such instances are listed below:
•

•
•

User complaints when
o Devices break
o Strange behaviours occur
o Unexpected responses occur (remark: System works according to
specification but unexpected to users)
System alarms are generated when
o Error message
o Online status/missing devices
Analytic alarms are raised when
o Trends identify drifting or degrading paths (e.g. battering life time
degrades, too much run time needed for blinds to open, etc.)
o Statistics/history shows probability of failures

For triage, the possibilities are:
•

•

Checking the message flow
o Logging provision should be there (Check if a logging standard is needed
in OpenAIS)
o Replay of events
o Timestamping events (Check if there is common notion of time in
OpenAIS systems)
Simulation can identify problems. It also allows to playback logged events and
detect/analyse the problems.

3. Scalability
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•
•
•

In the typical office building, limits are imposed by PHY medium. To solve it,
networks can be segmented. Guidelines are needed how to do it effectively!
When we have outside display on the façade of the whole building, multi-hop issues
and synchrony of messages become more important.
In wired network, though rather rare bad protocols could cause scalability issues
more often than expected. The combination of many devices, many multicast
groups, a flat network topology (w.r.t. broadcast/multicast scope) and poor filtering
of multicast traffic could result in serious network loads. Some network technologies
(like VLANs or subnets per floor) may help.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
This deliverable describes the final architecture of OpenAIS - an open, service-oriented
IP-based lighting architecture. The architecture provided in the document is a reference
architecture that can support a wide range of deployment scenarios and use cases of
future connected office buildings.
The system requirements that are used as the base of the OpenAIS Architecture and
the process followed to arrive at the final candidate architecture are described in this
document. Three candidates were shortlisted in this process and using the Decision
Matrix (a tool we developed) the candidates were compared. The IoT-centric
architecture emerged as the winner in this process. A comparison of the final candidate
architecture with a recent heritage (legacy) system reveals that the final candidate not
only matches the robustness, reliability and real-time performance of today’s dedicated
lighting systems but can exceed these in many aspects such as security, interoperability,
ease of installation in addition to being open, allowing vendor differentiation and enabling
reuse of components from the IT domain.
An extensive overview of the proposed reference architecture is given in this document
covering four different architectural views, namely logical, physical, networking, and
security view. Logical models of interaction, interfacing, communication, interoperability
(with Building Automation Systems), extensibility and commissioning aspects are also
covered in this document. These are accompanied by some high-level examples and
illustrations. Various recommendations for system design on the choices of network
physical/medium access layers (PHY/MAC), network stacks and operating systems are
also provided.
In addition to using a decision matrix to evaluate the effectiveness of the architectural
decisions made in the design stage and to evaluate the validity of the final candidate,
further architectural analysis, focussing on risk assessment has been employed to
detect the potential risks in an early stage of the project. The outcome of the two
workshops conducted and potential risks identified are also included in this report.
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8 GLOSSARY
8.1 Abbreviations and Acronyms
Many of the capitalized terms used in the ‘Description’ column below are further
explained in the ‘Definitions’ table in Section 8.2 or otherwise in the reference or website
listed in within square brackets.
Abbreviation

Description

3G, 4G

3rd/4th Generation cellular networks

6LoWPAN

IPv6 over Low-power lossy Wireless Personal Area Networks
[RFC6282]

6LoBAC

6LoWPAN over BACnet’s MS/TP protocol

6LBR

6LoWPAN Border Router [RFC6775]

6LN

6LoWPAN Node [RFC6775]

6LR

6LoWPAN Router [RFC6775]

6ND

6LoWPAN Neighbor Discovery [RFC6775]

6TiSCH

IPv6 over the TSCH mode of IEEE 802.15.4e [www.ietf.org]

802.3

The IEEE 802.3 standards on wired communication (Ethernet)
[www.ieee802.org]

802.11

The IEEE 802.11 standards on wireless communication (Wi-Fi)
[www.ieee802.org]

802.15.4

The IEEE 802.15.4 standards on low-power low data rate wireless
communication protocols [www.ieee802.org/15/pub/TG4.html]

AAA

Authentication, Authorization and Accounting

ACL

Access Control List

ADR

Automatic Demand Response (smart grid domain term)

AES

Advanced Encryption Standard

ANIMA

Autonomic Networking Integrated Model and Approach [BRSKI]

AP

Access Point (Wi-Fi specific term)

API

Application Programming Interface

AS

Authorization Server

ASN

Absolute Slot Number

AT

Access Token

ATAM

Architecture Trade-off Analysis Method

AT-KDC

Access Token for use with the Key Distribution Centre
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Abbreviation

Description

ATAM

Architecture Trade-off Analysis Method

BACnet

Building Automation and Control Networks [www.BACnet.org]

BAS

Building Automation System(s)

BIM

Building Information Model

BMS

Building Management System(s)

BTLE

Bluetooth Low Energy (also known as Bluetooth Smart)

CBOR

Concise Binary Object Representation [RFC7049]

CoAP

Constrained Application Protocol [RFC7252]

COSE

CBOR Object Signing and Encryption

COTS

Commercial Off-The-Shelf

CPU

Central Processing Unit

CT

Commissioning Tool

DALI

Digital Addressable Lighting Interface
[www.digitalilluminationinterface.org]

DHCPv6

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol for IPv6 [RFC3315]

DNS

Domain Name System

DNS-SD

DNS Service Discovery [RFC6763]

DTLS

Datagram Transport Layer Security [RFC6347]

ECC

Elliptic Curve Cryptography

ER

Edge Router

EST

Enrollment over Secure Transport [RFC7030]

EUI

Extended Unique Identifier (defined by IEEE)

ETH

Ethernet

GTIN

Global Trade Item Number

GUA

Global Unicast Address

HTTP

HyperText Transfer Protocol [RFC7230]

HVAC

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning

ID

Identifier

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers [www.ieee.org]

IETF

Internet Engineering Task Force [www.ietf.org]

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission [www.iec.ch]
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Abbreviation

Description

IoT

Internet of Things

IP

Internet Protocol

IPSO

IP for Smart Objects [www.ipso-alliance.org]

IPv4

Internet Protocol version 4

IPv6

Internet Protocol version 6

ISA

International Society of Automation [www.isa.org]

ISP

Internet Service Provider

IT

Information Technology

JN

Joining Node

KDC

Key Distribution Centre

L1, L2, L3, …

Layer 1, Layer 2, Layer 3, … OSI layers reference.

LAN

Local Area Network

LED

Light Emitting Diode

LLN

Low-power Lossy Network (typically, wireless low-bandwidth)

LPR AP

Low Power Radio Access Point

LWM2M

Lightweight M2M [openmobilealliance.org]

M2M

Machine-to-Machine communications

MAC

Medium Access Control (layer)

MASA

Manufacturer Authorized Signing Authority [BRSKI]

MCU

Micro-Controller Unit

MIB

Management Information Base [RFC1155]

MIC

Message Integrity Code

mDNS

Multicast DNS (protocol) [RFC6762]

MIB

Management Information Base [RFC1155]

MPL

Multicast Protocol for Low-power lossy networks [RFC7731]

MQTT

Message Queue Telemetry Transport

MS/TP

Master Slave / Token Passing – a protocol defined in BACnet

NAT

Network Address Translation

ND

Neighbour Discovery

NFC

Near Field Communication

OCF

Open Connectivity Foundation [openconnectivity.org]
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OD

OpenAIS Device

ODM

Object Data Model [see: OM]

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer

OGC

OpenAIS Group Communication

OIC

Open Interconnect Consortium [openconnectivity.org]

OM

Object Model [see: ODM]

OMA

Open Mobile Alliance

OOTB

Out-Of-The-Box

OpenAIS

Open Architectures for Intelligent Solid-state lighting systems

OS

Operating System

OSCoAP

(former name of OSCORE)

OSCORE

Object Security for Constrained RESTful Environments [OSCORE]

OSI

Open Systems Interconnection (project at [www.iso.org])

PAN

Personal Area Network

PD

Presence Detector

PHY

Physical layer

PKI

Public Key Infrastructure

PLC

Power Line Communication

PLR

Packet Loss Rate

PoE

Power over Ethernet

PSK

Pre-Shared Key

QR

Quick Response code

RD

Resource Directory

REST

REpresentational State Transfer

RF

Radio Frequency

RFC

(the IETF series of published standards documents, see [RFCnnnn])

RIP

Routing Information Protocol [RFC2080]

RN

Routing Node

RPL

Routing Protocol for Low-power lossy networks [RFC6550]

RPK

Raw Public Key

RTOS

Real-Time Operating System
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SCA

Sense-Control-Actuate

SDO

Standards Development Organization

SHA

Secure Hash Algorithm

SMS

Short Message Service (SMS transport defined in [LWM2M])

SLIP

Serial Line Internet Protocol [RFC1055]

SQL

Structured Query Language

SSL

Solid State Lighting

TCP

Transmission Control Protocol [RFC793]

TLS

Transport Layer Security [RFC5246]

TRNG

True Random Number Generator

UART

Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter

UDP

User Datagram Protocol [RFC768]

ULA

Unique Local Address [RFC4193]

URI

Uniform Resource Identifier

URN

Uniform Resource Name

USB

Universal Serial Bus

UUID

Universally Unique Identifier

VLAN

Virtual Local Area Network

VLC

Visible Light Communication

VM

Virtual Machine

VPN

Virtual Private Network

Wi-Fi

Wireless Fidelity / the Wi-Fi standard based on IEEE 802.11
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8.3 Definitions
Definition

Description

AAA Server

A software function for AAA (Authentication, Authorization and Accounting) typically
residing on a server located on premises or in the cloud. In OpenAIS this server is
used to secure group communication.

Access Point (AP)

An access point according to the Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11) standard, to which Wi-Fi clients
can connect

Actuate-Function

A Function that enables an actuator to change state; for example a Light-Function.
An Actuate-Function is under control of one Control-Function.
See also: SCA model

Application (Layer)
Gateway

Synonyms: Gateway

Application Group

A group of Object instances that is defined during Commissioning for an applicationspecific purpose, for example a group of Light Points to control. The members of this
group may reside on multiple Devices.
See also: Multicast Group

Application Server

Server that executes software applications; the server typically residing somewhere
in a Backbone Network or in the Cloud. The Application Server typically
communicates with Nodes using IP. Such IP connections traverse other networks for
example an Intranet, VPN, Backbone Network or the public Internet.

Area Controller /
Room Controller /
Floor Controller

A connected device that includes one or more Control-Functions and does not
function as a Luminaire or sensor itself. It is connected somewhere in the Field
Network or Backbone Network.
Note: this device may be integrated with a Border Router function
Note: not to be confused with Area Control-Function
See also: Area Control-Function

Area Control-Function
Room ControlFunction

A Control-Function that controls a specified area, which may be a room or floor. A
Function is not a physical device; it could be allocated to any Device including
Luminaires or Sensors.

Floor ControlFunction
Backbone Network

A high-speed, reliable IP data Network that exists in a building and connects multiple
network Segments with each other.
Example: switched Ethernet segment in an office building, that connects all the Wi-Fi
Access Points in a building
See also: Subnet

Back-end Server

A server that is not located in the Field Network, but rather on the Backbone Network
or even more remote: a Cloud Server.
See: Cloud Server

Binding

A configurable relation between a producer of information and a receiver of this
information, where the receiver typically resides on a different Node.
Example: a presence-sensing function is bound to the group G1 of luminaires
Example: a Commissioning Tool configures a binding from a room controller to a floor
controller, such that the floor controller is permanently kept up to date about the
occupancy and lights status of the room.
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Bootstrap Server

A software function defined in Lightweight M2M [LWM2M] that enables bootstrapping
an OpenAIS Device including joining a network securely for the first time. The
bootstrap server authenticates the new device and provisions keying material to the
device to enable it to connect to a (Lightweight M2M) device management server.
This function may be located on a Commissioning Tool, or on a (Cloud) Server.

Border Router (BR)

A Router residing at the border (boundary) of a PHY Segment, realizing the routing of
IP packets between the two distinct PHY+MAC technologies.
There may be zero, one, or multiple Border Routers present in a single PHY
Segment. A Border Router typically has additional functions to manage Nodes in a
PHY Segment or to allocate addresses to Nodes.
Example: 6LoWPAN Border Router (6LBR) which routes packets between an IPv6
network (typically Wi-Fi or Ethernet) and a 6LoWPAN network (typically an RF
network).
Note: a Border Router as such does not use application-specific software to translate
application level protocols in data packets traversing the Border Router, like a
Gateway does. But a Gateway function can be integrated in a BR.

Bridge

Synonym: Switch
.

Client

Client/Server

Multiple meanings are used in this document:
•

Client: An entity that uses an interface that an OpenAIS system exposes

•

CoAP Client: the client role of the client/server CoAP protocol as defined by
[RFC7252]

•

LWM2M Client: the client role of a Node in the Lightweight M2M [LWM2M]
protocol

The commonly used client/server communication pattern.
Example: CoAP is a client/server protocol.

Cloud
Cloud Server

Concept of software services running transparently on server(s) connected to the
Internet; of which the location is not pre-defined and computing resources can be
automatically scaled up or down depending on resource demands. This can be in a
private data centre, shared data centre, or even on-site.

Commissioner

The person or group of persons that performs the Commissioning process.
See also: Commissioning

Commissioning

The process of configuring the Devices that are part of a (lighting) system in such a
way that the system will afterwards operate according to the intended design
objectives (i.e. as the customer would like to have it); including any required
verification activities.
Often this process is performed on-site after the individual Devices that are to be part
of a (lighting) system are already installed in the ceiling.
In OpenAIS the following phases of Commissioning are distinguished (in brackets the
person competences needed to perform the work):
•

Phase 1: Installation, localization and test (electrical contractor, on site)

•

Phase 2: Binding; and if needed finalize localization (Commissioning
Engineer, IT person, possibly off site with some low tier support on site)

•

Phase 3: Functional Parameterization (lighting specialist)

•

Phase 4: Fault finding missions (Commissioning Engineer, IT person,
electrical contractor)
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Commissioning
Engineer

See: Commissioner

Commissioning Tool
(CT)

A device brought into the building premises with the specific purpose to perform
commissioning operations. It may connect to a Subnet, to a Backbone Network, or
only to the luminaire/sensor directly while doing these operations. The Commissioner
uses a Commissioning Tool.
Example: a tablet with specific software to perform Commissioning

Control-Function

A Function that can control one or more Actuator-Functions, or other ControlFunctions, possibly based on events and information reported by Sensor-Functions.

Converter

A Device or module (part of a Device) that controls one or more Light Points. The
Converter generates the specific voltage and current needed to activate a Light
Source. Typically a higher voltage is converted to the low voltage needed to safely
activate LEDs.
Synonym: Driver

Datagram

Synonym: Packet

Device

A physical device; a box with physical interfaces within a casing/package; installed
typically as one entity which cannot operate when disassembled in parts.
A device may offer one or more Services in OpenAIS context. A Node is a networked
Device.
See also: Node

Device-to-Cloud

A communication pattern where a Device in the Field Network contacts a remote
Node or service or Cloud Server, or vice versa a Device is the Field Network is
contacted by such remote entity to perform communication.
See also: Client/Server

Device Management
(function)

Specific functions in an OpenAIS system to register a Device the first time it is used;
to keep track of its status including ID and hardware/software version; manage
software updates; manage configuration settings; keeping track of dynamic status
items such as errors that occurred, (network) diagnostics and (self-)test results.
Note: configuration settings includes those settings needed for the lighting functions
to operate as planned, such as application group definitions, sensor/control
thresholds, time-outs, algorithm selection, control function parameters, etc. This is
applied during the process of Commissioning during which Device Management
functions of Devices are used.

Driver /
LED Driver

Synonym: Converter

Edge Router (ER)

Synonym: Border Router
Note: ‘Border Router’ is used within OpenAIS context.

End Node

A Node that never ‘relays’ data packets destined to other nodes because it is unable
to do so by design. An End Node can be only the original source or the final
destination of a data packet.
See also: Gateway Node, Mesh Network, Routing Node

Endpoint

A Node that is IP Source, IP Destination, or both.
Note: this term can also be used to describe an application on a Node which is the IP
Source or IP Destination. In this case there may be multiple Endpoints per Node,
referring to the individual applications.
Example: a luminaire that accepts UDP packets and processes the commands
enclosed in these packets
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Event

A message containing information that is (potentially) of importance to be received by
an interested entity in an OpenAIS system. The interested entity that receives an
Event is called consumer, receiver or Event receiver. The entity that generates an
Event can be called the Event producer, although we also refer to it by other names
(such as Sensor).
Events may be sent over the network between OpenAIS Nodes.

Field Network

The collective name for all network Segments in a building that provide the lastmeters connectivity to the building (IoT) devices like luminaires, buttons, sensors or
HVAC actuators. It can be implemented using one type of physical medium (PHY,
L1) or multiple PHYs.
Note: a Field Network may include Stand-alone Networks.
See also: Backbone Network

Firewall

A network security function that controls the incoming and outgoing network traffic on
a Node, based on an applied rule set.
See also: Network Address Translation

Frame

A single unit of multiple data bits at Link Layer (L2) that is transmitted over a single
Link by a Node and possibly received by other Node(s)
Synonyms: packet

Function

In the WP2 architecture ‘Function’ is used to describe a capability allocated to a
Device e.g. Sense, Control or Actuate Functions. A Function may be realized by a
Service or by a set of Services that works in unison.
See also: SCA model

Gateway

A Node that translates an incoming data Packet from one format into another format
and sends out the translated packet again. The translation modifies the contents of a
Packet in at least one or more of the higher protocol layers (above L3).
Note: a Gateway can also translate IP-based messages into non-IP messages or
vice versa.

Group
Communication

A communication pattern where a Device in the Field Network communicates with a
group of Devices in the Field Network, sending a message in a one-to-many fashion.
A group contains one or more group members.
See also: OpenAIS Group Communication

Hub

Node that simply listens on each port and indiscriminately regenerates the signal at
all other ports. A hub (L1) operates at physical layer.
Synonym: repeater

Hop

Traversal of a single Link by a data Packet.
See also: Link, Mesh Network

Installer

A person or group of persons that installs OpenAIS devices in a building; mounting
these in the ceiling and connecting the wires.

IP Destination

Any Node which is the destination of an IP data packet. In other words, the Node
hosts an application that is a consumer of an IP packet.

IP Node

A Node that uses the Internet Protocol (IP) for data communication

IP Router

A Routing Node that routes IP packets

IP Source

Any Node which is the source of an IP data packet. In other words, the Node hosts
an application that is a generator of this IP packet.
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IP Subnet

A logically visible subdivision of an IP network.
Example: In a 6LoWPAN Mesh Network all Nodes together form a single IPv6
Subnet with each Node using an IPv6 address containing the same IPv6 Prefix.

IPv6 Prefix

The most significant bits of an IPv6 address, indicating the type of IPv6 address and
the IP Subnet that a Node belongs to. [RFC4291]

Joining Node (JN)

A Node that needs to, or is executing a process to, join a Subnet in order to become
part of the building Network. The joining process typically includes security protocols
to ensure the Node can legitimately participate in the building Network.

Key Distribution
Centre (KDC)

A software function that is used to provide keys for secure group communication to
authorized group members.

L2 (Ethernet) Switch

A Switch that has Ethernet ports.
See also: Switch

Light Point

A single light output that can be controlled. A Light Point may allow modifying its
intensity, colour, beam focus, direction etc., but can’t be split in two separately
controlled light outputs itself. A Luminaire integrates at least one Light Point.
See also: Luminaire, Light Source

Light Source

A source of light, which in OpenAIS context is typically a module that uses LEDs. A
Light Point integrates typically one Light Source.
See also: Light Point, Luminaire

Lightweight M2M

A standard for device management over IP, defined by the OMA [LWM2M].
See also: Section 3.5.2.

Link

A unidirectional or bidirectional data communication capability over a wired or
wireless medium, directly between two or more Nodes, without any modification,
filtering or L3 routing of the data Frames by other Nodes in-between.

Localization

Measuring or determining the location of a Device in a building/room.

Luminaire

A Device that incorporates one or more Light Points. A Luminaire may also
incorporate sensors or Converters.
See also: Light Point

Machine-to-Machine
(M2M) communication

Autonomous data communication between a Node and Application Server(s), which
doesn’t require human intervention during normal operation. Normally an M2M device
takes initiative to report data or events to an Application Server. Also the Server
could take initiative to configure parameters on the device/Node or to request a report
about something.
Example: a sensor Node reporting sensor data periodically to a Cloud server

Mesh Network

A Network having a mesh topology. In a mesh topology, Routing Nodes are typically
active to enable data connectivity between all Nodes in the Mesh Network even in
case a Link fails.

Mesh Link

A Link in a Mesh Network
See also: Link, Mesh Network

Multicast Group

A group of Nodes identified by an IPv6 multicast address.
See also: Node Group

Neighbour Node

Another Node that is one Hop separated from a Node

Network

Synonym: Segment
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Network Address
Translation (NAT)

Network function of remapping one IP address space into another by modifying
network address information in Internet Protocol (IP) datagram packet headers while
they are in transit across a Router.
Note: NAT function is often combined with a Firewall.
See also: Firewall

Node

A data communication function (i.e. abstraction) of a Device, used to send and/or
receive data packets over Links.
Alternative definition: device that is attached to a Network, and is capable of sending,
receiving, or forwarding information over a Link
See also: Routing Node, Border Router, End Node, Node Group

Node Group

A logical grouping of Nodes
See also: Multicast Group
Example: An IPv6 multicast group that certain Nodes have joined.

Object

A LWM2M Object as defined in the LWM2M specification [LWM2M], which is a type
of Service.

Object Model (OM)
Object Data Model

The OpenAIS Object Data Model as defined in Section 3.3.6.

Object ID

A (numeric) type identifier for a type of Object. Object IDs syntax conforms to the
LWM2M specification [LWM2M].

Object instance

An instance of a LWM2M Object, which is a concrete instantiation of a Service.

OpenAIS Group
Communication

A Group Communication method defined by OpenAIS, following IETF standards.
Each group message is secured using application-layer security. Group members
can be reached by IP multicast, serial unicast, or a combination of these.

Out-of-the-box

A specific behaviour of a lighting system or OpenAIS components which is factorydefault, prior to the Commissioning phase.

Packet

A unit of data (i.e. group of bytes) which is transferred over a Network at L3 over one
or more Links.
Example: unicast IPv6 packet
Synonym: Datagram

PHY Segment

A Segment within the Field Network that is implemented using one and the same
physical medium (PHY, L1) providing mutual network connectivity between all Nodes
in the Segment.
Note: a PHY Segment can contain multiple Links
Synonyms: capillary network, local network, local segment

Prefix

Synonym: IPv6 Prefix

Registrar

A server that controls the autonomous secured access of devices onto the (IT)
network of a specific (IT) domain. It is able to securely add new devices to the
domain, by means of handing out operational certificates for the domain. See
[BRSKI].
See also: ANIMA
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Router

Node that ‘relays’ (receives and then re-sends) data packets to other Node(s) without
altering packet content. A Router operates at Network Layer (L3).

Routing Node (RN)

Note: the Node may maintain routing tables in order to implement the routing i.e.
‘relaying’ of packets, but this is not necessarily the case.
Note: packet headers may be altered in the routing process.
See also: End Node, Mesh Network
Security Group

A group of entities that shares the same security context, which allows group
members to send messages securely to other group members and to receive
messages from other group members.
See also: Application Group

Sense-ControlActuate (SCA) model

The basic architecture proposed for OpenAIS by WP2. The name refers to the
functions Sense-Function, Control-Function and Actuate-Function.

Segment

Portion of a computer network that is separated from the rest of the network by a
device such as a repeater, Hub, Bridge, Switch or Router. Each Segment contains
one or more Nodes.
Synonyms: Network

Sense-Function

A Function that is able to get sensor data and events from the local Device on which
this function is deployed. The Sense-Function has the ability to communicate sensor
data and events to interested subscribers, including Control-Functions that need this
sensor data.
See also: Actuate-Function

Server

Used in multiple meanings in this document:
•

Server: a typically powerful networked computer/Device that provides a set
of functions over the network

•

CoAP Server: the server role of the CoAP client/server protocol [RFC 7252]

•

LWM2M Server: the server role of a Lightweight M2M compliant device as
defined in [LWM2M].

Service

Functionality offered by a Device for use by other entities (e.g. other Devices or other
Services). A Service has a specified interface or API that can be used to gain access
to it and use it. A service in the OpenAIS architecture is implemented through a
LWM2M Object.

Stand-alone Network

A Network, part of the Field Network, that is stand-alone i.e. not connected to a
Backbone Network nor to the Internet
Synonyms: Stand-alone Segment, Isolated Network

Subnet

Synonyms: IP Subnet

Switch

Node that forwards Frames to the correct port based on the Data Link address (MAC
address in case of Ethernet). In case the Data Link address is a broadcast address,
the switch (L2) forwards the Frame to all ports (except the receiving port). A Switch
(L2) operates at Data Link layer
Synonyms: Bridge

Synchrony

The degree to which multiple events in a lighting system occur at the same time,
expressed as a time difference between first event and last event of the multiple.
High synchrony means low asynchrony. For lighting group control, usually a low
asynchrony of lights in the group switching is desired such that a “popcorn effect” is
not noticeable by users.
Synonyms: Synchronicity
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Thread

An IPv6 (6LoWPAN) networking technology L1-L4 based on IEEE 802.15.4 mesh
networking. Defined by [threadgroup.org].

Wireless Access Point

Synonyms: Access Point

8.4 Icons
The following icons are used in this report for network topology diagrams.

Wired luminaire

Wireless
luminaire

Sensor

Presence
sensor

Dimmer

Network Router

Light sensor

Figure 39: Icons used for network topology diagrams.
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APPENDIX A: OBJECT MODEL AND API DEFINITIONS
This appendix to the OpenAIS Reference Architecture provides a sample set of Object
Model definitions to ensure the best possible comprehension of the architecture. Please
refer to the separate document for the contents of this appendix.
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